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ItM CON V E R SAT ION S
OVE~HEARDINSOUTH

A l\f"E R'I C A :
~

I

South. American: ;Hombrc! What
did you mean by that trumped-up
business in Guatemala?
Repl,: I don't know. Was it as sim·
that?
pIe
SA: It cost you more friends than it
was worth. Maybe more than you
can a.fIord, How many can you
alford?
R: I don't know. How Many Friends
Does a Rich Man Need?
SA: You are right. It is that way
everywhere. But when there are
t\Vo rich men in the same province"
both running for governor?
R: If they're both good liars, then
maybe the one with the prettiest
wife wins. Is that why you keep
printing Dulles' picture in your
papeI1l?
SA: ;Caramba! The target's eye. IL
costs you 10,000 friends every time
his picture appears. But listen. Do
you think we admire Cadillac.s that
much?

at

R:Ycs.

'It

SA: You are right. They cost 12,000
American dollars here. Biu we like
Coca.cola too, and it's ch~p, and
therefore a way to begin. Do you
really think that will decide it? Do

you think we are bound to vote
for you because we like Cokes and
Cadillacs?
R:No.
SA: Then what do }'Ou mean with
Franco? \\llat do you mean with
that Chiang Kai.shek, who has
'tunk of rotten fish for fifteen
years? What do you mean by always being on the wrong side these
days? .
R: Not always. Just mostly. Anybody
who shows he's against communism g~ts admitted first·class to the
Friends of America Abroad. It's a
poor standard of membership, but
maybe no worse than. is usual in
military alliances?
SA: But but and but, this is not a
, "usual" situation, eh? The whole
world looking on? Keeping score
by newspapers, radios, televisions,
movies, magazines, books? Every.
thing counted, and right now! Not
like it used to be, where the ends
blotted up the means, eh? This is
what "Cold \V;m' really is, that
the act stands alone to be judged?
Even before it happcos? Yet in tbis
Cold War you make everybody
nervous by using those tactics of
the hot one... ' ,
R: Wait a minute...
SA: Excuse me-the morals of the hot
one.
R: No, not yet. Just look at the Russian ...
SA: jClaTO, hombre! But we do you
the compliment of not ju;ging you
by communist standardsl.~f morality. This is your wish, is itt not? Morality is supposed to be your real
export to the world, no? The gooda

continued on following page
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government can be moral only
when there is no strong reason not
to bet Even as myself?
E D ITO R'S COR N E R
R: Democracy elects the biggest mycontinued from preceding page
Belfs it can find.
SA: iMadre! I wouldn't. But you
joke now. I know that you have
just make it cagier to be a Chrishad
many great presidents and
tian? Rewardg right here below.
very fet1 stupid ones. And if you
Rewards for tvhat, my friend?
wish you can kick one out every
Without "morality, your reward5
four yearn and get a completely
stink. Things (or the flake of
different
one. Ah, there is a true
thingg, eh?
IUJ{ury, my friend! But look, we do
R: Wait a minute! Either talk /leDge
not Bpeak of the most important
or nonsenee. Do you know in hinquestion
of all.
tory a really moral ljovcrnment? .
R: Which most important question?
No nuch thing, eh?
SA: Ah, you make a touch, my friend. SA: Are all your North American
myselfs w anxious to grab the
That crazy marble building over
Hell-Bomb by the tail and start
there. the prize for any brute of
that big, mountain-cracking war?
a Colonel-General? You are right
R: No. De ningun modo.
to think of that. Most of U!J here
walk on elms when we talk of good SA: AIlI Ahl Then why, tell me why,
why in the name of the pig's be·
government. \Ve are ashamed of
hind do we hear nothing from
our own history. Maybe that is t",hy
North America except atom explowe hoped for w much from YOUT!}_
sions, General explosions, I\'fcCarR: Ah. So did we. That's the most
thy explosio05, nothing but bang
moral thing about us.
bang bang. Go away from -here.
SA: leOmo no? It is so important_
Shutup, you dirty rojos. The bad
Roosevelt made us underntand
smell of your Time magazine.
that. He was the only one of them
Bang bang bang. Why? Tell me
who could make good-neighbor
why, por dios1
f
f:ound like wmething reaF--uerdadero-not (ree candy ,to good kid!l. R: When docs wmebody who doesn't
But now? The dream?
tva,\t ~o fight turn loudmouth
R: Humpty-dumpty.
aggtlfsslve?
SA: Eh?
SA: What? What do you say?
R: Cracked. Bad.
R: Yes, I say it.
S4: It cannot be put together again? SA: Your hysteria maybe I under.
R: Not in the same tlt'llY.
stand. But from fear? The most
SA: Why, for example?
powerful nation on earth? Afraid?
R: Probably lots of reasons. But
What do you take me for?
'
mostly because it can only exi!lt in R: Not fear of losing a war. Much
a vacuum-a power vacuum.
more than that. Fear of losing a
S,I: That is what you say, then? A
world. A world in our image. Fear
continued on paae l:aO
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Ernst Krenell.

THE THREE··'OVERCOATS
OF ANTON K.

TON K. was a man who did not live in his own country-that is, i,n the country which had issued his passport.
This circumstancet-was not a matter of much concern to·
anybody. At that time Diany people lived for all sorts of r~asons
in countries other than their own. There they attended to their
business, had their friends and enemies just as if they wer~ still at
home, and one let it go at that. Anton K. had been for quite some
time in a "foreign" country, ~ one calls it, and he could perhaps
have become a citizen of his host country. He had never seriously
considered it, since np particular reason for such a move had'occurred. Subconsciously he may even have said to himself: "I.did
not pick out my first ¢itizenship. \Vhen I reached a certain age I
was told what country's citizen I was. I am not more responsible
for that than for the color of my hair. If I now choose a difIer€nt .
country I might make a mistake, just as I might dye my hair In a
manner that would prove unfavorable later on. Thus) had b~tter
let things stand as they are:'
This remained well and good until in K:s original country
certain political processes took place by which the structure of
that country was so changed that it was,hardly recognizable any
longer. In a way it even ceased to exist. Not really, of course. The
land with its mountains, rivers and lakes, partly at least with its
cities a~d their inhabitants, was still there. But its political substance appeared to be essentially affected, absorbed as it was by a
powerful neighboring state.
Anton K., because of the long time he had spent abroad, had
lost almost all contact with his so-called home. By and large he did

A:

~~

.....

""-
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noLapprove of what went on there, but his attitude was rather
theoretical. He had little inclination or reason for displaying it
actively, and hardly touched upon it except for a few moderate
words in conversation with his friends. Although many heartrend'ing events were reported in connection with those changes.
K. did not feel like dropping his detachment, so indifferent was
he toward anything that happened there. l'hrough his long stay
in a fOJ:eign country he had become used to looking upon political events as something entirely removed from his responsibility
or participation.
The complications into which K.'s life was thrown as a consequence of the processes mentioned are therefore not the sufferings of a political fighter engaged in a struggle against the fate of
,his country~ Such figures are, according to the vantage' point of
the observer, worthy of either reverence or hatred, and an account of their fight may either inspire or discourage emulation.
But since in such
cases even the most appalling amount of suffer.
?
i~g may always be ascribed to a cause that was created by free will
(namely to .the decision of the fighter to become one) , this suffering is less typical of the inconceivable coercion inflicted upon the
innocent by a world that thinks of itself as equitably organized,
and could not maintain the pretense of being so organized without that coercion.
The factthat in troubled t~mes innocent people ar~ robbed,
pillaged, even killed, evokes a great deal of sympathy, but it fails
to shake the unimaginative mind smugly hiding behind the
"equitable organization," because such things appear possible
only when that organization has been visibly suspended. "There
is a war on," or "There is a revolution on," is the excuse in such
cases, and while people generally agree that neither one ought to
be on, they content themselves quickly enough with what both
. war and revolution are like, if and when they happen to exist.
Perhaps the case of Anton K. is particularly noteworthy because
it o~curred entirely within the "equitable organiz.ation."
It began. when, shortly after these political events, a registered
letter was sent to-Anton K. Since he was not at home. the postman
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left the usual request for the addressee to present himself at the
post office with an identification paper. K. did so as he had done
frequently before and presented his passport.
"Nice day, isn't it/' said the clerk, who by now knew Anton K.
quite well. but who nonetheless examined·'the passport. Slowly
his eyebrows rose. "I am sorry, l\fr. K., I can't give you that letter.
I have reasons to presume that your passport is not valid."
"I don't understand," replied K. calmly. Frequently people
had made mistakes, misreading something or the like. "l\fy passport is good for another three years, as you can see."
"Oh yes, I can see that," said the official. "But you know what
happened. I mean to say that your country does not qxist any
longer, so to speak."
"Oh, is it that," said K., almost relieved, and tried to lend the
case an individual rather than general background. "That's perhaps' one way of interpreting the situation. But that ought not to
prevent you from handing me that letter. You know me well .
enough."
"Yes, of course. But I am sorry, it can't be done. I have to record
the identification paper on the basis of which I have ~landed out
the letter, and you can see that this might cause "-some trouble. I
am really very sorry, maybe another time . . . :'
Somewhat distracted K. stepped back from the window. He was
slightly annoyed because he had forgotten to see whether the letter had perhaps been lying near the derk, so that he could ~ave
guessed the sender from the handwriting. \\Tell, he would get the
letter anyway after a while-but how? They would again ask for
the passport, and everything would take the same course. How
then should. be get that letter? He still had not realized the full
meaning of the abyss into which he had just cast a glance. He
thought only of the letter. A friend to whom he told his experience advised him simply to write to the General Post Office and
ask them to waive the passport requirement in his case, because
he was. well known to the clerk on duty, and so on.
This appeared to K, quite reasonable. But when he was about
to put his request on paper., it suddenly dawned on him that there

https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/nmq/vol25/iss1/1
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ERNST KRENEK

might be a still unknown perspective behind the little incident.
The trouble 'with the passport 'might perhaps lead to conse·
quences far more disagreeable than the affair ~t the post office.
I'~or the rest, it was annoying enough that he could not receive
registered ma~ters without complications. "VeIl then, something
had to be don~ about the passport-but what?
Certainly K., at least according to some reports, could now consider himself a citizen of that powerful neighboring state which
had usurped the prerogatives of his old country.. The vague feel,ing that not much good would come of it if he .approached the
..:consulate of that country proved correct when, after several quite
unpleasant hours of wa~ting, K. left the consular office.
There had been much pushing around of excited and oppressed people. K. had not see~ quite clearly what they. were after
-he also had not cared particularly-but many of them seemed to
have had problems similar to his. After he had waited and been
turned away at different sections of the vast and busy office, he was
finally told to fill out a printed questionnaire which was supposed
to further his affair.
""Vhat is your order number? Your basic number? Do you belong to group A? If so, since when? l-lave you been assigned to
~oup~B? If so, why? (Give date and number of decree) .. :' He
was sdppf)sed to answer these and many similar questions. He
was entirely unprepared, since he had never heard of "orders:'
"groups," "numbers." Apparently the changes that had occurred
in his native land were indeed of a fairly thorough nature, and he
had failed to inform himself in good time.
He retired into a bay window in order to ponder all these ques·
tions, and already began to envy a little the many people who
were busily pulling out of their e.nvelopes, packages, and brief·
cases papers that enabled them to fill out the questionnaires with
such frantic zeal. Then his eye wandered out of the window-onto
the sunny market square. There nice looking women moved
about in the shadowy lacework cast by the trees. On the glittering
canal a little tug hauled barg~s full of shiny fruit, and rowboats
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scurried out of its way. The trolley car swayed with ripging bell
around the comer, a line of automobiles cautiously following behind it. The image seemed to present with singularly suggestive'
power the reality of life, compared, tQ which the spectral business
in the office appeared to K. even more oppressive. Out there the
sun is shining, he said to himself, and I am sitting here in a sticky
atmosphere, pondering a "basic number" which I don't have. in
order to acquire a paper that should enable me to acquire another '
paper-that let~er which lies at the post office. \Vould it not be
much better to sit'on the terrace over there, to liave a drink and
to look at the life on the square and tl~canal? He felt almost relieved when other-people shoved him aside because they needed
his window sill in order to put down the basic numbers which
they had happily unearthed. .
.
Somewhat embarrassed, like a student, who bas flunked his examination. K. submitted his questionnaire, only sketchily filled
out. "You don't have any basic ilUinber?" was the rejoinder. "No
order number? Then your case can be dealt with only in your
home community. Fill out Fo~ C-17, and we will give you an
intermediary identification paper which will entitle you to pro~
ceOO thither." Somewhat hastily K. mumbled that he would return in the afternoon. and ran down the staircase. The absurd
and slightly shocking l'ormula "proceed thither" acted upon him
as an alarm signal. Here there was something going on in which
he was definitely resolved to have no part whatever, even without
knowing more about it. The fact that the administrators of those
affairs said "proceed thither" was su~cient to characterize their
sphere as disquieting.
Anton K. crossed the sunny square which he knew so well and
regained quickly a sort of carefree indifference. Here he felt at
home. After all. he had nothing to do with those wraiths, resolved
as he was to go along his peaceful way and,not to care for anything
else. Having his drink on the terrace he had forgotten the incident at the post office-until he happened to notice a man at a
nearby table taking a letter out of his pocket and reading it with
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much attention. It was a long letter written on several bluish
sheets, perhaps from a relative, with news from home. Under certain circumstances I can't receive such letters any longe~, he
thought, and a slight shiver ran down his spine. This is after all
an essential change in my life. I am cut off from one of the simplest functions of a normal citizen. Certainly, it may occur rarely
enough that I am not at home when such letters arrive, but as a
matter of principle tbe case is alarming. There may be stiU other
conditions in which I might be bothered by the dubious nature of
my pass~ort. For instance, traveling to another country. In fact,
~ that was the chief occasion on which a passport was expected to
; display its essential virtues. The times in which a railroad ticket
r
had been the only document necessary for journeys across frontiers had long come to an end. Now there were officials everywhere wanting to inspect passports. \Vould perhaps special difficulties arise.from this quarter?
That had to be tested, and at once. Overcome by a queer uneasiness, Anton K. decided to make the experiment of a little trip
over the nearby frontier. In the capital of the neighboring country, only a few hours ride from here, lived friends of K.'s whom he
visited frequently. The trip could also be useful in furthering
some affairs, not exactly urgent, but pending long enough. Quickly K. prepared himself for the journey, and in the evening of that
same day he crossed the frontier without any trouble. Nobody ob·
jected to his passport. The post office clerk must have been misin~
formed, or overzealous.
However a few days later, before K. had returned home, an important change of conditions took place. The government of his
chosen country ordered that persons who carried passports from
K.'s original country could thereafter enter only if they -could
produce a written permit issued by the new masters of that original country stating that they could return there at will. It all had
to do with the peculiar character of these ne~v masters. They
made some sort of a distinction among their citizens, and the
other countries \vanted to make sure that they could get rid of
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possibly undesirable visitors coming from there. The matter
seemed to Anton K. particularly preposterous, for he did not at
all want to travel to his original country, and ~ost certainly not
"return" to it, since he had not come here from there in the first
place. He found it almost inconceivable that he should be permitted to return to the place in which he had his residence, his
occupation, his friends, only if he could produce a permit to travel to an entirely different country, one to which he did not wish
to go, with which he had not had the slightest contact for many
years. A feeble attempt to obtain that apparently absurd permit
from the consul represen~ing the state which had taken over his .
original country was qu-ickly frustrated when he was told that
such a permit could only be given to him by the consul in the city
of his permanent residence. \Vhen he tried to explain that he
needed the permit precisely in order to get back to the place of
his residence. a polite shrug of the shoulders was the only reply.
!

forward Anton K.'s life took on an
entirely new complexion. His schedule was organized differently
than before. It was adapted to the hours of the many offices.he had
to visit. First it was necessary to obtain permission to stay for a
longer and as yet indefinite period of time in the country whose
involuntary prisoner he had become. They could not get rid of
him quickly, that much was clear. But this did by any means imply that lie could stay. Thus he wandered around in the unfamiliar city, at each office learning the address of another that had to
be consulted first. He climbed many stairways and waited in
many rooms, often alone, sometimes with many others, mostly
aggrieved people sitting on hard benches in sinister, drafty hallways, while angry clerks ran by and slammed the doors. He
learned the many ways in w~lich they examined his passport.
Some of them did not seem to find anything particular about it;
they took it in their hands as they would any other good passport
of still existing countries. Yet those who inspired such confidence
were not the most helpful. Their carefree behavior was only a
FRO M
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prelude to the statement that practically nothing could be done
with such a passport and that at any rate some other office h~d to
be consulted. Others raised their eyebrows, as the post office clerk
had done, when they saw the booklet; they even sighed, so that
one could see they bad already bad some experience with such
passports and were not at all pleased to be confronted with another. They in tum were not the worst, for their experience had
taught them various ways to deal with this sort of passport.
K. himself developed a strange relationship to his passport.
Previously, when the paper was still in full possession of its virtues, its owner had not given it much care. He bad not even
known in what pocket or drawer he kept it. Now that the thin
booklet had lost nearly all value, he treated it almost with tenderness. At all moments be felt for the pocketbook where the passport was, in order to m~ke sure that it was still there. For no ma~·
ter how problematical an object it had become, it was the only tie
that connected K. with the world of order and security. It was
precisely the problems which the mysterious paper constantly engendered that integrated its owner into the reality of properly acknowledged community life. Deprived of the passport, so he can·
cluded~ he would be struck from the list of the living and cast out
int~ bottomless, lawless chaos. He regarded each stamp that was
put into his passport with a collector's passion. The fact that some
office deigned to insert a remark onto the pages of the miserable
booklet ennobled it, being preof that it had not yet become en·
tirely worthless.
. K:s supply of papers increased. tremendously. Formerly a sit'llpic envelope had sufficed to hold his personal documents. Now he
had to acquire various big envelopes in order to stowaway the
constant influx of paper. There were documents, certificates, tab·
ulations, declarations, permits, decrees, letters in plenty, in addition to financial statements-for the offices frequently inquired
about what K. had lived on, what he lived on now and expected
to live on in the future. It was difficult to keep these papers separated as well as together at the same time, for some of them pro-
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duced the desired effect only in proper combinations, but it was
always different groups that were required for various purposes.
Although one had to wait for hours in the anterooms of the offices, it was necessary to work with nimble fingers in the office
itself and quickly to produce the required objects. Hone failed in
that, the office holder was often considerably irritated and the
outcome of the enterprise jeopardized. Therefore K. employed
many hours in hIS dingy hotel room practising various combinations of his papers. On the grounds of his many experiences he
invented ever-new lines of questioning and trained himself to
produce the evidence from his diverse envelopes with the greatest
possible speed. If he succeeded in a minimum of time in putting
together an imposing series of documents that might in their or·
der of succession yield a. consistent answer to the fictitious question, he ,vas proud as a chess champion who had engineered a new
check-mate in three moves.
He had plenty of time for such exercises, since the offices which
he had to visit were usually open only till noon, and during the
rest of the time K. was mostly alone. He no longer had much contact with his friends. In the first place he had stayed too long to be
still regarded as a rare and therefore welcome visitor. Also the
friends had started to avoid him a little, for conversation with K.
had become somewhat fatiguing. He never had been a singularly
brilliant fellow, but on the whole alert and with relatively wide
interests. But ever since he began pursuing this curious affair he
would not talk about anything else. He had lost interest in all
other things and could indulge for hours in reciting hisexcursions to the offices. He repeated verbatim the conversations that
he had conducted or overheard there, commented upon the psychology of the clerks and criticized the technique of the procedure as if analyzing a complicated symphony or a scientific system.
He pointed out shortcomings and gaps, adopting 'the spirit of the
inventors of those regulations, and suggesting improvements. He
did not tire of informing himself of similar cases and· followed
them with real eagerness as if they had been his own affairs. He
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compared them with his own experience, enjoying maliciously
the mistakes of his fellow-sufferers, or sighing respectfully when
he heard of somebody who was in a more favorable situation or
operated with better luck.
People wJto had no such problems found all this a little obnoxious. To them K:s attitude appeared like that of a man who has a
not very grave but tedious ailment which he takes too seriously.
In regard to the matter itself the friends tried to show some understanding. But on the one hand it seemed to them childish and
pitiful that an intelligent man would talk for weeks of nothing
but his passport. A passport after all was an object of entirely su1;>ordinate significance; one carried it in one's pocket and produced
it once in a while when requested to do so. On the other hand the
fact that somebody had some mysterious trouble with his papers
seemed to suggest something criminal. Of course they knew that
K:s ethical qualities had not changed a bit and that he had not
become an outlaw because of political incidents in faraway countries. Nonetheless, when they met K. they listened to him distractedly and wished him the best of success, not so much for his
own sake but rather because they hoped they would not have to
deal any longer with a man with whom something was wrong. It
is all very well and good to have an open mind above narrow prejudices, but if it comes to a test, everybody prefers to live on good
terms with the pow€irs that be, no matter what kind of powers
they are.
the whole affair seemed to hinge upon procuring one particular document. If it turned up, disentanglement
of the remaining difficulties appeared possible. The task was very
complicated indeed, for it was no less than to prove that one of
K.'s great.grandfathers, on the day of the'conclusion of a certain
peace treaty, had stayed together with his second son at a farmhouse that had been a family possession. F"rom this some conclusions could be drawn as to the citizenship of those individuals, for
the region had then changed its overlords. Since, however, deAT T II I S POI N T
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struction had been rampant, it was extremely difficult to provide
adequate proof. K. had had some success, but the essential paper
that would have completed the evidence was still missing. He had
traced a bill of sale that the fabulous ancestor possibly might have
made out 'at that place on the critical day, and which his son
might have co-signed. This document was to be fetched from a
distant archive: Meanwhile, however, the time given K... for producing the evidence threatened to expire, and new dire complications would result from that.
Quite depressed K. was sitting in a modest inn near the office
to which he was to repair after lunch in order to recite his achievements so far, present them as hopeful, and ask on these grounds
for an extension of the deadline. He lost himself in meditation as
to what on earth he had to do with this great-grandfather of his.
He began to shiver thinking of-rhe ghostly net of causality that a
blind and yet human power had cast upon his life. Suddenly
deeds committed hundreds of years before 'without any visible
cause, perhaps in thoughtlessness or for reasons no longer recognizable, took on vital significance. \Vhat if that man had made the
agreement on a different day? \Vhat if his son had been out of
town? If a host of pillaging soldiers had decided to burn down
just that house in which the paper was kept? All that. most trivial
factual business devoid of any real significance, suddenly took on
unheard-of importance, simply because somebody who had not,
and of course could not have, any inkling of all the possible implications set deadlines on which the fate of thousands of people
depended. If the historical conditions which' K. so laboriously,
tried to explore should tUTn out to be different from what he
wish(~d them to be, his whole future life might easily take a different course. He might not be able to return to the counuy which
he had chosen for his home; he might be imprisoned here and
later have to emigrate to some overseas colony of which he had
never even dreamed. In view of such possibilities would it perhaps have been more advisable to drop this whole business, to
"proceed thither," to look for a basic number and an order num-
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ber and to become a citizen in good standing of that great country? No, it was out of question. "Proceed thither" deterred K. as it
had, before. It made his original country appear sinister and repellent. Also through his dubious moving around in foreign
countries he had probably become suspect to the implacable new
masters. The matter had to be seen through.
K. woke up from his dlOughts with a start. He had almost
missed the hour most favorable for visiting the office. He quickly
put on his overcoat and started on the short trip. In the hallway
of the office he felt in the pocket of his coat in order to pull. out
tbe envelope with tbe papers to be used today, and bad a terrible
shock. ~he envelope was not there. Had he forgotten it? Lost it?
No. He found in the pocket an unfamiliar slip of paper, a streetcar ticket in a foreign language, a movie ticket of the same origin.
K. had put on somebody else's overcoat. 1Trembling he ran back
to the inn. There were no longer any guests. The waiter, who already was putting the chairs onto the tables in order to prepare
for the' afternoon's cleaning job, told K. that he bad been for
quite a ;time the last customer there. The unknown person had
appare~t1y left much earlier, nothing could be learned about
him. Perhaps he would come back. For just as K. now noticed
that dIe strange coat was a little tight around his shoulders,the
other fellow would occasionally notice the opposite. He would
also find the envelope with K:s papers. From them one could
hardly find out the identity of the owner, for they referred only
to the historical case mentioned, but the finder would certainly
return to the inn.
But he did not. Countless times, on the same and the following
. day, K. hastened to the inn, each time full of hope that the waiter
would nod at last, smile, and say dIat everything was all right.
that the str-anger had returned the coat and apologized for the
delay. K. even imagined possible reasons for the latter, pitied the
man in case something had happened to him. He was ready to
understand anything. Yet the fellow did not come, and K. fell
prey to deep depression. Should he noW' start everything over
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again? Perhaps it was possible to replace those papers, but how
much time, labor and money would that require? Should be not
rather drop the whole thing?
The more he ,vas tempted to accept this desperate solution, the
more often his gaze was attracted by the slip of paper which be
had found in the stranger's overcoat. A street address was 'written
on it, an address in a big city in another neighbouring country,
not too far away fTom the place where K. was. It apparently was
the same city from which the streetcar and movie tickets had
come, obviously the residence of the unknown man. Unfortunately nobody's name was given with the address, so that one could
not very well send a letter. There was only one thing to do: go.
But was that not absurd? And hopeless besides to try to go to still
another country, since it already was difficult enough to stay in
this one? But K. felt himself more and more irresistibly driven to
the step. Hi~ deadline here w:ts about to expire anyway. He could
not very well report that he had lost the documents. ,\-Vho knew
whether this new journey would not produce an unexpected solution of all problems?
the secret powers were agreeable to K:s decision, he succeeded with surprising ease in getting the permission for the trip.
They did not ask much about his reasons, they did not question
the validity of his passport, and they gave him the desired visa
without delay.
The big foreign city, unfamiliar to K., did not ma~ any impression upon him, and that alone was enough to make him realize how much his life had changed. Formerly a thousand details
of life in the streets would have interested him; he would have
looked for significant buildings, collections, theaters and otber
sights. All this came to his mind when he was lying down in his
room in the little hotel which had been recommended to him.
He stared into the murky dusk of the approaching evening. The
din of the 5treet barely reached the back room which K. had se. cured. Over the miserable black walls of dIe rear of the opposite
AS IF
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building he saw a piece of grey dingy sky from which drizzled indefinable, loathsome moisture, penetrating everything and paralyzing the very breath of life. The dire melancholy, of the hO,ur
was emphasized by the indistinct, mumed sounds of a sentimental
song played somewhere upstairs on a radio or phonograph. But
the accumulation of these symbols of gloom was somehow soothing. Anton K. felt sheltered in the forlorn isolation of his distrlal
room. Nobody knew yet about his presence in the enormous city,
he had not yet done anything that would have entailed consequences. It was a sort of furlo,ugh that he was granting to himself.
Furlough from what, after all? For weeks K. had been cut off
from his usual occupations and entangled in an unintelligible
system of processes that absorbed his whole life. And yet his case
was really not worth mentioning, He was not one of those unfortunate ones who through some fantastic concatenation of circumstances became "stateless," as the technical term calls it, pushed
along from one frontier station to the other, from one jail "to the
next. He was no political refugee either-one of those who sneak
without papers over frontiers in order to get away from their
persecutors. Ostensibly his case was normal. But this was the very
reason for its being 50 complicated. If he could have pointed out
some dramatic or catastrophic circumstances, he might have received the attention of agencies interested in such exposed human beings. Nothing was peculiar about K.; he had to go the socalled normal way, which however seemed to be all but what one
would understand by "normal."
K. got up with a sigh. If he wanted to use his time well, he had
to go to the address found in the overcoat. He went on his way not
without misgivings. How should he find the right person ifjt
happened to be a big house with many tenants? Perhaps it had
been an absurd coup de tete to make this trip on such flimsy
grounds? Anyway, he could not stop now, and so K. asked his way
through subways and busses until·he found the address.
The street was desperate and oppressive beyond all expectation. Two rows of houses, not very tall but absolutely alike, each
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with a gable and a sketchy bay-wiQdow-a spectre of threadbare
elegance by which their incredible ugliness was only emphasized
-all of them black from soot and ashes, and repeating themselves
in a dizzying perspective until the rows were swallowed by dark
night. Passing by i,nnumerable swampy and filthy frontyards K.
wandered through the nightmarish row until he found the right
number. He was somewhat reassured, for in a building of this
size it,would not be too hard to find the person who might know
something about the man who had K.'s overcoat.
Taking a chance he knocked on a door in the dimly lit and
dirty hallway. A pale woman with dar~ hair answered the door.
She looked less neglected tban one might have expected from the
aspect of the house. She wore a tattered dressing gown, but did
not seem to feel uneasy at being seen in that costume. In the dim
light her age was hard to determine. All she did not say anything,
K. started:
"Excuse me please, I am here because of an overcoat-could
you perhaps-"
"Ah," the woman interrupted him with a brief and bright exclamation. "Because of the coat? Are you froIlJ, the police?"
"No," said K. quickly, as much surprised as displeased by this
tum. "I am a foreigner."
"Yes, I could have told ~hat. But perhaps they now employ foreigners too."
"No," K. insisted. "I have arrived this morning. Do you wish
to see my passport?"
"Your passport." It sounded very mocking. "Don't trouble
yourself. Please come in."
It was a dimly illuminated room, but K. did not pay any attention to how it looked, absorbed 3:S he was by his task, strained by
using a foreign language, and amazed that someone did not want
to see his passport. The woman had instantly laid down on a
couch from which she seemed to have risen when K. had knocked
on the door. \Vhen her dressing gown opened slightly. one could
see that she was only scantily clad underneath. It was hard to tell
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what she had on, but she did not seem to mind if one noticed that
it was not much.
K. was somewhat embarrassed. He sat down on a chair in front
of the couch.
"I have come from B. In an inn there my overcoat was taken
away by mistake. You may wonder that I have come here for a
coat not at all valuable and rather a little worn. But in its pocket
I had certain important papers-not securities as you may think,
but personal documents. Now in the pocket of the coat which the
unknown man left behind I found this slip with your address ..."
At these words the woman quickly raised herself and grabbed
the little piece of paper which he had pulled out.
"Idiots," she mumbled, mostly to herself, as she looked at the
paper. Then she tore it up into small pieces, crumbled them, and
threw them hard into the fireplace.
K. was so surprised at this reaction that he did not know at first
how to go on with the conversation. After a while t1J.e woman said,
as if only now recalling his presence: "Excuse me-of course I
meant somebody else. You can't see the connection. For the rest
it does not matter. I understand that you wish to have back your
coat with those papers?"
"Yes indeed," replied K. "That is the purpose of my trip."
The woman stretched carelessly on the couch. A strange mood
overcame Anton K. It was the first time on his absurd odysseythat
be was not surrounded by the hostile atmosphere of dusty office
rooms. The air of the big, foreign city and the presence of this at
least quite carefree lady engendered in him a sort of adventurous
holiday mood. Cut loose for weeks from his ordinary routine, he
suddenly felt free from all normal responsibilities and inclined
to fall for the temptation of a brief moment that soon enough
would be obliterated by the continuation of his struggle. He
pulled his chair a little closer.
"I would be much obliged if you could help me. I suppose you
know the man who has departed with my coat?"
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The woman had a rauJer impish expression. "How should I
'know him?"
"\VeIl, he had your address? Or," K. tried to joi\.e, "do so many
gentlemen have your address that you could not remember any
one of them?"
"Perhaps," said the woman lightly. "Vou see how easy it is to
get in here." ,
K. was quite confused. \Vhy should this woman say things
which he could certaiMr interpret as an unmistakeable invita·
tion? Was she marking time? But what for? He was almost determined to forget about all that and to exploi~ the situation, since
it seemed pleasing to him.
"You certainly seem to have few prejudices against your visitors," said K., bending slightly over her.
"Do you say that because I did not want to look at that passport
of yours? I don't know what kind of relationship we are heading
for, but I am sure that paper has nothing to do with it."
"You are probably right. But during a strange period I had to
live through. I had forgotten that human relationships are independent from a system of formalities that society deemed necessary of establishment." He shifted from the chair to the couch
and tried to get hold of the woman's hand, a move which was a
little at variance with the academic tum his language had taken.
"That Is a formidable speech," she answered, tolerating
K:s
I
approach without resistance. "But I don't want to hear your story.
I know too many people who live in some disorder, confusion or
depravity. It all amounts to the same and it bores me."
"An eminently nonnal, bourgeois viewpoint," said K. almost
sarcastically, again falling prey to the intellectual aspect of her
gambit, although he was instinctively tempted in a quite differ·
ent direction. "That is approximately how my friends feel,hav~lig withdrawn from me ever since I have lived in the state which
you have well described as depravity:'
"I don't know your friends, but I think you know very well
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that those things are irrelevant to me for different reasons. Once
you have comprehended that, you will hardly find any paper
worth turning a whole life upside down for. Yet why should you
not 40 just that if you feel like it? Such a life is not worth much
anyway,"
K. bent further over the woman. "Perhaps you could help me
to comprehend?"
"Then you renounce the coat with those important'papers?"
asked the woman, curious temptation in her voice.
K. withdrew with apprehension. He had expected some price,
but not this one.
The woman quickly pulled her dressing gown together and got
up. "Obviously you are not yet through," she said with a changed.
dry expression.
K. got up too. "\Vhat do you mean-not yet through? \Vhat is
that?"
"You would not understand even if I were to explain it. You
must see to getting your coat. back."
K. sighed slightly. The hoJjday was over. Indeed he must. see t.o
his coat's recovery. In order to save face he attempted a little joke.
"You tried to play Madame Potiphar with me-so it looks, at
least-but I am not Joseph and don't let go of my coat when I
leave."
"But in fact you want to stay," the woman said. "For the rest I
think Joseph wanted to stay too. But it is not yet time for that."
Enough of riddles, thought K., suddenly sober. "Is the man
who has exchanged the coats here? Does he live here?" he asked
drily.
"No," answered the woman. "I don't think so. He may not
even be-oh yes," she corrected herself quickly, "he probably is
in town. I will give you the address of a coffeehouse. You will find
him if you go there now." She quoted an address.
"'Vould you please write it down for me," asked K.
"You'd better lvrite it down yourself. I will spell it." K. obeyed.
..And for whom shall I ask?"
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"Don't ask for anyone," she said. "He will recognize you and
give you the coat."
"That seems very strange to me. You think he would recognize
me?"
"Yes, certainly. I can see that all this appears peculiar to you,
but I can't explain it now. If you want your coat back, please do
what I say. It is the right thing."

.

.

K. felt confused and annQyed. \Vhat
absurd and really undignified situationsl He had been given the
run-around by this impenetrable but apparently rather flighty
person. What devil had prompted him to approach her in that
way? On the other hand he almost regretted that he had not given
in to the temptation. \Vas it not as undignified to sacrifice one's
freedom of action to this miserable paper business? He made his
way through a milling crowd that hurried home from work
through the damp fog. All these confounded eommon men certainly did not worry in the least about their passports and papers.
Most of them probably had no passports at all because they never
went abroad. And the world was now being molded after their
image. K.'s troubles were those of an infinitesimal minority to
whom freedom of motion and independence meant something.
But the literally overwhelming majority did not give a damn for
such ideals. They wanted to see their fenced-in lives regimented
and safe, and the few who did not con[onn were crushed. The
compact mass of these brutishly satisfied burghers crowding the
entrances of the subway and the bus stops filled K. with despair.
\Vhen they had found their seats they quickly perused the evening papers, but they did not stop for a moment at the political
news which K. studied day by day with the acuity of a detective
in order to discover how the progress of events might influence
his affair. These people at once turned to the funnies or the sports
page and did not care at all fOf events of allegedly vital importance. \Vere they perhaps "through," as the pale woman had put
it? But it did not seem likely that she had meant this frame of·
8 A C KIN THE S T R E E T,
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mind, which was rather one of dull innocence, still "on this side"
of an problems.
After some searching K. found the coffeehouse. It was a fairly
big, moderately illuminated place in a sidestreet jammed with
pedestrians. He looked in through the windows. It was filled with
customers, mostly men. Some were seated, but most of them
walked around among the tables, stopping here and there; it
seemed that nearly all of these people knew each other. K. was at
. once certain that he would never recover his coat at this PlaC~'
I
was preposterous to imagine that a man who had se~n K. sev
days before in a different city, casually, perhaps not at all, sho "
recognize him in this crowd-unless the exchange of the coats had
been managed intentionally. K. had not yet thought of this, but
nOlV' several of the woman's remarks seemed to hint at such a po.ssibility. In what sort of mysterious affair had he become entangled?
For a moment he thought of getting out of there and going to the
railroad station, leaving everything unfinished. However his return was not yet sanctioned by a visa and he did not quite know
how to obtain one. It bothered him that he apparently had undertaken his trip rashly, and as on previous occasions in the course of
his enterprise he felt that he could not any longer escape at will
from this net. He could not help but proceed step by step as ordained by the unknown powers. If there were even a faint possibility of recovering his papers here, he had to make the effort. In
his subconscious mind the idea formed that if the visit to the
coffeehouse should prove unsuccessful, he could return to the
woman and let her take responsibility for everything. It appeared
as a sort of emergency exit, though a rather dubious one if examined seriously.
\Vidl a quick decision K. entered the coffeehouse, found a free
table, and signaled a waiter. He hung the stranger's coat on a
- hook in front of his seat.
HI would like .. :' he began hesitatingly, since he had not
thought about what he wanted and was also having some trouble
with the foreign language. "I wish ..."
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"Oh, I see. One moment please," said the waiter, who went off
and whispered something into the ear of one· of the men that
stood around. To K,'s considerable surprise the man came to his
table and sat down opposite him, without removing his hat.
"It depends on the purpose you need the paper for and how
much you want to spend on it," said the strange man in a businesslike manner and with a speed that excluded objections, particularly for K. who had to prepare his sentences a little.
"If you mainly want to travel," the unknown man continued,
"a halfway inexpensive paper would do. You know how perfunctory the examination of such papers is as a rule. Of course if you
want to settle down, it ought to be something better than that.
You will have to deal more frequently with the authorities and
they have more time to study such a paper, they ask ticklish questions and sometimes retain the booklet, which may have all sorts
of consequences. Before 1938 we worked a great deal with Aus·
trian passports-it was a very popular article, many pages, long·
term validity. Now, of course, they are no good any longer, hard·
ly worth the expenses. But there are still lots of possibilities. If
you want to spend still more, I could point out a nearly legal wily.
""
There are various Central-American republics..•"
K. observed with some amazement that he bad gotten into a
place that was a market for false passports. He was'pardy amused
by the oddity of the situation, but also alarmed, because he did
not like being involved in such business lest he get into still further trouble. He listened with one ear, constantly watching to
see whether the man with his overcoat would appear somewhere.
It did not seem so unlikely now that the man might be here and
recognize him.
"You don't have to look around with such anxiety," said the
stranger, noticing K:s restlessness. "We are perfectly safe here. As
I mentioned, passports of some Central-American republics are
much sought after. They are, so to speak, genuine papers. There
are only a few formalities, which we gladly take care of for our esteemed customers. For the rest we distinguish between false and
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genuine only for external purposes; it is a concession to the mentality of our patrons. But I usually say that it would considerably
alleviate their conscience if they would share our viewpoint. A
man who uses a false passport, as the saying goes, is not doing anything unethical. It only means an extension of the sphere of law,
if I may put it that way. This is contested by some orthodox
8chools of thought, to be sure, but it is certainly open to-discussion whether.. .o'
"One moment please," K. succeeded in putting in edgewise
when he noticed that a shabby indivi~ual approached the hook.
K. got up quickly. He thought that the shabby one might be the
mysterious stranger.
"Did you perhaps take my coat away?" K. asked. The shabby
man looked flabbergasted. Obviously an overcoat thief, he prob·
ably expc:cted any question but this, which seemed crazily to an·
ticipate what he was only about to do.
lOIs this your coat?" he stammered. "1 am sorry," he added, and
disappeared without further ado.
K. returned to the table, confused. It had not been the man. He
was very much bothered by the presence of the passport dealer.
for he could not concentrate on his own business; but he did not
know how to get rid of the fellow, who was obviously about to
pick up where he had left off.
"'Vould you not like to change your seat?" he started strangely
enough. "I think there is an awful draft where you sit now, and
that makes you nervous. Some people can't stand draft; I can see
their point very well. But where did I stop? Oh yes, I wanted to
point out that you should not worry too much a~out the origin of
passports. In a broader sense this is just as good a passpoTtoffice
as the so-called official one at police headquarters. Certainly our
methods.. .o'
At this point a whistle blew, fairly close by.
"Oh hell," muttered the passport merchant and was gone with
a speed that struck K. as perfectly uncanny. It was as if the wall
had swallowed him. There were a few seconds of extraordinary
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commotion. In the background men seemed to be jumping over
the tables, which mad~ the place look curiously like a lunatic
asylum. The~impression was enhanced by the din of smashed cups
and gl~sses. Before K. could realize what was happening, he saw
several policemen race ulrQugh the hall to the rear exits. He
looked around and noticed that he 'was ule only guest left; all the
others had disappeared like bats. Then a huge cop with a ruddy
face reached the ominous overcoat, turned around, and investigated the inside. He addressed K.:
..Is this your coat?"
"Yes-that is, so to speak. It was exchanged..."
"Then come with us," said the huge policeman in a not unfriendly tone, keeping the coat over his arm. K. wanted to pull
out his passport and start to tell his story, but he realized at once
that it would be_ entirely useless. In an atmosphere in which the
line Offdemarcation between genuine and false papers had been
intentionally blurred, producin~ a passport could not possibly
make much of an impression. Too, the police seemed to be in a
hurry, so that K. deCided not to present his story until he reached
the office to which they would take him. He was much less excited by the incident itself than he had been previously by the
idea that such a thing might happen. He 'was reassured by Ule
fact that they did not put handcuffs on him~ a detail which he
habitually associated with police action. However, he was a little
embarrassed at having to go out into the chilly night with no coat
on, for the huge cop did not seem to think of letting go his trophy.
This circumstance made K. feel somewhat degraded.
he found only a few fellow-sufferers. It
was incomprehensible how the passport dealers had managed to
vanish so quickly. The trip was not long. K. 'was brought into a
room where they took away his papers and fingerprinted him,
without asking any questions. They were not rude or unfriendly,
just businesslike. After an indefinite period he was conducted
into an office which seemed to be that of an official of middling
I NTH E POL ICE CAR
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importance. The official was there, looking fat and fun-loving.
K:s papers lay on the desk, which reassured him, and the mysterious coat was spread over a chair.
"How did you get this coat?" asked the official.
"I was sitting in an inn in B. and put it on when I left. Later I
noticed it was not mine. Apparently the owner of this one had
taken away mine, for I was the last guest at the inn."
"Put the article on," he ordered.
K. obeyed. "You see, it docs not fit."
The official examined the coat like a tailor at a fitting. "Yes,
quite. It does not seem comfortable. Anyhow, we don't need this
evidence, for tVe know quite well to whom the coat belongs."
"Then possibly you could help me to get hold of hi":l ~nd
to find out what he has done with the papers that I bad in the
pocket?" said K. quickly, quite proud of observing his chance.
He did not feel that he was in the role of an accused or suspect
individual.
"'VeIl, well-that's a different question," replied the official.
"We will come back to it. First of all you tell me why you have
travelled here with that coat."
"As I said, I was very anxious to recover myoId coat, and when
I found in the pocket of this one an address..."
..An address?" The official sounded more excited than seemed
to befit a detective, or so it appeared to K. "'Vhat address?"
He reported how he had found the woman and how she had
sent him to the coffeehouse, while the policeman nervously shuffled the objects on his desk.
"And the slip with her address?" he finally asked. "You still
have it?"
K. reported how she had destroyed the slip, not without mentioning her unflattering interjection, fearful of harming his situation by admitting that a perhaps important exhibit had been·lost
through his fault, though without his knowledge or intention.
"Oh wen," the fat man grumbled, bending deeply ,over his
desk. "Very well. After all, she was rather right." He seemed to
\
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know more about the implications than K. "Did she not ask you
to leave the coat with her?"
K. found it better not to go into the details of the ambiguous
situation in which he had been involved, and said: "Not exactly.
I think not."
"But did they not atteIIl;pt to get the coat in the coffeehouse?"
"Oh yes, indeed:' replied K., and he reported the approach of
the shabby man. Now he also understood why the passport dealer
had encouraged him to change seats, so that he :would not any
longer be in a position to watch the coat on the hook. The shabby
one and the dealer had apparently been collaborating, obviously
informed of K.'s coming by the woman, who must have phoned
them at the coffeehouse.
"I knew it all the time, don't you see?" exclaimed the official,
pleased with this proof of his talents as a detective. "Those ra~ls .
will do anything they can to get the coat back." .
This did not seem quite clear to K. For if this was so, then why
would the unknown man have exchanged the coat in the first
place? O~e could not well presume that so clever a criminal had
done it by mist~ke.
"The point is this," he went on. "The coat which we have here
was found after a burglary in the consulate of the country in
which you have your permanent residence. The gangsters, who
had stolen passport blanks, official stamps, and other things they
need for their business, were probably surprised and left the overcoat behind when they ran away. For some reason they wanted it
back-perhaps something that would have compromised them
was sewed into the lining. Before we knew the full story, the coat
was removed from here to the woman you met-in what manner
is beside the point, as is the rest of the history. At any rate, you
have done a great service without knowing it, to us as well as to
the consulate which they robbed. I assume that you wish to return to the place of your permanent residence. I will give you a
recommendation to the consul, and he certainly will take the
necessary steps."
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K. was pleased with this solution. "But how cal} I after all reo .cover myoId coat?"
1r
'"Now that, of course, is beyond my influence. \Ve don't know
where that man has gone. But I realize you can't travel without a
coat. I will see to it that you receive a new coat tomorrow morning at your hotel. Our expense, of course. We 'will have your
measurements taken right away."
:Meanwhile the man had already scribbled the recommendation to the consul. He seemed disposed to terminate the business
in a hurry, so K. did not get around to asking any more questions.
After all, he did not need to be concerned with details any longer,
since through this incident his affair had taken so unexpectedly
favorable a tum.
Back in his room K. examined the policeman's letter, and the
halfthvriting appeared to him curiously familiar. For a long time
he could not remember what it reminded him of. Suddenly there
was a flash of recognition. It was the same hand that had written
the address of the woman on the slip. \Vhat could this mean? K.
found that the light thus shed on the affair only made it appear
still more enigmatic.
\V I TnT II E A I D of his recommendation he actually obtained,
from the consulate which had been the victim of the robbery the
permit to return home without hindrance. In view of his merits
in the overcoat business they apparently waived the required certificate of permission to return to his original country, and the
chief calamity seemed to have dissolved as if by magic. Once
home he would probably succeed in settling his status and resuming his normallHe. Now the evidence concerning the deeds and
omissions of his great-grandfather was not important any longer,
so K.might drop the search for the vanished coat, too.
There was only one little formality to fulfill, for in order to get
home he had to travel once more through the country which he
had entered so foolhardily in ordeF to test his passport. But it
seemed thtilt a mere transit visa would not be hard to obtain, and
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for the first time in the course of his affair K. appeared with some
confidence at the consulate concerned. For caution's sake he carried the recommendation of the police official with him. He asked
to see the consul personally, and the audience was granted.
The consul, an elderly man with a sharply outlined, delicate
face, stood behind his desk, holding in front of him a big Tshaped ruler, resting his hands on the crossbar, a posture which
seemed somewhat odd to K. and reminded him of pictures of
medieval knights standing at attention with their swords planted
in the ground.
The consul spoke: "I already know about your case. \Ve are informed of the details of that burglary and of the results of the inquest, interested as we naturally are in the matter of counterfeit
1: passports. Unfortunately I am not in a position to grant you tbe
transit visa, this being against the instructions which 1 have to
obey. You have first to produce evidence that you may at any time
return to your original country."
"I have .been confronted with this request before," said K.,
somewhat shaken, but still full of desperate hope that this might
not be meant seriously. He was a little encouraged, as the consul
. relaxed his tense attitude, sat down at the desk, and let go of bis
strange tool. K. took a seat opposite to the consul, facing a window through which he could see some tree-tops shrouded in fog.
He continued: "\Vould it not be possible to grant an exception
in my case? You were so kind, sir, as to acknowledge my usefulness
in the affair of the burg.lary. I submit here a recommendation of
the police major, Mr. X., to show you that he too bas valued my
merits, unconscious as I am of their nature. lowe to this recommendation the salutary visa-perhaps it may be helpful here too."
The consul inspectcd thc letter. "I am not surprised that ~lr.
X. feels obliged to you. We know through you how the gangster's
coat was restoredW the police, but we have only conjectures as to
how it previously wandered from the police back to its owner.
\Vhat we know of :Mr. X. makes the assumption fairly plausible
that he was not entirely unconnected with the removal of die coat
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from his office to a person associated with the criminal, provided
that person was a female."
Then this was the explanation of the puzzling fact that the address found by K. in the pocket of the strange coat was written in
the hand of the policeman. In order to recover the coat, the gangsters had apparently arranged a contact between the fat joUy fellow and the pale woman, and in the course of that affair she had
probably succeeded in making him surrender the coat. Sometime
during the process he must have put down her address and forgotten the slip in the pocket. \Vhat an unlikely confusion of private and official life! But K. was not prepared to waste any more
time on this. "That is but one more complication," he remarked
brieHy, "of which I take cognizance without pondering the influence it may have on my situation."
"Very little, I can assure you of that, very little. This recommendation does not exempt you from the condition I have stated.
You understand that you must produce evidence that you may at
any time return to your original country," the consul repeated,
indulging in the stilted officialese as in a magic formula. One
could imagine that he was fain to adorn his reports to superiors
with intricate tabulations, in which hobby the elaborate ruler
might be of good service.
"I\fr. Consul," K. started, with the courage of the despair that
this unexpected outcome of his labors brought to him, "allow me
the remark that I do not understand at all. In the course of my
pilgrimage.1 have encountered many things which I did not understand and I have always remained silent. But I think that
through my sufferings I have deserved some insight into the
causes of all these complications. \Vith the country which you
call my original country I have nothing whatever to do. I want
to travel through your country for the sole purpose of retumingJ
to my home. This visa must be sufficient proof that I don't wish
to become a liability to your country. Besides, before 1came here
I enjoyed a permit for staying in your country which has not
even expired yet. If I had not come here, I would still be fuUy
entitled to stay there,"
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"That is precisely it," replied the consul. "If you had not come
here, all would be perfectly in order, for then you would vot
have to be dealt with according to the instructions which I have
to obey."
"I can see that, although I don't comprehend that these instructions should prohibit something that was allowed to me accord- .
ing to your country's laws as long as I stayed within its boundaries. In addition it was precisely through my journey to this
place that I am now presumably in a position to return home
and so to relieve your country of my presence. I admit that this
result could not be foreseen when I traveled here, but because
of my role in the affair of the overcoat it has happily come about.
And although I undertook the journey here without any detailed
plan, it was nevertheless with the clear intention of clarifying my
status. Had I remained in B. I would not have obtained this visa,
and I would still have to trouble your country with my presence
which seems to be so extraordinarily dangerous to you:'
"I can see that your argument appears to you completely logical," replied the consul. "I regret, however, that in the sphere
under consideration this logic has no validity. You would attain
your aim much faster and without headache if you would simply
go and get that permit from the representatives· of your original
country. \Vhy don't you do that, after all?"
..I beg you to conclude from the fact that I have not done it a
long time ago that it was not possible for some reason or other.
However," continued K., suddenly experiencing an inexplicable
but growing urge to put his whole affair to the hazard, "it is also
possible that I do not wish to ask for that permit nOll' to accept it,
because I do not approve of the regime that has established itself
in my original country, because of its cruelty and inhumanity.
Have you not heard anything about that, l\fr. Consul?"
"Yes, I have heard something," replied the consul icily. "But
officially it is not known to me. Officially nothing of the sort
whatsoever is known to me. I have instructions which I must
obey. On the other hand I am perfectly free in regard to my decisions, which however does not preclude the fact that I cannot
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undertake any responsibility for anything. Do you understand?"
he ask~d, as it seemed, with an ironical undertone.
HI do not think," replied K. with growing excitement, "that
you expect an answer in the affirmative. The only way in which
1 might try to interpret your paradox is that you are able to operate at your convenience, now within an intelligible law, now
without it, which gives you an extraordinary advantage over the
objects of your operations. \Vhat determines your choice, I shall
not even attempt to guess. But if my view is correct, it might have
been just as well for me to "proceed thither," that is, to travel to
my so-called original country, for the order prevailing there can
hardly be more inhuman than the system which you represent,
although the inhumanity of that order is perhaps more overt:'
"You may derive some profit from your insight. But you still
deceive yourself with respect to the categories to be applied here.
The question of humanity refers to an entirely different dimension, one which does not obtain here."
"That seems to be the case indeed," said K. grimly. Suddenly,
from some dreadful recess of his being, an impulse welled up
which shocked him because he had never experienced anything
similar, and made him sit up tensely. How would it feel to grab
the T.shaped ruler like an ax and swing it. swiftly against the
consul's frail-looking temple? \Vould the sharp steely rim crack
the skull? \Vhat would it sound like? \Vould much blood gush
forth in a rapid geyser·like stream, or would it feebly trickle down
and ruin the man's stiff white collar? Certainly the consul was
merely a cog in a vast machinery, perJlaps a very minor one-but
the breakage of even a small part might send a warning signal to
the main switchboard where the true operators were at work. But
[hen the delicate man behind the desk was not justa piece-of machinery-he was a human being, a complex repository of disappointments and sufferings. perhaps even hopes and joys. Struck
by the hopelessness of it all, K. slumped back in pis chair. The
T-shaped ruler, at which he was still staring, suddenly reminded
him of the crosses of Calvary. He said in a low voice, as if to him-
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self: "\Vhat was accomplished by Christ's dying for this world?"
Outside a cloud passed over the bleak autumnal sun that tried
to break through -the fog. During the long silence that followed it
was entirely impossible to make out the face of the consul.
Finally he said drily, in a bureaucratic manner: "This question
will not be discussed here. For the rest i~'Syour privilege to practice your Christianity_under the' given 'rcumstances as well as
you can, if you care to." As if he could rea K.'s mind, the consul
had pulled the ruler to his side of the desk. Now he briskly drew
a neat line across a sheet of paper that lay before him, as if to stop
a horde of figures which seemed to crawl toward him like ants.
"You criticized me for operating on two different levels. May I
remind you that you too switch at your convenience from the part
of an innocent bystander caught in the meshes of a system which
is none of his concern, to that of a rather articulate accuser of
this system."
- "Perhaps I am not so innocent any longer," replied K., still in
a very low voice.
Q'
The consul got up, essaying a faint smile. "Perhaps a case of
split personality," he said, "which requires a physician's atten·
tion. You will undergo a medical examination. The result will
determine whether or not I may grant you the transit visa as an
exception. Here is the doctor's address."
rather than walked out of the office. On the
stairs of the consulate he almost fainted. Only now did he become
aware of the nervous strain of the past weeks. Of course, his case
lacked dramatic suspense. He never had been taken away at night
for unknown tortures, they had not hit him over the head with
rubber hose, they had not kicked him in the stomach, nor bad
they smashed his kidneys. H.is teeth were in order and his genitals
undamaged. Nor had he to creep in dark nights through hostile
mountains, nor had he to swim .across rivers, menaced by the bullets of the persecutors. He had only to budget his meager funds
carefully, frequently depending on friends. But it was all the
K.
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more exasperating to live under the disguise of a normal citizen
the life of a lawless vagabond who was treated like a potential
criminal, under the obligation of spending all his time and
energy to hunt a shadow of incomprehensible and fleeting righteousness. K. felt weak and miserable and an eternal victim of the
malicious machinery in which he had become entangled. 'Vaiting for his train he stared at the rails of the subway, ~editating
whether jumping down there when the train pulled in or turning.
on the gas in his hideous hotel room might be the more agreeable
manner of finishing the whole business. Because of his general
feebleness he followed the directions given him and after some
time found himself in the office of the physician to whom he had
been sent.
"Undress," the doctor shouted at his visitor. He had a pointed
red goatee. K. obeyed and stood shivering in the unheated
room while the doctor poked around at his body, indistinctly
grumbling.
!
"Stop trembling,"
i
"I am cold," whispered K.
"Aha," growled the doctor and took a note. "'Vhere do you
come from?"
"Do you mean where I just came from, or where I had my
residence?"
"I ask where do you come from. You must know where you
come from. That is a very simple question. Then you don't know
where you come from." He took another note. "\Vhat members of
your family have been in a lunatic asylum?"
"None as far as I know." said K.• staring at the tip of the red
beard as if he could read there the answer to a question that
vaguely started to torment him.
"'Vhy don't you know? How much is three times twentysf'ven?"
"Ninety-one," said K. distractedly. The doctor made a note.
"You have left your country?"
"'Vhat country? Do you mean the country of my origin or the
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country where 1 have been living?"
"Answer my question. My questions are perfectly straightfonvard, and you evade them with counterquestions. Are you
Jewish?"
"No," said K., freezing, and miserable because he could not
formulate the nagging question.
"Jews are in the habit of talking back. A hateful racial peculiarity. You have no excuse for that," the doctor said, his beard swinging up and down. "But perhaps you are Jewish after all. So much
the worse."
"Listen," K. exclaimed suddenly, raising his voice. He thought
he was now able to aniculate his question. It was something big,
involving God, the Universe, the sense of Creation, and the allimportant answer had to be extracted from this man who, as K.
could plainly see, was an emissary of hell. "I demand explanation," he went on sternly. "You must tell me. . . ."
~fomentarily startled by K.'s sudden outburst, the doctor drew
back slightly and stared at his visitor. K. felt with despair how his
tremendous question dissolved into nothing. He moved his lips
;
soundlessly, then whispered meekly:
"Why should you torture me like this? \Vhy does God allow
this to happen?"
"You know very well that I am not tonuring you. But if you
go on behaving as you are, I'll simply have to believe that you
are crazy, don't you see? If I were an army doctor, I would say
that you are a fake, but since you want to travel through my
country, I'll have to say you are actually crazy. For our purposes
there is no difference between pretended and real insanity."
He sounds like the passport-dealer. It flashed through K.'s
mind..
"You understand that the transit visa can be granted only to
mentally sound, well-adjusted persons. And the sign of a welladjusted person is conformance with the authorities. I want an
X-ray picture of your brain. Here is die address of the specialist
whom you will consult. Then you will come back here."
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With a calm tImt he could not comprehend K. dressed and went
out into tIle street. He had put the card with the address in a
pocket of his overcoat. When be came to the middle of the bridge
over the broad river he felt around in his pockets, for he was determined not to have X-ray pictures of bis brain manufactured by
anybody, and wanted to thro,~ tIle card into the river. Suddenly
he noticed in a pocket anotb~ bigger paper. He had no idea
what it was. The coat had been delivered to his hotel just before
he had left. It was the new one which the police official had promised. A cop had brought the coat and K. had not examined it. He
pulled out the paper. It was a letter addressed to him. The handwriting was unknown. He was about to open it when he observed
that the letter had been addressed to his permanent residence,
and there was no forwarding address indicated. There couldn't
have been, since he had not notified his post office at home of his
present address. He examined the envelope more closely, and to
his utter amazement he realized that it ,vas a registered letter
bearing the date of tIle day before he bad embarked on the unfortunate journey to test his passport. It must be the letter which
they had not wanted to issue to him! How did it come here?
Trembling, K. opened the letter. It contained a certified typewritten copy of a sizable document, without accompanying explanation. K. read it and tho,!ght an abyss lvould swallow him. It
was a document written in obsolete language showing that his
greatgrandfather on that critical day in ages past really had made
out the bill of sale at the required place and that his son had
signed the paper. How did it come to be here in the pocket of the
n~w coat-and at precisely this of all moments?
Clearly he was saved. He had only to send the paper to the
office in B. that bad requested it, and it 'Was more than likely that
all difficulties would be removed. \Vith this proof in his hands,
he could claim citizenship in a different country without "proceeding thither" for his basic and order numbers. He also could
let the brain specialist go hang. \Vas not everything wonderful
beyond belief?
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A second thought, accompanying the first on~ and alternating
with it, was to investigate the mystery of the origin of the paPer.
Should he go and see the police official, ask him whether he knew
how the letter had gotten into the coat? Or perhaps inqu.ire at the
store that had furnished the garment? Or write to the post office
at home and ask for an explanation?
Both ideas however were more and more repressed by.a third, .
as K. stared into the grey, slowly rolling waters of the river. Now
that it seemed to be within easy reach, the sheltered life which
had been his did not appear so desirable any longer. How sheltered had it been anyway? \Vithout notice it could be overthrown
at the whim of the anonymous operators of the gigantic paper
mill in which he had been caught for many months. \Vhy should
he go on letting himself be used that way? 1£ the meaning of
human existence really consisted in running from one office _to
another carrying miserable slips of paper to and fro, then it was
indeed better to step over the railing of the bridge and rest forever at the bottom of the dirty stream.
If one did not want to do that. and kwas entirely clear to K.
that he did not, there was only one way out. \Vith slow, calm
movements he tore into little pieces the precious document, the
account of his greatgrandfather's deeds. and let them whirl down
the railing into the muddy water. He did the same with the envelope and the card. Several seagulls fluttered screaming around
the yellow shreds. turning away in disappointment when they
realized it was nothing to eat. For a while K. watched the ·paper
drifting downstream and observed how the wake of it little tugboat swallowed all the pieces. Then he turned back from the railing of the bridge towards that part of the city where· the pale
woman with the dark hair lived.
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THE FLORAL PATTERN
IN SONS AND LOVERS
has observed. quite shrewdly. that
Lawrence had to die as a son before he could become a
great artist. 1 That death is chronicled, he thinks, at the end
of Sons and LoversJ as Paul l\forel refuses to follow his mother
towards the grave.

E

A THE R. T I V E R TO N

But no, he would not give in. Turning sharply, he walked towards
the city's gold phosphorescence. His fists were shut. his mouth set fast.
He would not take that direction. to the darkness. to follow her. He
walked towards the faintly humming. glowing town. quickly.

I

- Thus. for Tiverton. Paul's death as a son implies his birth as a
man, and the potential birth of Lawrence himself as !Dan and artist. It is a tenable theory. and from a biographical point of view,
an important one.
But there are a number of other ways. equa!ly important, in
which Sons and Lovers serves as the matrix for all of Lawrence's
future work. The structural rhythms of the book are based, for
example. upon poetic rather than narrative logic: the language
backs and fills with the struggle between 'Valter and Gertrude
l\fore1; in the scenes between Paul and Miriam Leivers, the tempo is labored and strained; then it quickens perceptibly when
al Paul is with Clara Dawes. In each case. the emotional predicament determines the pace of the language. so that the novel surges
along. always in key with the inward tensions of the protagonists:
and this will prove the general rule in future novels. But there is
an even more crucial connection. in this book. between language
1

D. H. lAwrence and Human Exi!Jtence (New York: PhilmophimlUbrary. 1951) •
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and emotion. For the symbolic scenes 'are extremely literal, and
the symbols seem to function as integral strands in the web of
emotional tensions. They are seldom used in the Elizabethan
sense, as mere omens of supernatural pleasur~ or displeasure; instead they seem to express some vital relationship between man
and nature. Thus Mrs. hforel holds her unwanted baby, Paul, up
to the sun, the literal source oflife, in a gesture of renunciation;
and hforel himself stands fascinated, after a violent quarrel with
his lvife, as the drops of her blood soak into their baby's scalpand this literal sealing of the blood-tie breaks his manhood; later
on, the young lad Paul stares fixedly at the blood-red moon, lvhich
has roused in 'him his first violent sexual passion-and roused it as
a force, n~t as a symbol. In each case, the relation between man
and nature is direct and vital, and sun, blood, and moon are more
"integral" than symbolic. This too will prove the general rule in
future novels, though no one seems to have recognized, as yet, this
rather overwhelming truth about Lawrence's use of symbols..2
In his introduction to The Later D. H. Law.renceJ for example,
Professor \Villiam Tindall treats Lawrence as a symbolist, and he
tries to align him with the correspondance tradition established
by Baudelaire. But the French symbolists were searching for the
spiritual infinite, and Lawrence was not: his symbols operate at a
different level of language than theirs, and for different ends;
they are not suggestive evocations of timeless spiritual reality, but
material and focal expressions of those vague but powerful forces
of nature which occur, quite patently, in time. In the shot,! story
"Sun," for example, a woman moves from the sterile touch of her
husband to life-giving contact with the sun:
• The one outstanding exception to this statement is Dorothy Van Gbent, whose
work on Lawrence appeared after the completion of this manuscript. She speaks,
for ~mple, of the concrete reality of Lawrence's s)'mbols, and of his passion "for
the meaning of real things-for the individual expression that real forms have."
(The English Navel: Form and. Function [New York: Rinehart, 19&!J, p, 248). She
also finds some indications of the floral pattern in Sons and. Lavers, which confirm·
the material presented in tim article. But since her explication is far from complete,
I have preserved the present article more or less intact.
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It was not just taking sun~baths. It was much more than that. Sometbing deep inside her unfolded and relaxed, and she was given. By
some mysterious power inside~her, deeper than her known consciousness and will, she was put into connection with the sun, and the
stream flowed of itself, from her womb. She herseJf, her conscious self,
was secondary, a secondary person, almost an onlooker. The true
Juliet was this dark flow from her deep body to the sun.
~

A~symbolical How? No. not even a face-saving corresp_ondance.

Lawrence means what he says here, though embarrassed critics
like Tindall will always blithely cancel out his meaning: "the
heroine in Sun," he writes, "responds with her little blazing consciousness to the 'great blazing consciousness' of heaven. There
she lies naked, laughing to herself. '\vith a Hower in her navel. Her
behavior may seem odd-but only when the symbolic receives a
literal interpretation:' But there is no other interpretation. The
story stands or falls on the woman's living contact with the sun.
The connection is organic and "dramatic," and what Tindall
really finds odd here is the thought that man can live in anythiIig
but an alien universe.
:Most modern readers will side with Tindall in this respect, but
Lawrence felt otherw'ise, and the only pOint I want to make is
this: that he always wrote otherwise- as if the sun were not merely a gas ball but a source of life, and the moon nOl: ~erely a satellite but a living force.
/

he first began to write this way in Sons
and Lovers, his third and supposedly his most conventional novel.
It seems ironic, then, that Mark Schorer should criticize him for
failing to use "technique as discovery" in this book-especially
when he actually employs here his most characteristic techniques
to discover things which Mr. Schorer overlooks. or perhaps ignores, in his justly famous essay.a For Lawrence makes his first
STRA N GE LY EN OUG H.

• "Technique as Discovery," Forms of Modern Fiction, ed. William Van O'Connor
(Minneapolis: UnivclSity of Minnesota, 19:18). Mr. Schorer feels that Lawrence
simply states his pcrsolll1l predicament in Sons and lAvers, and remains caught in
it without heinl; able to [(SOlve it, artistically. Yet the floral pattern eXllmined here
I
decidedly ends in "artistic" resolution.
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ambitious attempt, in SOfZS and Lovers, to place his major characters in active relation with a live and responsive universe; and
this helps to account, I think, for the strange subjeqive power of
the nove!.
..
""
\Ve get only a slight hint of this arrangement in the case of
\Valter :Morel. As the book develops, he gradually breaks his own
manhood; but this breakdown coincides with an actual shrinkage
in physique, and this shrinkage seems to come from the direct
contact between h-forel and the forces of nature. Instead of facing
his problems at home, i\.forelloves to slip off with his friends for
. good times. On one of these drunken sprees he falls asleep in an
an open field, and then wakens, an hour later, feeling queer. The
physical breakdown begins here, with l\forel in the act of denying
his own manhood. During the bout of illness which follows, his
wife begins to cast him off, and shq turns to the children, for the
first time, "for love and life." Adm(ttedly, the incident is more illusive than real, but the natural contact is there, and it becomes
more clearly evident at other points in the novel, when the forces
of nature emerge as actual "presences." Before Paul's birth, for
example, the drunken l\forel shuts his wife out into the garden,
and she feels these presences under the "blinding" August moon:
She became aware of something about her. \Vith an effort she roused
herself to see what it was that penetrated her consciousness. TIle tall
white lilies were reeling in the moonlight, and the air was charged
with their perfume, as with a presence. Mrs. Morel gasped slightly in
fear. She touched the big, pallid flowers on their petals, then shivered.
They seemed to be stretching in the moonlight. She put her hand into
one white bin: the gold scarcely showed on her fingers by moonlight.
She bent down to look at the binful of yellolV pollen; but it only ap'
pfJared dusky. Then she drank a deep draught of the scent. It almost
m~de her dizzy.
.

'."Conscious only of the child within her t Mrs. Morel feels herself melting away: "After a time the child, too, melted with her·
in the mixing-pot of moonlight and she rested with the hills and
t
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lilies and houses, all swum together in a kind of swoon:' Later,
when ~forellets her back into the house, she smiles faindy upon
seeing her face in the bedroom mirror, "all smeared with the yellow dust of lilies:' Both mother and unborn child have been enveloped by the powerful dark forces of life (they have not merged
with the in~nite), and the dust becomes a kiss of benediction for
them both, the confinnation of their vitality. Later on, in Aaron's
Rod7 Lawrence would see the same flower, the lily, as a symbol of
vital individuality-"Flowers with good roots in the mud and
muck ..• fearless blossoms in air"-and Lilly, the Lawrence-figure in the book, would personify this vitality and aloofness in
name and deed.
As these thoughts indicate, flowers are the most important of ,
the "vital forces" in Sons mld Love·rs. The novel is saturated with
their presence, and Paul and his three sweethearts are judged,
again and again, by their attitude toward tbem, or more accurately, by their relations with them. The affair between Paul and
Miriam, for example, is a virtual communion between the two
lovers and the flowers they both admire. And this communion begins with Paul's first words to the shy, romantic girl, on their
meeting at 'Villey Fann:
He was in the garden smelling the gillivers and looking at the plants,
when the girl came out quickly to the heap of coal which stood by the
'fence.
"I suppose these are cabbage-roses?" he said to her, pointing to the
bushes along the fence....
"I don't know," she faltered. "They're white with pink middles."
"Then they're maiden·blush."
Miriam flushed....
As the book moves on, the identification of Miriam with

maiden-blush is broadened to imply an unhealthy spirituality.
Paul grows to hate her worshipful, fawning attitude toward life,
an attitude which is consistently revealed by her "relations" whh
flowers: "'Vhen she bent and breathed a flower, it was as if she and
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the flower were loving each other. Paul hated her for it. There
seemed a sort of exposure about the action, something too inti·
mate. This hatred bursts into open resentment as their affair
draws toward an end. 'One day Paul lashes out at the girl, at \Vil·
ley Farm, for caressing daffodils:
to

"Can you never like things without clutching them as if you wanted
to pull the heart out of them? ...
"You wheedle the soul out of things.... l would never wheedle-at
any rate, I'd go straight....
"You're always begging things to love you ... as if you were a beggar for love. Even the flowers, you have to fawn on them... :'

In another context, Lawrence attacks \Vordsworth himself for
a simitu offense-for attempting to melt down a poor p;imrose
"into a \Villiamish oneness":
"He didn't leave it with a soul of its own. It had to have his soul. And
nature had to be sweet and pure, \Villiamish. Sweet-\Villiamish at
thatl Anthropomorphisedl Anthropomorphism th~t allows nothing
to call its soul its own, save anthropos... :'

For Lawrence, the primrose was alive in its own right; it had
"its own peculiar primrosy identity ... its own individuality."
And once again his approach to nature is primitive and direct, an
~rmation.of the "religious dignity" of life "in its humblest and
i~ its highest forms." For if men, animals and plants are all on the
same level, at the primitive stage, then none of them can readily
usurp the others' souls.·
_
\Ve can safely say, then, that Miriam is \Vordsworth, -at least
in her attitude toward nature or toward flowers. She is finally
damned by Paul as a nun, and certainly this recalls those famous
lines by \Vordswortb: "It is a beauteous evening, calm and free; /
The holy time is quiet as a nun / Breathless with adoration... :'
Of course, the metaphor is appropriate within context, but Law'The quotations are taken from Ernst Cassirer'll An Essay on Man (New Haven:
Vale. 1944>. p. 88.
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rence would never reduce nature to the blo.odless spirituality of
a nun, with no vitality of its own.
Yet in the early stages of Sons and Lovers, Paul Morel, the
Lawrence-figure, has actually joined with :Miriam in such blood:less commullions over flowers. and he has even taken pride in
bringing them to life in the girl's imagination. So their love has
its beginning "in this atmosphere of subtle intimacy, this meeting
in their common feeling for something in nature...." But as we
have already seen, l\1iriam's approach to nature is ultimately
deadly, 'and this is the key to the dissembling of their love: she
loves Paul as she loves flowers, she worships him as she worships
them. and Paul feels suffocated by such adoration. This feeling is
heavily underscored in the early "lad-and-girl" courtship scenes;
one evening. as the two of them walk through the woods. Miriam
leads Paul on, eagerly. to a wildrose bush she has previously
discovered.
They were going to have a communion together-something that
thriUed her. something holy. He was walking beside her in silence.
They were very near to each other. She trembled, and he listened,
vaguely anxious.... Then she saw her bush.
"Ahl" she cried, hastening fonvard.
It was very still. The tree was tall and straggling. It had thrown its
briers over a hawthorn-bush, and its long streamers trailed thick, right
down to the grass, splashing the darkness everytYhere with great spilt
stars, pure white. In bosses of ivory and in large splashed stars the
roses gleamed on the darkness of foliage and stems and grass. Paul and
Miriam stood close together, silent, and watched. Point after point
the steady roses shone out to them, seeming ~o kindle something in
their souls. The dusk <:''1me like smoke around, and still did not put
out the roses.
Paul looked into Miriam's eyes. She was pale and expectant with
wonder, her lips were parted, and her dark eyes lay open to him. His
look seemed to travel down into her. Her soul quivered. It was the
communion she wanted....

But once the communion "takes/' once Paul has brought the
roses into her soul (for their anthropomorphic slaughter), he
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turns aside, feeling pained, anxious, and imprisoned. They part
quickly; and he stumbles away toward home: "as soon as he was
out of the wood, in the free open meadow, where he coula
breathe, he started to run as fast as he could. It was like a delicious
delirium in his veins.
A few pages later, Lawrence describes a similar scene between
Paul and his mother, and the contrast is brilliantly revealing.
Mrs. l\forel has just discovered three deep blue scyllas under a
bush in the garden. She calls Paul to her side excitedly:
It

"Now just see thosel ... I was looking at the currant-bushes, when,
thinks I to myself, 'There's sometlrlng very blue; is it a bit of sugarbag?' and there, behold yout Sugar-bag! Three glories of the snow,
and such beauties! But where on earth did they come from?"
"I don't know....
"'Vell, that's a marvel, nowl I thought I knew every weed and blade
in tIllS garden. But haven't they done well? You see, that gooseberrybush just shelters them. Not nipped, not touchedl .• :'
"They're a glorious colorl .. :'
.
"Aren't theyt ..• I guess they come from Switzerland, where they
say they have such lovely things. Fancy them against the snow! ••."
She was full of e!£itement and elation. TIle garden was an endless
joy to her.... Every morning after breakfast she 'went out and was
happy pottering about in it. And it was true, she knew every weed and
blade.
ff

Ji

The vitality, the animation, tbe healthy glow of dte~life-fiame,
is typical of l\frs. l\foreI. Always, when Paul brings her Howers,
the scene is gay, lively, warm, or poignant. If the cold family parlor "kills every bit of a plant you put in [it]," outside, in the gar~
den or in dIe open fields, mother andson are always in bright and
vital contact with the nodding heads of surrounding flowers.
But the most powerful of the floral scenes takes place between
Paul and his rival slveethearts, Miriam Lcivers and Clara ])awes.
And here Richard Aldington makes a terrible (and perhaps typical) blunder: in Ills attempt to show Lawrence's willfulness and
i~consistency, he refers to the way Paul and Miriam (i.e'J Law-
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rence and Jessie Chambers) touch flowers: "what was wrong for
her was right for him if he happened to want to do it."rJ But this
is to miss the whole beauty of the most important revelationscene in Sons and LoversJ the scene in which Paul, Miriam, and
Clara are together on Lawrence's favorite battle-ground: an op~n
field in the country. Paul and Clara have just been formally introduced; he is passionately attracted to her, and eventually he
.
will become her lover. But l\tiriam is aware of this attraction, and
she has actually arranged the whole meeting as a test; for she b~~ .---'~
lieves that her hold on Paul's "higher" nature, his soul, will prevail over his desires for "lower" things-Clara's body. And her
belief seems to be borne out when the three of them come to an
open field, with its many "clusters of strong flowers...• Ahl cries
l\firiam. and her eyes meet with Paul's. They commune. Clara
sulks. Then Paul and Miriam begin to pick flowers:
He kneeled on one knee. quickly gathering the best blossoms. moving
from tuft to tuft restlessly, talking softly all the time. Miriam plucked
the flowers lovingly. lingering over them. He always seemed to her too
quick and almost scientific. Yet his bunches had a natural beauty
morc than hers. He loved them, but as if they were his and he had a
right to them. She had more reverence for them: they held something
she had not.

And there is the crux of the matter: the flowers held life as Paul
himself held life: his contact with the "Godstuff" was spontaneous and direct-he was alive and organic, and the flowers were his
take. But negative, spiritual, sacrificial l\firiam "wheedled the
soul out of things"; she killed life and had no right to it. 'Vhat
was wrong for her was actually right for him, since life kindles life and death kills it-which is the essence of Laurentian
communion.
But the revelation process goes beyond this point, to include
Clara Dawes. She has already been sketched out as a disconsolate
(\ D. lI. Lawrence: Portrait of a Genius But . .. (New
1950)' See especially pp. 47'48, 60.

York~

Duell, Sloan &: Pearce.

p
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suffragette, and nal\T, she states, militantly, that Howers shouldn't
be picked because itldlls them. 'Vhat she means, in effeGt, is that
she doesn't want to be "picked" or taken by any man; she has separated from her husband, and for her the Howers become proud
and frigid in their isolation, as she would like to be in hers. But
Paul believes Utat life must be seized by the living, so he begins to
argue the point with her; then, as the scene unfolds, he shifts from
. rational argument to pagan Hower d,a~ce:
Clara's hat lay on the grass not far off. She was kneeling, bending
{onvard still to smell the flowers. Her neck gave him a sharp pang.
such a beautiful thing, yet not proud of itself just now. Her breasts
swung slightly in her blouse. The arching curve of her back was beautiful and strong; she wore no stays. Suddenly, without knowing, he
was scattering a handful of cowslips over her hair and neck, saying:
"Ashes to ashes, and dust to dust~
If the Lord won't have you tfie devil must:~
The chill flowers fell on her neck. She lOoked up at him with almost
pitiful, scared grey eyes, wondering what he was doing. Flowers fell on
her face, and she shut her eyes.
Suddenly, standing there above her, he felt awkward.
"I thought you wanted a funeral," he said, ill at ease.
Clara laughed strangely, and ro~e, picking the cowslips from her
hair. She took up her hat and pinned it on. One flower had remained
tangled in her hair. He saw, but would not tell her. He gathered up
the flowers he had sprinkled over her.
Because of this pagan ritual, Paul and Clara now engage in
their first warm, spirited conversation-about a patch of bluebells
poised in fear at the edge of the wood, like a man about to go outward into life, or like a woman about to enter the dark woods of
love. Both images are dearly implied as the scene ends; both re'"
veal character and situation, and on a deeper level, the poised
flowers hint at one of Lalvrence's favorite major memes-that
\Vestern man, living too much in the open spaces of the mind,
must sooner or later confront the darker depths of emotion.
The key to all this revelation is how to pick flowers: Miriam,
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witb reverence; Paul with love, like a lover; and Clara not at a11but at least she respects the life in them, and later, when she is
fully "awakened" by Paul, she will pick them, and the flowers, in
their tum, will "defend" her.6 All of which, if it proves nothing
else, at least indicates that logic (in this case !\fr. Aldington's
logic) is not much of a match for the sure intuition of a creative
artist.
are the burden of this argument, the
point~must be pressed still further: the "picking scene" floods out
to the rest of the book, that is, in either direction-backward, to
the benedictive dust on l\frs.l\forel's nose, Of fOfw'ard, to the first
love scene between Paul and Clara, and to the final parting of
Paul and l\firiam in the closing paragraphs of the novel. For Paul,
blessed by lily dust, must now claim the flower of life which
caught in Clara's hair, and he must also place the flowers of death
in !\firiam's arms. In the first case, the scarlet carnations which he
buys for Clara become an active force when he takes her on a trip
to the countryside. Once there, the would-be lovers find a secluded spot near the bank of the Trent River, and for the first time
they make love. The flowers give benediction to their union:
BUT SIN C E FLO W E R 8

\Vben she arose, he, looking on the ground aU die time, saw suddenly
sprinkled on the black, wet beech·roots many scarlet carnation petals,
like splashed drops of blood; and red, small splashes fell from her
bosom, streaming down her dress to her feet.
uYour flowers are smashed," he said.

The smashing works both ways, however, for this is the "baptism of fire in passion" which Paul has been seeking. Here too is
the first sign of the vision of love which Lawrence would develop,
'This is pIC!d!clY what happem when Lawrence groups the thrre again, this time
.in the Morel garden. Clara, who is now Paul's sweetheart, puns a bUllon from a
holl}hoek spire lind break! it to get the seeds: "Above her bowed head the pink
flowers.tared, ~ if defending ber:' Then Miriam anh:es and in the course of con,,-ers:uiqn, Paul tells bis fonnel' sweetheart that the Cowers in her yard nre too
8helt~d. They "grow big and tender, and then die:'
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in time, to full and confident expression as an ethic of renewal.
Paul and Clara, because of their affair. will now come into their
fullness as man and woman. And this is what Paul seems to be
driving at, later on, when he explains to :Miriam that Clara had
been only half-alive with her husband, and that she needed to be
fully awakened:
I
"That's what one must have, I think ... the real, real flame of feeling
through another person-once, only once, if it only lasts three months.
See, my mother looks as if she'd had everything that was necessary for
her living and developing. There's not a tiny bit of a feefing of sterility about her."
"No:' said Miriam.
"And with my-father, at first, I'm sure she had the real thing.-Site
knows; she has been th~re. You can feel it about her, and about him,
and about hundreds of, people you meet every day; and, once it has
happened to you, you <4n go on with anything and ripen."
"'\That has happened, exactly?" asked Miriam.
"It's so hard to say, but the something big and intense that changes
you when you really come together with somebody else. It almost
seems to fertilize your soul and make it that you can go on and
mature."
"And you think your mother had it with your father?"
"Yes; and at bottom she feels gra~eful to him for giving it her, even
now, though they are miles apart." ;
"And you think Clara never had it?"
"I'm sure."
Yet once this "fertilization" occurs, Clara is able to take back
_her husband, and Paul himself becomes man-enough to resist the
deathward pull from his mother's grave: "Together they had received the baptism of life; but now their missions were separate."
The sign of this baptism, the active confirmation of it, was tbe
scattering of red petals across their first bed: for the flowers participated in the mystery rite.
As the book ends, Paul makes his final break with Miriam, and
even their last meeting. in his Nottingham rooms, is presided
over by a bowl of freesias and scarlet anemones, "flaunting over
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the table:' Bec.ause of the stifling nature of ~firiam's love, Paul
refuses to marry her. For her part, Miriam knows that "without
him her life would trail on lifeless." But as they leave the rooms,
Paul impulsively presents her with the flowers:
"Have them!" he said; and he took them out of the jar, dripping as
they were, and went quickly into the kitdlen. She waited for him, took
the flowers, and they went out together, he talking, she feeling dead.
This final contrast between the two is again determined by
their active and direct relation to a natural force. For Paul, who
is emotionally vital, these arc the flowers of li(e; for t\.tiriam, 'who
feeds wholly on the spirit and on personal affinity, they arc the
rootless flowers of death. Some fifteen years later, Lawrence
would expand upon the general significance of t\.firiam's failure,
using the same powerful floral imagery from this final scene in
Sons and Lovers:
Oh, what a catastrophe, what a maiming of love when it was made a
personal, merely personal feeling. taken away from the rising and the
setting of the sun, and cut off from the magic connection of the sol·
stice and the equinoxl This is what is the matter with us. \Ve are
bleeding at the roots, because [like Miriam] we are cut off from the
earth and sun and stars, and love is a grinning mockery. because, poor
blossom, we plucked it from its stem on the tree of Life, and expected
it to keep on blooming in our civilised vase on the table.
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0 TO B A K 0 At A CHI concerns Ono no Komachi. a
beautiful and heartlesspoetcss of ancient Japan. One infatuated nobleman was refused a rendezvous until he
should have visited a hundred times. He died just before completing his ordeal. but his unresolved love and passio~tejealousy \
returned to possess Komachi when she was a wretched, withered
old woman.
This No play tells the story of two priests who come upon the
aged Komachi sitting on a decayed and fallen stupa (or "sotoba"),
engage her in a witty theological dispute, and finally witness a
climactic mad scene during which she is possessed by the spirit
of her dead admirer.
I hope the reader will keep in mind t,hat a N() play like this one
is primarily a dance. The dancers usually are talking for themselves. but sometimes the chorus talks for them or to them or
about them. and many of the most felicitous effects of No come
from these surprising changes back and forth between exponents.
Unfortunately most written or translated versions of No plays
tend to vanish at the climax: the No becomes what it always was.
the dance.
Therefore. I hope the reader will remember that a No play
takes about ten times as long to see it as it does to read.
From several varying original versions I have inconsistently·
picked whatever readings seemed most appealing or most likely
to succeed in English. Some effort has been made to differentiate
in the translation between the prose and poetic parts of the original, but the more delicate shifts in mood, which depend on the
resources of the original language, on the musical tempo, and
most of all, on the dancing, have been pretty much lost, I am
afraid, in the present version.--S.H.B.
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SEA M I

Characters:
First Priest
Second Priest
Chorus

Komachi, as herself
and as her former
lover

BOTH PRIESTS:

The mountains are not high on which we hide
The mountains are not high on which we hide
The lonely deepness of our hearts.

FIRST PRIEST:

I am a priest from the Koya Hills
Coming down now to make my way to the city.

SECOND PRIEST:

The Buddha that was is gone away.
The Buddha to be has not yet come to the
world.

nOTH PRIESTS:

At birth we woke to dream in this world between.
\Vhat then shall we say is real?
By chance we took the forms of men
From a thousand possibilities.
\Ve stumbled on the treasure of the holy law
The seed of all salvation
And then with thoughtful hearts we put our
bodies
In these thin and ink-black robes.
\Ve knew of lives before this birth
\Ve knew of lives before this birth
And knew we owed no love to those who to this
life·
Engendered us.
\Ve recognize no parents.
No children cared for us.
\Ve walked a thousand miles and the way
seemed short.
In the fields we lay down
And slept the night in the hills
\Vhich now became our proper dwelling place
Our proper home.
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.Like a root-cut reed
Should the tide entice
I would come
I would come lknow but no wave asks
No stream invites this grief:
How sad that once I was proud
Long ago
Proud and graceful
Golden birds in my raven hair
'Vhen I walked like willows nodding, charming
As the breeze in spring.
The voice of the nightingale
The petals of the wood rose wide stretched
Holding dew
At the hour before their breathless fall:
I was lovelier dIan these.
Now
I am foul in the eyes of the humblest creatures
To whom my shame is shown.
Unwelcome months and days pile over me
The wreck of a hundred years
In the city to avoid the eyes of men
Lest they should say "Can it be she?"
In the evening
'Vest with the moon I steal past the palace,
Past the towers
\Vhere no guarq.' will question in me moun- .
.
tains
In the shadows of the trees
None challenge so wretched a pilgrim as this
To Love's Tomb
The autumn hills
The River Katsura
Boats in the moonlight rowed by whom?
I cannot see....
~Ut rmved by whom I
Oh, too, too painful. ...
Here on this withered stump of tree
Let me sit and collect my senses.

I

,

II

ti
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SEAM I

FIRST PRIEST:

SECOND PRIEST:
FIRST PRIEST:

~OMACHI:

FIRST PRIEST:

KOMACHI:

i"IRST PRIEST:

KOMACllI:

Come on. The sun is down. \Ve must hurry on
our way. But look! that old beggar woman sitting there on a sacred stupa. \Ve should warn
her to come away.

Yes, of course.
I':}{cuse me, old lady, but don't you know that's
a stupa there you're sitting on? the holy image
of the Buddha's incarnation. You'd better
come a\vay and rest some other place.
The holy image of the Buddha you say? But I
saw no words or carvings on it. I took it for a
tree stump only.
'\Vithered stumps
Are known as pine or cherry still
On the loneliest mountain:
_

-I, too, am a fallen tree.
But still the flowers of my heart
l\fight make some offering to the Buddha.
But this you call the Buddha's body. \Vhy?
The stupa represents the body of Kongosatta
Buddha, the Diamond Lord, when he assumed
the temporary form of each of his manifestations.
In what forms then is he manifested?

FIRST PR.IEST:

In Earth and \Vater and \Vind and Fire and
Space.

KOM ACHI:

The same five elements as man. 'Vhat was the
difference then?

F In 'iT PR I EST:
KOMACHI:
FIRST PU.IEST:

K () MAC II I:
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The form was the same but not the power.
And what is a stupa's power?
"He that has once looked upon a stupa shall for
all eternity avoid the three worst catastrophes."
"One sudden thought can strike illumination."
Is tbat not just as good?
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.SECOND PRIEST:
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If you've had such an illumination. why are

you lingering here in this world of illusion?
KOMACHI:

Though my body lingers. my heart has left it
long ago.

FIRST PRIEST:

Unless you had no hean at all you wouldn't
have failed to feel the presence of a stupa.

KOMACHI:
SECOND PRIEST:

KOMACHI:
FIRST PRIEST:
KOMACHI:
SECOND PRIEST:

It was because I felt it that I came p~rhaps.
In that case you shouldn't have sp~ad yourself
out on it without so much as a word of prayer.
It was on the ground already....

Just the same it was an act of discord.
"Even from discord salvation springs:'
From the evil of Daiba
Or the love of Kannon.

KOMACHI:
FIRST PRIEST:

From the folly of Handoku
Or the wisdom of
Monju.

KOMACHI:

FIRST PRIEST:

\Vhat we call evil
Is also good.

KO~ACIU:

FIRST PRIEST:
~

I
!

.

KOMACHI:
SECOND PRIEST:

Illusion
Is Salvation.
"Salvation
Cannot be watered like trees."

KOMACHI:
FIRST PRII<:ST:

"The brightest mirror
Is not on the wall.'·

KOMACHI:
CHORUS:

Nothing is separate.
Nothing persists.
Of Buddha and man there is no distinction,
At most a seeming difference planned
For the humble. ill-instructed men
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He has vowed from the first to save.
"Even from discord salvation springs:'
So said Komachi. And the priests:
"Surely this beggar is someone beyond us."
Then bending their heads to the ground
Three times did they do her homa:ge
The difficult priests
The difficult priests
\Vho thought to correct her.
FIRST PRIEST:

\Vho are you then? Give us your name; we will
pray for your souL

KOMACflI:

For all my shame I will tell you. Pray for the
wreck of Komachi, the daughter of Yoshizane
of Ono, Lord of Dewa.

COTH PRIESTS:

How sad to think that you were she.
Exquisite Komachi
The brightest flower long ago
Her dark brows arched
Her face bright powdered always
When cedar-scented halls could scarce contain
Her damask robes.

KOMACilI:

I made verses in our speech
And in the speech of the foreign Court.

CHORUS:

\Vhen she passed the banquet cup
Reflected moonlight lay on her sleeve.
How was ever such loveliness lost?
\Vhen did she change?
Her hair a tangle of frosted grass
\Vhere the black curls lay on her neck
And the color lost from the twin arched peaks
Of her brow.

KOMACHI:

'Oh shameful in the da'wning light
These silted seaweed locks that of a hundred
years
Now lack but one:

CHORUS:
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\Vhat do you have in the bag at your waist?
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KOMACHl:

CHORUS:
K 0 MAC HI:
CHORUS:
KOMACHI:
CHORUS:

Death today or hunger tomorrow.
Only some beans I've put in my bag.
And in the bundle on your back?
A soiled and dusty robe.
And in the basket on your arm?
Sagittaries black and white.
Tatteredcoat
Broken hat

KOMACHI:
CHORUS:
K 0 MAC HI:

Can scarcely hide her face.
Think of the frost and the snow and the rain.
I've not even sleeves enough to dry my tears.
But I wander begging things from men
That come and go along the road.
When begging fails
An awful madness seizes me
And my voice is no longer the same....
Hey! Give me something, you priests!

FIRST PRIEST:

\Vhat do you want?

KOMACHI:

Togo to Komachi!

FIRST PRIEST:
KOM ACHI:

FIRST PRIEST:

KOMACHI:

63

\Vhat are you saying? You are Komachil
No. Komachi was beautiful.
l\fany letters came, many messages
Thick as rain from a summer sky
But she made no answer, even once,
Even an empty word.
Age is her retribution now.
Oh, I love hert
I love her!
You love her! \Vhat spirit has possessed you to
make you say such things?
Many loved her
But among them all
It was 8hosho who loved her deepest
Shii no Shosho, the Captain.
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The wheel turns back.
I live again a cycle of unhappiness
Riding with the wheels
That came and went again each night.
The sun.
\Vhat time is it now?
Dusk.
The moon will be my friend on the road
And though the watchmen stand at the pass
They shall not bar my way.

KOMACHl: (recostumed as her
lover) My wide white skirts hitched up
j~

..

CHORUS:

KOMACltl:

CHORUS:

KOMACHI:
CHOR us:
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My wide white skirts hitched up
My tall black hat pulled down
And my sleeves thrown over my head
Hidden from the eyes of men on the road
In the moonlight
In the darkness coming. coming
\Vhen the night rains fell
\Vhen the night winds blew the leaves like rain
\Vhen the snow lay deep
And the melting drops fell
One by one from the rafters
I came and went, came and went
One night. two nights. three.
Ten (and this was the Harvest Night) .
And did not see her.
Faithful as a cock that marks each dawn
I came and carved my mark upon the pillar.
I was to come a hundred nights.
I lacked but one....
Oh. dizziness ... pain....
He was grieved at the pain in his breast
\Vhen the last night came and he died
Shii no Shosho. the Captain.

'?
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E.OMACHI:

It was his unsatisfied love possessed me so
His anger that turned my wits.
In the face of this I will pray
For life in the worlds to come
The sands of goodness I will pile
Into a towering hill.
Before the golden, gentle Bpddha I will lay
Poems as my flowers
Entering in the way
Entering in the way.
TRANSLATION AND NOTES BY SAM HOUSTON

BROCK
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Paul Valery

COLLOQUY WITHIN A BEING
"Dawn revealed to me the
entire inimical day:'

A
Come ... Leave the moment ... Compose your forces ... Extricate your real self from this living mud which lies in the shape of a
beaten, abandoned man in the disorder of your sheets... Be reborn! It's time. Night is dissolving, rapidly losing its stars, while
the poison of the coming day breaks through it. Light instills itself in the profound substance of darkness, corrupting its solemn
unity. Like products of this corruption, one can make out, here
and there, outlines of things, first symptoms of objects and beings
which will require of you responses and actions...
B
Have pity! I cannot. You ask nothing less than the impossible!
The weight of my body is that of the whole earth beneath me.
How do you expect me to rise, to lift at the same time all the being
and non-being which are so confused within me? The least effort,
the least attempt of mind is at this moment beyond me. Leave me.
Ah, leave mel
A
No. I shall urge you to reconstruct yourself.

B
But I tell you I am IMPOSSIBILITY ... Can you imagine a
stone able to change by itself within itself in such a way that it can
finally break with the earth and leap marvelously into the air? ...
Listen! Leave me. I am as if absent in my presence, and scarcely
half-present in my absence. No link exists within me between
what sees, desires, endures, changes, knows, and what would act
... 1 do not distinguish between what I was, am, or can be ...

66
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COLLOQUY

WITHIN

A

BEING

You, my tormentor, force me to answer you, and I find it so painful that I feel tears of weakness and refusal mount to my eyes •..

I

I

I
I

I

A
\Veep, but liver ... Emerge fr0D! your cocoon. D~entangle for
me this pitiful mixture of equivalent sensations, useless memo-.
ries, untrustworthy dreams and inconsistent conjectures •.. Rally, call to order all those little disoriented forces dispersed
throughout your fatigue. Your weakness is nothing but their confusion. Come, sort out these different elements: group your similar forces; no longer confuse truth and falsehood; each must serve
in its tuml Organize the various parts of complex time, which allow you to make what is not act on what iS1 and what is on what is
not . .. Set your arms and legs in order, feel your power'txtend to
the limits of your empire over your ~imbs. Be master of your gaze,
and create space1 instead of submitting to all the irregularities of
a falsely presented expanse ... Then draw, with this moving gaze,
the distinct outline of objects. Make cerrain also ofyour interior
strength. Exact, exert, excite the general freedom of the terms
and forms of your language; awaken its resources of combination,
transposition, articulation of ideas and distinction of concepts ...
B

Keep still ...
A

This is not all ...
B

\Vhat more do you want of me? Do you yourself know whether
you revive or murder me?
A
This is not all, I tell you. Put your thought in action. Dwell upon
some point which begins to dawn in your mind, the peak of desire and the force of time which will dispose, toward the full development of this seed, the mass of analogies, the space of resonances. the quantity of possibilities, infused in what you are ...
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B
Keep still! The mere summoning of my strength is too much for
me. You compel me to consider the immense difficulty one has in
ceasing to be half dead ... Leave me, at least, the time I need to
return without too much pain or regret, from the state of thing to
beast, from beast to man, from man to SELF, to the unique ...
A
I see the worst is over. You are"raising yourself on your elbow.
B
Alas ... Yes, I am awakening ... I am no longer in a sort of balance between everything and zero: a mere nothing would have
driven me back to the oblivion of slumber; a mere nothing would
have made me leap up. confirmed in strength, ready to live ...

A
You will be as different from yourself as a lax cord from the same
cord drawn taut.
B
Perhaps. But at first I feel strangely the prey 0.£ my powers. Memory obsesses me. Intellect demands. and my power to act overflows
the muscles it hardens; with no end in view ... To feel, be able,
desire, learn, owe ... All these daylight demons stretch their
limbs.
A
Consider this virgin day ...
B
As virgin as the street ... I hardly think of it before I make out. in
the first rays of my mind, various concerns which take form, various beings who await me; and above all, I know not what extremely boring. difficult thing which must be done this very day.
A

\Vhat thing?
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B
I tell you I don't yet know. It is still veiled. A certainty without a
face. In a moment it will take on all its accoutrements of time,
place, cause and executory force ... To think that I kept that
within me all night long; that I awaken, and it awakens: and a;
day which does not yet exist is already completely poisoned by it!
A
\Vait for the event. Perhaps, toward evening, you will be content
with this finished business, and content, perhaps, with yourself.
B
Ah ... \Vhy return to life? Why have you dragged me from this
phosphorescent filth between sleep and waking? To become again
MR. SO-AND-SO who bears my name, who is stamped by my
habits, my constraints, my opinions, burdened with so many
things wh,ich might have been entirely different, things·I feel to
be completely accidental, and yet which define me. "Y!ty? \Vhy
yield to the sun I know, and to the Sameness I know even better?
\Vhen one goes to sleep, is it not a way of demonstrating the per..
feet adequacy of having lived the day one has just lived? Does not
an experience of some hours duration tell everything? Intelligenti pauca ... How often I feel I know myself by heartl
A
Voila qui va des mieux-as they say in the plays of Moliere ... I
see you are thinking, composing your ideas, giving .form to your
thought. Usable energy will before long be superabundant in
your economy, and you will yourself reply by projects, c!ecisions,
creations and destructions, to the question you ask qte-or that
you ask yourself-a question which will admit no other answer.
When life is at stake, there can be no 'why:
••..• J

B

You may be right.
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A

You seem completely revived, restored. reconstituted ...
B

How can you teU?
A

. . By the fact that we agree. Then there is no place between us for
VAGUE THINGS; for questions which are answers, for answers
which are questions; for problems which seek to be stated;~Jor
terms believed by those who use them to be more valuable tban
they themselves; for the naIvete which believes in knowledge
without power . .. \Vhat are you doing? You are leaping up from
your bed?
B

Up ... I am up ... I am striking with my naked heel the reality

of tbe sensible world ...

A

And then?
B

And then ... I'll do what I must. I am suddenly conscious of an
extraordinary energy. I find myself weighed down by life and
almost embarrassed by the freedom of thought and action which
takes hold of me, a freedom which seems greatly stimulated by the
imminence of the difficulties and trials which just a moment ago
overwhelmed my soul.
A

Take carel ... I'm delighted to see you so different from the person I lifted with such difficulty from confusion and disorder. I am
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'I

overjoyed at your metamorphosis. You were nothing and now
you would do everything! ... But be careful ... Do not abuse
this vigor. Night also exists. It always comes.
B
Do you believe my lucidity doesn't see it coming? Do you believe
it doesn't imagine its own twilight-and even admire it? Is it not
truly miraculous to think that we possess within us the power to
leave the self behind while all things, whatever they may b~,
caught within the single, solitary net which drags them imperceptibly toward darkness-people, thoughts, desires, values, good
things and evil, my body and the gods-withdraw, dissolve, come
to nothing, darken together? ... Nothing has taken place~ Everything is blotted out at once. Is it not beautiful? When a ship sinks,
the sky vanishes and the sea evapbrates ...

But now, friend, see the toughness of my fist as it strikes the table.
The same force is in my heart, which is as big as my fist, and beating in full the tempo of my strength I I am measure and excess,
toughness and tendemess,desire and disdain; I waste away and
yet I gather strength; I love myself and I hate myself, and I am
conscious of myself, from head to foot, ~ccepting myself as I am,
whatever I am, answering with all my being the simplest question
in the world: Of what is man capable?

- Translation by William Jay Smith
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Fayga Ostrower
A naturalized Brazilian, Fayga Ostrower was
born in Poland in 1920, has lived in Brazil
since 1934. Studied privately and at the Funda~ao Getulio Vargas (Rio de Janeiro). The
majority of her work is comprised of drawings,
woodcuts, and etchings. In 1948 and 1949 she
received bronze and silver medals at national
exhibitions. Has participated in international
exhibitions since 1952. One of the two graphic
artists chosen to represent Brazil at the 1954
Venice Biennale. In 1954 she was elected contributing artist of the Guilde Internationale de
la Gravure. Recently the recipient of a research
scholarship grant to the United States, she is
presently doing work at the Brooklyn Mllseum
Art School.
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Andrew O. ]aszi

NAMES AND OBJECTS
INRILKE'S POETRY

Namen und Dinge. It is not
.
surprising that Rilke was interested in the names things'
have, for they were the raw material of his art. He believed that as a poet he could transform this perishable world and
that he could create an enduring and perfcct reality simply by
joining words one to anpther. His interest in Dinge, awakened as
early as his interest in words. He came to feel tbat objects were
his only friends; and from the beginning of his conscious life to
its end, he was convinced that things were far more real than are
most human beings. \Vhen he wanted to find a word of highest
admiration for a human being-for the Danish author Jacobsen,
for Tolstoi, for· Rodin, for Cezanne-he ,~ould say that they were
lik~ things; but if he searched his mind for a word worthy of
naming an object-a mountain, a tree, a broken toy-he could
find none. For he felt that names did not reveal what objects
really were, but rather hid, falsified, and in the end, destroyed
them.
Rilke loved objects; but, like many of his leading contemporaries, he was tormented by the feeling that some terrible catastrophe had wiped away everything on earth. Foremost among the \
reasons for this mood of despair which passed over Europe in
Rilke's youth was perhaps the fact that the image of God had disappeared from the hearts of men. "God is dead,"'is Zarathustra's
message as he descends from the mount;tin. "Everything is empty,
nothing matters, everything was!" In speaking about Auguste
Rodin, Rilke once exclaimed that we live in a time "which has no
outside. For the inside which constitutes
objects, no houses,

N
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this age is without form, impossible to grasp: it flows:' What b~ :i t
comes of the word "house" when there are no houses? \Vhat hap·
pens to names when the objects which they once named shed their
reality? Strangely enough, a condition may arise ,~hich seems to
favor the producti~n of great lyric poetry. These names which no
longer name, these spectral words, begin to respond willingly to
the slightest stirring of ,the poet's heart. They are free to do so, because they are no longer answerable to the heavy reality of objects
and to the inexorable laws which govern them. But in seeming to
depict the world, the poet in truth only mirrors his own feelings
in words which have lost their substance. In Rilke's youthful
poetry the trend is away from dle concrete into the rCi\lm of longing for the sake of longing, of words for the sake of a melody: into
premonitions, dreams, nothingness. Likewise, In his early letters, the slightest concrete incident may serve as an excuse for
rising high above all that is tangible on the wings of a fanciful
metaphor.
Thus Rilke, who was later to be preoccupied with transforming objects, began his career by discarding them. But even while
escaping into language, he yearned to experience the structure of
reality as it might have been before man imposed upon it the \.
structure of his sentences.

I am so afraid of the words of men.
They pronounce everything so distinctly:
And this is called dog and that is called house,
And here is' the beginning and the end is there.
I shall always warn and ward off: Don't come ncar.
I 80 mqdl like to hear the singing of things.
You touch them: tbey are rigid and mute.
You are murdering all my things.
Ie/a fiire/ate mich so VOT der Afense/um lVOTt.
Sie sprecllen (lUes so deutlich aus:
Und dieses heisst Hund und jenes heisst Haus,
und hier ist Beginn und das Ende ist dort.
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Ieh will immer wamen und wehren:Bleibt fern.
Die Dinge singetz hor ieh so gem.
lilT rilhrt sie an: sie sind starr und stumm.
Ihr bringt mir aile die Dinge um.

\Vhy not call a dog a dog;or a house a house? \Vhat is ther(tin the
meaning of words which does violence to that which they signify?
Picture a man walking. Now he is running. Now he is raising
his arm. At each movement, the rearrangement·of his limbs lends
his body a different shape, yet the man remains the same man.
And if his name was Jones when he left home, it will still be Jones
when he reaches his destination. Consider an apple or an apple
tree-they, too, change and yet remain the same: the tree as the
wind passes through its branches. the apple as the sun tinges its
skin, and both as they grow, mature, and decline with the changing seasorts of the year. Appearance changes, but being r~mains
the same. Othe~...ise, at every moment we would all surrender our
identities in favor of an unending series of transformations. And
all the dictionaries of the world would Qot suffice to say this
much: uapple:' For the words of language are not ready-made
labels which we attach at random to equally ready-made -objects.
Before objects could come into existence, language had to separate being from appearance; it had to bring order into what preceded it, the flux of prelinguistic chaos.!
But it is precisely against such a linguistic separation of being
and appearance that Rilke came to protest as his poetic genius
matured. For if it is true that in his youth he was unfaithful to the
visible world of objects, in his manhood he learned to see as few
poets before him: and he came to love what he saw. He loved the
surfaces of things so well, their shapes, colors,..:textures, and the
ceaseless change and motion of these, that in th~ end he found it
hard to believe that there should be hidden behmd them that unchanging and intractable identity of existence which we have in
~

1 The lIotion that there exists iuch an intimate interronnenion bettvcen language
.md the world of perception is stressed. again and again in the three volumQ of
Ernst Cassirer's Philosop/lie der symboliscllen formen (Berlin. 1925. 192!;, 1929).
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mind when we designate an object by its name. The object of art
is "nameless as a plain is nameless or a sea that has a name only on
the map, in books, and to men, but which, in reality, is nothing
but distance, motion and depth." Namcnlos; nameless, is one of
Rilke's favoJ:ite words.
In his more despondent moments, to be sure, Rilke knew that
being and appearance must remain separate in a world which we
have mastered linguistically. However, there is a sphere which
seems to defy the laws of language and ordinary experience, one
in which the entire existence of an object can be condensed into
a sensuous surface-the sphere of art. Who can change the color
of an apple in one of Cezanne's still-lifes and say that the apple itself is .not changed, but only its color? Or take the dance. 'Vhen a
great dancer dances, he has no other existence than his everchanging appearance. You do not see a man who exists and moves,
but a motion in which a man creates himself, a motion in which
the soul of a man suddenly rises into visibility, only to disappear
when the dance ends and the dancer becomes once more an ordinary man, his body no longer embodying~his soul but hiding it
from your eyes.
"But let us consider for a moment, whether everything before
us isn't s1¥'face, everything we percieve and explain and interpret? And what we call spirit [Geist] and soul and love: isn't all
that but a slight change on the small surface of a near fac~? ..
And he who could see and render all forms, would be not (almost
without knowing it) give us all of spirit; everything that has ever
been called longing or pain or bliss or wbich can have no name at
all in its ineffable spirituality?" Perhaps the deepest reason why
Rilke deplored the separation of being and appearance was because he felt tbat soul was in danger of being explained away, .
talked away. Talked away in the literal sense. For he believed that
objects and humans alike ha\'e a soul only inasmuch as their entire being is, in the manner of the dance, contained in their appearance; but as we have just said, it is precisely this union of
existence and appearance which language must destroy if it is to
bri~g into play the energies which constitute it.
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It was in Rodin's studios that Rilke learned the magic of sur·
face, motion, and change; and we must turn to his letters of these
years as well as to his book A uguste Rodin (the two parts of which
are dated 1903 and 1907) if we wish to understand what he meant
when !Ie used the word Ding in the middle period of his life. A
Ding is nothing but an aesthetic surface, one which contains being. "The model," wrote Rilke, seems to exist; the object of art·
exists. Thus one is a nameless progress over the other, the silent
and ever-rising realization of the desire to be which emanates
from everything in nature." By transmuting an object of nature
into an object of art, translating it into color, sound, shape, or
motion, the artist raises potential existence to the status of full
actuality. And now the overwhelming idea began to dawn upon
R~lke that it is the artist's task to transform not only tbis object
or that, but nature in its totality, and by so doing to render it real
and eternal. Nothing must be omitted, no matter how insignificant, ugly, or even repulsive it may appear 'to be. This is,the positive significance of his only novel Die A ujzeiclmungen des Malte
Laurids BriggeJ Diaries of My Other Self (1910), with its dismal
scenes of disintegration and decay.
#I

o B J E C T SAN DNA M E S. You cannot name objects whose existence is contained in their appearan,fe. But what is the use of
even trying to name, to pin-point linguistically, the object of art?
You cannot name an object of art if, as Rilke believed, it is the
function of art to transform something that does not exist and has
a name into something that exists and is nameless. DlngeJ Rilke's
Dinge, are nameless; How could Rilke, by using names, create
';gmething nameless?
'l>
Ernst Cassirer once compared the color of objects to the meaning of signs. Neither the word nor the color is one with the object yet both represent it. A painter's colors, howe~er, do not represent or designate, but contain and embody. Rilke's aim was to
use words as a painter like Cezanne used colors and not as nature
does. But his poems of this period fall short of this ideal goal. His
words do not contain and embody, but mean and designate. Or to
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put it differently, his language is more descriptive than lyric. But
what his words describe, and this is essential for an understanding
of these poems, is not the ordinary object as you and I see it, but
the object transformed by the eyes of the artist. These poems have
aptly been called Dinggedichte, objective poems. They are objective in the double sense of not expressing the feelings of the poet
but the essence of objects and in the sense of being poetic descriptions of objects (in the very broad meaning which this word had
come to assume in Rilke's vocabulary), descriptions of a staircase,
a merry-go-round, a plant, an animal, a work of art, a human being. These objective poems, along with others, are collected in
the two parts of Neue Gedichte, New Poems, of 1907 and 1908~
Thus, as Rilke matured, he had a clear and specific vision of a
non-linguistic realm of Dinge and was left with the problem of
how to express it in words. In the years that followed, he was
plagued by the fear that his inability to express this vision would
invalidate his entire life's-work. There were moments when he
came close to doubting his mission. But with the Duino Elegies
and the Sonnets to Orpheus (1922) he seemed to have realized
his vision at last.
"... und WOitU Dichter in dilrftiger Zeit?" \Vhy be a poet in
this barren age? It was not Rilke who asked this question, but
Friedrich HOlderlin, more dlan a hundred years before. "Sag ihm
die Dinge." "Tell him the things:' These words of the Ninth
Elegy ring out like an answer to HOlderlin's question. "Ihm" is
the angel of the Elegies, pure existence, highest embodiment of
reality. Names and objects. sagen and Dinge, are united here with
one another, and both with the angel. \Vhat kind of union is this?
\Vhat mode of saying has Rilke in mind? How can you sayan object: a jug. a tfee,. a window? Not dIe act of talking about things.
is meant, which leaves the talked-about things unmoved and untouched, but that of evoking a thing, of making it exist through
its transformation into the pure language of poetry. Build a
house. constl~uct a bridge, say a Ding. l\fake a thing by saying it.
"1'anz! die Orange:' "Dance the orange." These words appear in
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the Fifteenth Sonnet, If we look at Rilke's poems literally. we will
understand him better. His metaphors are not meant to be reduced to abstractions. The power of language to dissect, to order,
to classify, and to abstract. was just what Rilke fought against.
Nor should we Jook for hidden meanings. "1 believe," he once
wrote, "that no poem in the Sonnets to Orpheus has a meaning
which is not fully stated in it.... Any kind of 'allusion'-would
contradict, according to my conviction, the indescribable existence [Da-sein] of the poem." "Tell bim the things:' "Dance the
orange." Rilke means what he says: create an object by saying it;
create an orange by dancing it. To belsure, the orange which you
dance is no longer the orange which you eat, just as the object
which you say has ceased to be an object of ordinary experience.
One has been transformed into the pure motion of the dance, the
odler into the pure act of saying, and dirough this transfQrmation
they have been incorporated into the timeless and nameless, invisible and eternal realm of the angel. "There rose a tree. 0 pure
transcendency! 0 Orpheus sings! 0 tall tree in dIe ear!" begins
the First Sonnet. Orpheus does not sing about a tree somewhere
out in nature; rather dlis tree, which transcends the natural tree
by being its transformation, exists only in the sounds of the song
which have created it. In the sounds of the song and in the ears of
those who hear it: "0 tall tree in the earl"
As stated earlier, objects which change remain themselves. The
concept of change would indeed be meaningless~ unless it were
dIe change of something that remains itself while it cbanges; and
"something that remains itself wbile it manges" is an object. The
ultimate issue of ordinary change, however, is not the preservation of an qbject's identity, but the annihilation of the object. Up
to a certairJ point, the object will retain its identity, but beyond
dmt point lie decay and destruction, dIe loss of its existence. And
in this sense, all change is a change towards death. "Blilhn und
verdorrn ist uns %ugleich bewusst/' we are aware of flowering and
fading simultaneously. But if the existence of the object were one
with its appearance. the concept of cbange would take on a very
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different meaning. If such an obj~ct changed its appearance. it
would also have to change its being~ But how can an object whose
being IS contained in its appearance, an object, that is, which in
order to exist at all must exist precisely as it does, change either
its appearance or its being? Every change of its appearance would
be eitber its destruction or (in the manner of those forms of art
which are based on motion) would be a coming into existence
and a staying in existence of "something" that does not exist except in the motion which creates "it," of something, in other
words, tbat has ceased to be a thing. For where being is contained
in appearance and where, accordingly, change is a change of being, there no longer is an "it," an object, but only the phenomenon of creative or pure change. Change, which a moment ago
seemed to spell destruction, appears now to conquer transcience
and to be productive of existence. "Tiinzerin: 0 du Verlegung /
alles ~ergehens in Gang. . :' uDancer: 0 translation / of all going-away [going out of existence] into going....,. Such existencecreating motion. be it the pure motion of the dance, or music. or
the pure act of saying, Rilke calls JVirklic1l1~eit, reality, or preferably Dasein, being or existence.:.! "Gesang ist Dasein," uS ong is
existence." It is not quite easy to talk about Rilke's concept of
Dasein; because. as pure existence. it is not the existence of somethil1g. Where objects exist, in Rilke's sense, there are no longer
objects: and where there still are objects, in the ordinary sense.
there is as yet no pure existence. It is for this reason that RiIke,
who in his middle period was enamoured with the visible surfaces
of things, came in the last years of his life to equate existence with
Unsichtbarlleit, invisibility.
Earth. isn't this what you want: an invisible
re-arising in us? Is it not your dream
to be one day invisible? Earthl invisiblel s
B It should, bowever, be noted tbat Rilke uses tbe same words with quite a different
meaning when be talks about the limitations and imperleetiom of human exist·
coce. It is this aspect of hig thought and poctry which has made it possible for the
Exi!Jtentdista to claim bim as one of their own.
• Translated by J. D. Lei!lhman and Stephen Spender in Duino Elegies, Rainer
Maria Rilke, (W. W. Norton: New York. 1939). p. 77
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Erik, ist es nicht dies, was du willst: unsicb.tbar
in uns'erstehn'l-[st es dein Traum nicht,
einmal unsichtbaf' zu sein7-ETde! unsiclltbar!

In the dance, actor and action are one. If you read the best of
Rilke's sonnets,-you will feel that here, too, there is a union of
actor and action, namely of subject and verb. The verb does not
contain a statement about the subject" rather the subject comes
into existence in the verb as the dancer does in the dance. And as
the dancer is contained in his motion and has no existence outside of it, these subjects, Rilke's Dingc, are contained in the words
of the poem and nowhere else. Objects and names, names and
objects: the antagonists are reconciled at last. And witli this, all
other distinctions fall away, too: the distinctions among individual objects, between suffering and joy, life and death, here and
hereafter. Thus the gedeutete Welt, the interpreted world, the
world which bears the imprint of language, which is divided up
into an infinity of individual objects and compartmentaliied according to linguistic categories is transformed into what Rilke
calls the "whole and sound world," the "great oneness," the
"open," or the "invisible:' The Elegies, which are mare philosophic in nature, talk, among other things, about transformation
and unfold a vision of this realm of onen~s. The Sonnets, which
come much closer to what is commonly meant by lyric poetry, try
to do what the Elegies talk about. I am using the word "try" ad·
visedly, for we are standing here at the ultimate limit of what can
still be done and said. Another step and we have passed through
"die letzte Ortsclzaft der Warte," through "the last village of
words" into unbroken silence.
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Inside the candid night blue room
A shift· is sounded-"Do you love me?" As a body crunches down the street
Against the first lighting of the frost
Lamppost. Her dying sigh denies
The quiet settling idly on
His polished shoe. One blunt toe
Gleams back a flawless eye at him
As he dangles from the sigh.
"Tell me, do you love met' He is caught
Quick as a fish's lip. Secretly
His tongue darts up to test for bleeding.
Does a hooked fish breath blood before
Pure air drowns it? Fool! \Vhat is
This living bait you snatch at? his slumped
Body asks, past guilt. believing
In its fix. If he turns to greet
Her eyes, he is chucked out dry.
He tastes his words like grit. "As
( love myself-sometimes," he tries.
Silver sugar bells he stole one Christmas
Somehow defame him now. No reply.
Abjectness battens on her questions.
He dreams of knives surviving wounds,
Innocent of bloody issues: "
\Vhich the victim, which the quickened
Instrument that sticks and steals away?
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His eyes' amazing clarity defies
The misted window, finds the sole
Pedestrian, a bundled blob, to envy
At the farthest lamppost near the crossing.
Blue frost blackens when the traffic
Blots that last survivor out.
Abandoned to his doubt, the street
Retreats, distills the pulsing silence.
The killer fades into his crime.
"Then it's all a lie'" she shouts.
He thrashes free upon the elemental
Ground and flings the bait straight back:
"I've never denied it yet!" But is it
His lie merely to find out? For when
She tears her heavy grievance out
And mounts the stairs to cry, surprised,
He feels his bubbling neck, the head
Detached and following the bait above.
Outside it hails true diamonds. Shadows
Trickle down the page flattened
On his lap. Unhooked, he floats
Into his own decapitated calm.
'f
But whose mild unpunishable eyes
I
Are nibbling at the open book?
Unclenched, his humped up body will
Soon rise to switch on, ,gloating in
The dark, the flagrant reading light.

\VINTER STICKS·
The curdling tree is quarreling with my sleep
In winter tensing, bare, withholding snow.
Be tall, be white, I cry, and slim as whips
.
Your arms. \Vhat moves? The coat-tails of a crow.
• Copyright. Edwin Honig. 1955
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The iced moon puzzles through blue floes of cloud.
Rocks bloom aureoles, winsome, diamondy- .
Hoops to pull them through or ring me round
Far from this milky dream-dispelling tree.
I wake wandering, pursued by breath,
My own, a spun glaze tricked behind that glows.
When I pause it is a ticking breeze
That waits ahead to mark off my repose.

My ragged bones stretch out to wear the snow!
The teeming blur returns: Not yet. scarecrow.
EDWIN

HONIG

ON ACQUIRING A SENSE OF STYLE
(one) less noise please
(pipe down) spinning
word (lissenaminut cantchya)
hey down front (into
\-one) shutchergodammouth
(regular boiIerfactory) dancing
phrase (shaddup willya)
QUIET (into
one) ssh what is it
(can you hear anything) singing
thought (can't quite make it out)
no wait (into
one) just tum up this dial a bit
(aahh there it's coming through) breathing
word
NORMAN FRIEDMAN
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RAINY DAY
Outside t nothing moves; only the rain
nailing the house up like a coffin.
Remembert in childhood; when it rained?
Then t the whole world sailed down the alley:
leavest paper, old shoes, the buildings,
everything like a circus going to sea.
Now, the rain. the iron rain, with its little keys
is closing all the doors..•
and I think we're all dead. See how the sky
sits like a tombstone on the roofs.

A GREEN ASTRONOMY
Because there's so much speed
without anyplace to gOt
and naked, blind as lightt
werushfromswnewswne
and bump against the world,
I like the silly snail:
wrapped in its wooden fog
it crawls across my yard;
and where it goes, it paints
the ground with useless roads.
Day and night t in its world,
leaves fall without a sound;
and Howers become suns
that bugs like little planets
in a green astronomy
go round and round and roun
BERT MEYERS
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QueUe heure cogne aux membres de la coque
Ce grand coup d'ombre oil craque notre sort?
QueUe puissance impalpable entre·dlOque
Dans nos agres des ossements de mort?
Sur l'avant nu,l'ecroulement des tromnes
Lave I'odeur de la vie ed du vin:
La mer eleve et recreuse des tombes,
La meme eau efeuse et comble Ie ravin.
I Iomme hideux, en qui Ie coeur chavire,

Ivrogne etrange egare sur la mer
Dont la nausee attachee au navire
Arrache a I'ame un desir de renfer.
Homme total, je tremble et je calcule,
Cerveau trop clair, capable du moment
Oil, dans un phcnomene minuscule,
Le temps se brise ainsi qu'un instrument ...
Maudit soit-Hle pore qui t'a gree,
Arche pourrie en qui grouille Ie lest!
Dans res fonds noirs, tollte chose cree
Bat ton bois mort en derive vers rEst ...
L'abime et moi formons un machine
Qui jongle avec des souvenirs epars:
Je vois ma mere et mes tasses de Chine,
La putain grasse au seuiI fauve des bars;

Ie

Je vois Christ amarre sur la vergue! ...
11 danse a mort, sombrant avec les siens;
Son oeil sanglant m'~claire cet exergue:
UN GRAN NAVIRE A PItRI CORPS ET BIENSI ......
PAUL

VALERY

I

\

.j
I
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\Vhat hour strikes the limbs of the hull
\Vith a stroke of doom that snaps our fate?
\Vltat unseen power moves
In our rigging of dead men's bones?
On the nude hull the sudden showers
Bathe the air with life and wine.
The sea builds and destroys its tombs.
Digs its ravines and covers them.
Freak with the capsized heart,
Strange drunk astray on the sea-::My nausea lashed to the ship
Rips from my soul a wish for hellI, the complete man, tremble and devise.
Head too clear, set for that moment
\Vhen, in a pygmy phenomenon,
The weather breaks like a surgeon's blade.
Rotten ark whose ballast swarms,
Cursed be the pig who rigged you out.
In your black hole all of creation
Beats at the dead wood drifting east.
The abyss and I contrive a machine
That juggles my scattered souvenirs.
I see my mother and my china glass,
A fat whore at a neon bar;
I see Christ moored to the maSt!
He dances till death, still among friends.
His bloody eye flashes out these words:
A GREAT SHIP'S LOST AND ALL HAVE GONE DOWN!
- Translated by Harvey Shapiro
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THE MUSICIANS
with her behind him. At least she
stood there, still, hidden from the doorway but to the
side, listening, as he went past her, into the hall. She was
saying, he's there, although the hall was empty. If there was someone there, then he was not there now. He stopped to say, you see,
and continued, no one. There is no one here at all. But she closed
the door, hard, and left him standing, facing to the stairs.

H

E W A L K ED 0 U T

So at this moment he saw the other man, like. as he thought,
that now ofcourse there he would be, to be alone with him. It was
where he hadn't looked, above him, the stairs going up obliquely,
to the roof, and now the man came down them and said, good
morning. He answered, good morning, john. The sun was bright,
what was it, eight or nine. One could go out, on the street, walk
two blocks, go into some place, sit down, buy perhaps coffee, black
perhaps, and a roll or whatnot, and that would be that, and nothing more. But he had something else to do. Look. he said, john,
come with me. that is, can't we get out of here? He thought, I
knew you in school. one time I slept on top of you, with a mattress
between us, which is love of a sort, is it not. His eyes filled, with
tears. \Ve're friends, still, he said. You don't kill all that that easily? But caught himself, because how easy was it. to do it. anything,
anytime, even with anyone.
Behind him the man walked down the stairs very quietly, his
face down so that it could not be seen. This was simply protective.
They went out. at the bottom of the stairs, the one in front of the
other, expecting. at least the one in front did, to be there mowed
down, a suJlden abrupt barrage of machine-gun fire, cutting them
precisely in half. And tonight you will do the same thing, he
thought, you. Getting up makes no difference whatsoever. To
anyone. He walked across the courtyard and opened the door into

88
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the other half of the building. The hall was yellow. an ochre.
They went along it, past the boxes for mail. and out into the
street.
Here it was somewhat simpler. Forced, if there were anything.
to happen, then a sidestep. or a push. could bring him past it. bidden against a doorway. or jammed into strangers who might, he
thought. help him. This was a story of violence and murder.
Three found dead, in a bed. 'Vhich, bitterly, the bed itself prevented. being not big enough. \Vhat would you like to eat, he
said. and added. John. have you eaten? The man came up. then,
and walked beside him. You know, he said, it wasn't easy? The
man walked, beside him. How could it be easy, he said. Words
poured into him, from everywhere. How, he said. Look. you know
me.
As they went past the door of a cafe, the man made a sign. to go
in, but would not go in himself. So he went in, and bought coffee,
to go out, then some rolls, which he also thought indicated, and
went out when he had them but he saw nothing of the jIlan. and
remembered he was to walk back, and up to the man's room, and
they would eat. then.

He used this time to reconnoitre, which phrase he got, or had
got, from the account of a British, he remembered. spy in Germany during the first 'Vorld War. The man wrote. at length. of
how he had managed to break over the line, between the two
armies. and then by virtue of a straight face, hardly more, and a
knowledge of the language. which was also given. he worked,his
way up and up. till at last he was actu~lly in the very top group of
the German High Command itself. Work and work. keep at it,
you too will be on top. An irony. But nonetheless where he both
had been, he thought, and well might land again, helpless as he
was to stand against it.
But. opening the door, he saw this plan was useless. The ~oom
in front of him scattered, fell into, many patterns. There was a
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picture of a long low car, an old one, tacked on the wall over a
table. There were records. and beyond them. a small black phonograph. Simply enough, this was his friend. \Vell, he said, do you
want proof? \Vhich photograph shall I show you. Or, simply, the
first, the man standing by himself, in a street, somewhere in ~fex
ico City. Or rather he walked along the street and because he did,
or John did, his picture was taken, a small card given him, which
he, John, must have remembered, later, and he got the picture
and he, John, sent it home. A fact. He had seen it certainly. He
had admired it. How nice to live in l\fexico! There was another,
as well, a man sitting at a table. in a long low room, a round one,
which seemed unusual. On the table there were some plates left
over from eating. A girl, a pretty girl, sat past him and had her
head bowed. The picture was large, the whole feel of it seemed to
mean that someone had cared both to take it, and. having taken
it, cared also to print it like this. So that it could be something not
just a cheap snapshot. however much that is all right too; but
something also better, more durable, simply more careful.
Are you hungry, he said. He put the food and the coffee on the
table, and then, unwrapping it, offered it to his friend. 'Vhere
shall I begin, he said. Perhaps I could tell you a story, too? Let's
put it. two men, ourselves, we live in a long black house, like that
one. He pointed to the car, on the wall. Every morning at ten
o'clock sharp we take it out of the place, wherever we keep it, and
we drive it, like hell, up and down, up and down. \Ve love it. We
think there is nothing either greater or any damn thing else. By
god, we enjoy ourselves. Then one day, because some idiot turns
left on a street where there is a huge, huge sign saying, do not turn
left, that'S it, the end of us. The goddamn car so smashed, broken,
disintegrated, that really we have nothing at all left. So we go out
and so on. maybe to a hospital. where a beautiful nurse in a long
black uniform. I think, sews us up, good as new, and then we get
another car.
'
Can't we get another car, he said. C~n't we do it? The man
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dranktbe coffee, lifting the cardboard cup very carefully. Are you
listening, Jolm. he said. Can't~hear a goddam thing I am telling you? But then he sat back, and also drank his own coffee. slowly. Look, he said, John. There are other ways than this to tell it?
He stopped. Are you listening to me? The man smiled, and got
up, and turning on the phonograph, put on a record, and sat
down.
At that the room became still, though there was the music, a
low quiet thing, perhaps a trumpet, he thought, if I can still remember. You play the piano, don't you, he said. He thought. A
face, John's face, hair cut short; clipped. A man's funny odd
hands, on a piano, that is, on the keys of a piano. Even, if it mattered, Boston, Mass. The end.
Play it for me, he said, me. He stopped. Did you ever hear the
one about there must have been three of them, people? He said,
there were three people, a man, a man, a woman. God knows
where they lived, a house? Ok. Not long and black this time, this
one is snow-white, has clapboards like in the movies, roses, the
works. Every morning not only the milkman comes, he brings
three dozen milks, the greatest, but also, mind you, at least the
\
plumber, the mailman,lthe electrician, the hairdresser, the modista, the maestro who ~es the walls when they fall down on your
head because you will pound on them. Ok, he said. What can I do
more than that?
I
The man sat, watching. Behind them both, and through the
window, there was the upper side of the building opposite, breaking off into a line of others, the roofs of them, even more broken.
Looking, he caught sight of a small crouched figure, on the roof
next to their own, above their heads, and it was her,; sitting there,
with some kind of pajamas on, with a pathrobe Qver them, to
cover her.
Look, he said. See this. Th~ man got up and went over to the
windmv. then,sat down again.·
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By god, he said. You know, john, I haven't really tried and let"
me do that at least. He stopped again and coughed and added,
what the hell do you like to drink, at which the man bent over
and pulled a bottle of sherry out from underneath the bed, uncorked it, and handed it to him. He swallowed, quickly, and handed it back.
It's never easy, he said, never. \Vhat should I say, that 1 was
walking down the street? \Vhen suddenly, and from out of nowhere, comes a truck and hits me? That's love, john. Nothing
more, nothing less. You had a mother?
The man said, don't talk about my mother, saying it carefully,
so that he stopped, again, to listen to him. Because he- did not
know john's mother, but wanted to, not for maudlin reasons, but
there it was, something unknown, and a pleasure. \Vhy don't we
go to Mexico, he said. He watched the man carefully. There's a
bus, he said, it's not impossible?
Or work, he said. Look, I would like to work, I would like to do
something outside. He made a movement of his hands, and there
it was, perhaps a big hole in the ground, in which others sweated,
but never himself. I would like to get out of this.
john, he said, for the last time, look. Nothing is easy. Because,
he said, three things matter. 1'hat one eat, that one sleep, that
one make it. Three finite actions, which can, I think, be
accomplished?
The man got up, coming toward him, saying, to go, as he knew,
and behind them, also she moved, on the roof, and seeing that,
then it was ugly, unsimplified. Don't cry, he said. That doesn't
help.
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RUSSELL KIRK AND THE
NEW CONSERVATISM 1
The Conservative Mind
was published almost two years ago, its appearance
was greeted with delight by champions of conservatism
everywhere. Time and Fortune carried lengthy reviews in which
Mr. Kirk was eulogized as the gifted enunciator of true conservative doctrine. Liberal journals attacked Mr. Kirk.'s book sharply.
but between the extremes of right and left a number of reviewers
expressed qualified approval, often less for Mr. Kirk's ideas than
for a book which many of them hailed somewhat portentously
as marking the emergence of a real American conservatism.
The Conservative Mind is skillfully written with much rhetorical glitter and many witty if ill-tempered thrusts at traditional
liberalism. Since its publication, it has enjoyed, for a book of its
kind, a remarkable success. It has gone through several printings,
sold some 20,000 copies, and is about to appear in two new editions, one in England, and the other. as a textbook, here. Doubtless it will soon be dispensed as a paper-back in every drugstore.
Mr. Kirk has, as a result of the book's success emerged as the messiah of the new conservatism, while an earlier prophet, .Peter
Viereck, is revealed as a rather reluctant John the Baptist.
_
Many of the ideas that Mr. Kirk has put forth have, at this moment, a most seductive quality. There is general agreement, even
among ardent liberals, that we need "a healthy American con-
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servatism." At the same time many young academics have undergone- considerable disillusionment with liberalism, and this disillusionment makes them especially susceptible to ideas such as .
those presented by him. The elevation of :Mr. Kirk to the status of
a major exponent of conservatism, and the apparent readiness of
many people to a(:cept 1'he Conservative Mind as a kind of testament of the new conservative faith, perhaps make it worthwhile
to point out how unsubstantial is the book itself, how spongy and
inept much of the thinking that has gone into it, and how inadequate the work finally is as an effective statement of the philosophy and the practical tasks of conservatism in this age.
The first and in some ways the most serious charge I would
bring against Mr. Kirk, and indeed against many of his fellow
conservative theorists, is his lack of a genuine sense of history. A
conservatism which is without a deep sense of history lacks an essential prop. IronicaJly, the conservatives have inherited their
faulty historical understanding from the very liberals they abhor.
In The CO-llseruative A-1ind 1\1r. Kirk gives ample evidence of
having eaten of the apple of the liberal historical fallacy, which
was to assume that there is, at least within a particular culture, a
set of ideas which can be identified with the TRUTH and which
are equally relevant for all times. The English \Vhig historians
and their American counterparts have generally argued that the
meaning of English and American history could be found in the
gradual development of certain liberal political and social ideas.
Mr. Kirk and his fellows now simply reverse this process and replace the liberal dogmas with conservative ones that are, if anything, more rigid and unrealistic than their liberal counterparts.
The folly of the liberal historians has been to maintain that when
society conformed to certain liberal postulates it would be the
good society. For this liberal illusion which reduced the fantastic
complexity of life to a few comforting maxims, the new conservatives have nothing but scorn, yet when they become programmatic. they do the very same thin~ that they have charged their
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enemies with. They offer us a jugful of miscellaneous ideas labeled "conservative thought," and tell us that we must take the
mixture for our own good-it is the only thing that will cure us.
But we do not swallow ideas like medicine. Ideas exist in tension
and must prove themselves in competition with other ideas. They
are not counters in an intellectual poker game: they are the responses of living men to the crises of their times. And so they
must be judged-by their historic effects, not by reference to some
archetypal truth. But the new conservatives do not know this.
They are idealists, Hegelians, for whom the only realities are
those ideas which they have poured into their conservativ~ jar.
The measure of their historical obtuseness is found in their assumption that while the questions are different in different ages,
the answers are always substantially the same. As l\fr. Kirk puts
it « :eal harmony with natural law is attained through adapting
society to the model which external law, natural, physical, and
spiritual, -sets before us." If this were true we could transmute
spiritual absolutes into political and social absolutes and stabilize the world, ruling out the danger and inconvenience of
change. But since all the experience of history contradicts the
~I idea of a static society, Mr. Kirk is forced back on the image of history as a "roulette wheel." "There is truth," he writes, "in the old
Greek idea of cycles." Thus the temptation which confronts the
new conservatism is the same that has tempted decadent liberalism-a return to the sterile cycles of classic paganism, a la Spengler and Toynbee.
The historical technique of the ncw conscrvatives is similar to
that of the old liberals. There are, in this view, good ideas atld
bad ideas, and there are good men and bad ones (depending largelyon the ideas they hold). Since history has an inherent logic and
man affects his own destiny, the good ideas must produce good
while the bad ideas produce evil. All progress and wisdom are
thus attributed to the "good ideas" and their promulgators, and
failure, error, and tragedy are simply due to "bad ideas" and. to
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a lesser extent, to bad men. (The Conservative Afind can, indeed,
be read as a modern morality play.) But such judgments are at
variance with the deeper historical insight that we might reasonably expect of the conservative, which recognizes that good comes
out of bad, and bad out of good (assuming that we could agree
on those terms) in the ultimately inscrutable course of history;
, that the road to hell is paved with good intentions and good ideas;
and that aU ideas, good or bad, are given an opportunity to prove
themselves in history. Thus it is no service to abuse Condorcet for
having a distressingly naive view of the nature of man. \Ve might
better ask what the function of such enlightenment heresies was
in history. Did they not result in the extraordinary broadening
and deepening of our view of social responsibility? Have they
not had at least a partial justification in our present ideals of
social justice and universal education?
The new conservatives have recently made some interesting
and indeed spectacular reappraisals of individual conservatives
as a part of their conservative revisionism, but the limited nature
of their technique is revealed when they tackle a broader span of
history. Here they skip from one great conservative figure to another, often leaping decades in their dexterous and agile dance,
making witty asides about the desperate plight of nations dominated by liberal ideas. At few points do they pause to consider the
relation of the ideas they espouse to the political and social history of a particular era, and when they do the results are often distressingly bad. It seems to me that The Conservative Afind reveals
very well the grosser failings of this conservative revisionism.
Mr. Kirk bases his political and philosophical system on Burke.
One may admire the English theorist and still doubt whether Edmund (.an, any more than Thomas, bear the entire meaning of
human experience in bis bead. But once ~Mr. Kirk has established
~fr. Burke as his archetypal political theorist, he then fashions a
bed on which he forces all subsequent political and social theorists to lie.
It is no accident, moreover, that Mr. Kirk begins his story with
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Burke. By doing so he can ignore a tragic dilemma of English history which one dares to say could not have been resolved in reasonable conservative terms, but had rather to be fought out.
"That real Jacobinism never has come to Britain or America,"
l\fr. Kirk writes, "is in some considerable measure the work of
Edmund Burke's conservative genius." These are the words of a
confirmed idealist. Britain had its' own Jacobinism in the Civil
\Var of 1640 which indeed made Mr. Burke possible. He was a
child of the Great Rebellion as surely as Saint-Simon or Comte
were children of dIe French Revolution.
l\fr. Kirk further assures us that "not a single formidable rebellion has-occurred in England since Burke retired from politics
-nothing worse than riots and eccentric conspiracies:' One cannot but admire the aplomb with which Mr. Kirk waves aside the
whole Chartist movement and the radical unrest cj. Igdl-century
England. In his world there are no burning ricks; no starving unemployed, no Peterloo, no Speenhamland system of rates in aid
of wages, just tidy conservative principles preventing an anarchy
invited by liberal errors.
Yet Mr. Kirk makes one admission d13t is perhaps fatal to the
infallibility of his hero. "It is one of the few charges that can be
preferred successfully against Burke's prescience:' he writes,
"that he seems to have ignored economic influences spelling death
for the 18th-century milieu." One might be excused for asking if
there could have been a more -serious flaw in Burke's "prescience"?
And how are we to assess the course of English history in the
last century? George Trevelyan writes, "The task awaiting [19thcentury statesmenJ und,er the later monarchs of the House of
Hanover was to adapt the system of parliamentary government to
the new social facts created by the Industrial Revolution.... A
failure to make the adjustments (the admission of the middle and
then of the working class as partners in control of the political
machine) would have led to the breakdown of the system and a
war of classes." But this is not Mr. Kirk's view. For him the cen-
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tury is simply a heart-breaking and often, as in the case of the Reform BiU of 1832, a cm·;ardly retreat from the high tide of Bur~e
an politics. He can take this view because he is an idealist. To an
idealist the only important things are ideas, and the only important thing about ideas is to keep them pure. As the ideas issued
from the brain of Burke, they were pure as water from a mountain stream. Mr. Kirk is horrified to see them contaminated by
the muddy 9tream of history.
He yearns for Burkean figures to lead us, an aristocracy who
"through their devotion to the accumulated wisdom of the past,
their loyalty to everything old, settled and lofty in society" can
be relied on to transcend narrow selfishness and act for th~ good
of all of us who struggle below in darkness. But I wonder if Mr.
Kirk can tell us how his conservative aristocrats are to escape the
stain of that original sin which he is so ready to impute to the
mass of mankind. They must certainly operate under a special
dispensation, because the noblest reason is capable of self-delusion and the most high-minded rulers are corruptible.
Mr. Kirk's conservative revisionism does not stop with 19thcentury England. Speaking of the French Revolution, he writes,
"even the Old Regime could have been preseryed and reformed
without indiscriminate destruction, granted a little patience and
good conduct."
\Vhen we move to America Mr. Kirk's technique is the same.
John Adams is the American Burke, and all that is good in American political thought is the work of John Adams. \Vhen l\fr. Kirk
declares that "more than anyone else [Adams] k.ept the American
government one of laws and not of men," he so overstates the case
for the New England politician that he robs it of aU possible
meaning.
Faced with the rather embarrassing fact, for his theory, that
Adams was not a delegate to the Federal Convention, Kirk implies that Adams' turgid book, A Defense of the Constitutions of
the United States, influenced the delegates so strongly that their
handiwork can be considered largely an expression of Adams'
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ideas. But this is not the case. There is no evidence that Adams'
book had an important influence on the debates, and a careful
reading of ~fadison's journal will tell quite another story.
John Adams was, by many of ~fr. Kirk's standards, a conserVative (by some he was not), but his influence on American conservative thought cannot be compared with Hamilton (who fails
to satisfy Mr. Kirk's requirements for a conservative hero), or
with James l\:ladison, who was an abler and more realistic po~iti
cal theorist.
If John Adams has a secure place in the conservative hagiography, his son, John Quincy, fares less well. He is cast out of heaven
because he is tainted with nationalism (the creeping socialism of
the early 19th century) , abolitionism, and other liberal heresies.
The inheritors of Adams' mantle are John Randolph and John
C. Calhoun. These are conservatives with the aristocratic agrarian bent that so appeals to :Mr. Kirk-landed gentry, in other
words. The fact that they expended their considerable talents in
defending the indefensible insti~ution of Negro slavery bothers
Mr. Kirk not a whit. For him it! is enough "to keep dear ... of
that partisan controversy over slavery and to penetrate instead.
beneath the froth of abolitionist harangues and southern fireeating:" In other words. a plague on both houses. Mr. Kirk seems
fO be accepting a form of liberal revisionism which, as applied to
the Civil \Var, enjoyed considerable popularity in the 1930'S. If
all parties to the dispute had simply been more reasonable and
obedient; if they had left the delicate business in the hands of
wise and farsighted leaders (like Calhoun and \Vebster?) without
intruding their own disorderly passions into the affair, everything
could have been worked out satisfactorily. The Civil War, it is
Mr. Kirk's heartbroken cry, marked the end of the great period of
the Republic, the destruction of the landed aristocracy, and the
rise of crass liberal materialism.
Mr. Kirk and his fellow
conservatives affirm their support of Christianity (though not
ALMOST WITHOUT EXCEPTION
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necessarily their belief in Christ). One has the uneasy feeling,
however, that Christianity is esteemed by them largely as a bulwark of the status quo. \Ve might almost imagine the voice of
Lord Bryce exclaiming, "Good heavens, if the masses don't believe in God, they'll be utterly unstable:' Further, we get the impression from 1\1r. Kirk that by Christianity he has reference to
the Anglican Church. Certainly he has nothing good to say about
the reform efforts of the Evangelical non-eonformists in 19th-eentury England, and one suspects that he is not in favor of this kind
of Christianity at all. It is difficult to see how :Mr. Kirk, if he is a
convinced Christian, can say with consistency that "only enlightened conservatism" can save the modem world. l\1ust he not say
rather that radical Christianity is our only hope?
\Vhen enlightened conservatism invokes Christian principles
in support of its dogmas, it reveals that it has accepted the bourgeoisization of Christianity, and thereby once again demonstrated its apparently incurable weakness for confusing spirit with
historic form. The conservatives cannot have their conservative
faith and then place it within Christianity, because Christianity
as faith and teaching far transcends any congeries of social and
political ideas, whether they be labeled liberal or conservative.
Indeed it would seem that this one painful lesson had been
learned beyond the need of relearning by our western world. \Ve
have endured centuries of conflict between groups who confused
their political aims with God's purpose. Yet the neo-conservatives seem determined to exhume these old specters, to forget
painfully learned lessons, to make one party the party of God
while the other becomes the refuge of atheists and traitors.
1\lany readers will be troubled by evidences throughout The
Conservative Alind of the author's persistent bias against democracy and against all the works and manifestations of historic lib·
. eralism. Mr. Kirk is right when he insists that democracy is not
'. and should not be made into the final human good, and further
that the natural rights which the 18th century so exalted are not
absolute but must be maintained by equally important duties.
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But his dislike for liberalism blinds him to the essential rightness
and urgency of many of the changes and practi.cal reforms that
liberalism championed. The liberal forces of \~he last two centuries, granted their false philosophies, their Sltallowness, and
their naturalistic spirit were historically justified in many of dIe
causes for which they fought. At this moment it is perhaps especially important to recall liberalism's "passion for liberty and
justice and hatred for all forms of tyranny, injustice and oppression; its humanitarian idealism; its dynamic faith in the possibilities of human progress; ... it's belief in the value and dignity of ~
the human person and consequent insistence on the equal claims ,
of all men to the rights and freedoms-political, civil, cultural,
and personal-which are essential to the development of a full
personality." 2
It is to a considerable degree as a result of this movement that
we are today "witnessing the mass.a~vakening to social and political consciousness of all the peoples of the earth." We are at the
end of a period in which tremendous masses lived by proxy
through an elite who exercised the civilizing function. The
"masses" have today a sense of hope and aspiration which, however distorted by liberal utopianism, may be the first step toward
full humanity. \Ve should not be surprised that the elevation of
the masses has resulted in the debasement of many of the .finest
values of civilization. In part this is the fault of our educated
classes who have created and pandered to degraded tastes. The
question that faces ~fr. Kirk is whether only a comparatively few
(an live human lives, or whether, if we try to extend this opportunity, none can. !\-fr. Kirk seems to take the latter view. In light,
he suggests, of the debasement of values that has taken place, we
cannot run any further risks with the remaining shreds of culture
that are left. \Ve must retrench. \Ve must return to the tried and
true older forms of society where sound principles and right reaConrad Bonadna, "The Catholic Church and Modern Democracy," Cross Currents. 5 (Fall, 1951),7, 13·
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son may still create a paradisialland in which a natural aristocracy provides the leadership and the masses toil and spin, happy in
the knowledge that they are watched over and guided by their
betters. And this involves a rejection of a hundred years or so of
history.
The fact is that even if we could accomplish such radical surgery, we dare not risk it. Since we cannot discern the fonn and
needs of the society of the future, we have a responsibility in this
transition period, when the middle class mind does not care much
for intellectual values, to preserve intact our full heritage. This is
hardly the time to start, in a narrowly partisan spirit, throwing
out those aspects of the past that do not fit some particular standard of orthodoxy.
At the end of a prolonged essay on the historic forms of conservatism and their betrayal by a soft and decadent liberalism,
l\fr. Kirk proceeds to paint a brighter picture of the future than
one would have expected from his angry indictment of those
forces which, by his own admission, have done most to shape our
present world. It turns out, however, that things are not so bad
largely because of the resourceful rear-guard action of the conservatives against crceping liberalism and socialism. In fact mere
survival has given "libertarian democracy," which f\fr. Kirk has
so often deplored, an aura of tradition, and in view of that he is
willing to waive his doubts about it for the moment and rally to
its defense as a repository of tradition and order.
\Ve, of course, owe much to our conservative constitution, "the
best-written constitution in thc world." \Vith it we have "the
widest diffusion of property, the strongest sense of common intercst, the most prosperous ecenomy, an elevated moral and intellectual tradition, and a spirit of resolute self-reliance unequalled
in modem timcs." But is this confusing? Since the country has
been these many years in the paralysing grip of wooly-minded,
power-mad, bungling, non-Burkean liberals, we are rather at a
loss to account for our prcsent fortunate state.
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Mr. Kirk's program for contemporary conservatism is also instructive. It consists largely of maintaining what we have, while
avoiding the dangers of collectivism. To do this, conservatives
must rally the agricultural classes (which have been one of the
most radical elements in our society and are now the most completely socialized), "a very large educated class" (which we should
be astonished to find had escaped the poison of Deweyism), the
churches (whose mission is quite different: that is to say the radical reform of souls, not the support of secular institutions however prosperous and enlightened), and lastly "an increasing part
of the laboring classes. which are likely to be attached increasingly to a stable society through the share in things which they have
obtained." One cannot resist asking here "through whom did
they obtain this 'share in things' which Mr. Kirk now appeals to
them to maintain?" Not even f\1r. Kirk would claim, surely. that
it was through the beneficence of enlightened conservatives.
As we read on in his program it becomes quite evident that the
conservatism of Mr. Kirk, and his fellows, is a luxury that history
affords tht:m at this moment. He may now be right, but would he
have chanted his conservative litany in 1933? \Vould he have denied the efforts of the New Deal to ameliorate the effects of the
great depression. or would he have stood aside immobilized by
the conflict between his conservative principles and the agonizing
urgencies of what he calls "the dismal years:' If the achievements
of liberalism allow Mr. Kirk, and indeed others of us, to be conservative today, is it not fitting that we should be a little grateful
or at least a little humble, and cease to exalt ourselves as the formulators of sempiternal truth?
The conservative claims. as distinguished from conservative
principles, are another form of the monstrous simplisms of our
day which assure us that if we will abandon all doubt and misgiving arid accept this or that exclusive and aU-encompassing version
of TRUTH all will be well with us and with our world. The danger in Mr. Kirk's book and in the pronouncements of the new
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conservatives is that at a time when people are becoming increasingly disillusioned with the inadequacies of the old liberal view
of the world; they will turn to a set of ideas which are labeled conservative and hope to find refuge there from the terrible dilemmas of our time. Thus when the real battle is for the maturity of
the American spirit, we are tempted by an attractive new orthodoxy which contains much less than the necessary truth an,d
which at worst may simply bestow a spurious intellectual -respectability upon political reaction.
\Ve Americans would still like to ignore the fact that "everything good has to be done over again, forever:' But we had better
remember that there is nothing about conservatives or about conservatism that contains any built-in immunity to decadence. The
radical triumphs of one age are the conservative values of another, and these conservative values have subsequently to be
revalued by another generation, or, if they have become rigid,
overthrown. There is in conservatism, moreover, a kind of complacency that tempts it constantly to resign itself to what seem
to be the hard and inevitable facts of human pain and want and
suffering, just as liberalism or radicalism demonstrates the contrary vice of trying to assert its will over history and thereby committing the equally grave sin of pride.
Actually the position of the new conservatives is fashioned of
nostalgia and despair. They are, for the most part, men of little
faith who dare not imagine a future that is not a pallid imitation
of the past. Their system is a kind of calcified shell constructed
out of vestiges of the past to protect them from the present and to
conceal a vision of the future.
Perhaps at the heart of the failure of the new conservatives is
their lack of an adequate metaphysic. The lack of such a metaphysic is particularly serious in conservative political theory because of its inherent tendency to glorify the status quo or even the
status quo ante. \Vhatever may be said against liberalism, it has
been erected on a pretty thoroughly worked-out metaphysic. Contemporary conservatism lacks this basic metaphysic and in the ab-
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sence of it must rely on a patchwork of Burkean insights: elements
of Christian dogma, and forms of historic conservatism.
There are, indeed, three principal ways of vie'ttng the past.(.
The true liberal is, on the whole, inclined to give little heed ~
the past, to speak of it often as "the dead hand." The past is som~
thing to be subdued, a record of error and superstition, or at best
a promise to be fulfilled in the present. The conservative mind
on the other hand harks back to the past, loves it, glorifies it,
claims to understand it (and often does), and has faith in its
achievements and traditions. The conservative, however, in his
idealization of the past is in danger of mistaking the transient
elements for the enduring ones. What we might call the post·
conservative imagination grapples most successfully with history
because it tries to transfigure the past and integrate it in the future in a free and creative spirit. Knowing that historic forms are
merely the husks of the once existent realities, it searches out
these realities so that they may be separated from the exhausted
forms and saved fOf the future.
\Ve cannot t~o emphatically reject the dogmas of the new con·
are fortunate in having I\fr. Kirk's book to inservatism. But ~ve
I
stTUct us. Peeri~g beneath its surface of dazzling rhetoric, we can
see quite clearly many of the more egregious fallacies of the new
conservatism. If a conservative credo can be effectively stated for
our age, and there is much to suggest a need for it, the job reo
mains to be done.
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The Bach. FamilYI by Karl Geiringer. New York: Oxford University
Press, 1954- 5 14 pp. $7.50.
GEl R. I N GE R. S U G G EST S in his preface, .....
books and articles on members of the Bach family arc so numerous
that a complete bibliography would fIll several volumes. Nevertheless
it does not seem to have occurred to previous writers to write the his·
tory of the whole dan from the fIrst manifestations of musical talent
in the sixteenth century to its last occurrence in the middle of the
nineteenth:' To write a single volume devoted to the lives and works
of "seven generations of creative genius" (as the subtitle indicates) is
obviously a task of major proportions, but Professor Geiringer has
acquitted himself with considerable distinction.
It is difficult to speak of this book with anything but enthusiasm.
It might well be argued that some of the musicians of the family were
of insufficient artistic signifIcance to warrant serious concern. However. Professor Geiringer limits his discussion largely to the most outstanding Bachs, the largest single section being devoted, of course, to
Johann Sebastian. Furthermore, as a chronicle of one of the most extraordinary families in history, it should be of interest to anyone to
, whom the institution of the "artistic family" is precious. The numerous case histories of one branch of the Bach family apprenticing one
'of its sons to another Bach family illustrate the "apprenticc" and
"guild" concept of the creative artist, and indicate its vital functioning in the flowering of the entire family. In addition, an understanding of tbe inter-relationships of the various branclIes o~ the family (geographically separated by perhaps relatively few miles) is essential in
grasping the importance of the Protestant influence that amounted to
a virtual inheritance, broken by Johann Sebastian's youngest son,
whose conversion to Catholicism sounded the death.knell of the family tradition.
The fIrst section of the book considers the rise of this remarkable
dynasty (from basically peasant stock) during the black era of the
Thirty-Years 'Var with its consequent plague and famine. It offers the
Englisb reader, for the fIrst time, insights into some of the signifIcant,
early sc,,"enteenth century Bachs. The second section, "Expansion and
Culmination," deals almost exclusively with Johann Sebastian and
his contemporaries and offers little that has not already been availASP It 0 F E S S 0 R.
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able in Spitta and other standard works. The third section discusses
the last great achievements, particularly of the sons of the greatest
Bach, and the final musical and artistic decline of the family. This
last section. as the first,. presents much that has hitherto been
unavailable.
The penultimate chapter on Sebastian's children is a tragic account
of the decline of genius. Especially are we moved by the story of the
last, poverty-stricken years of the widowed Anna Magdalena. Professor Geiringer is too kind to Carl Phillip Emanuel Bach in absolving
him from the responsibilities entailed in his remunerative and wellentrenched position as accompanist to Friedricll the Great. The cases
of \Vilhelm Friedemann and Johann Christian, Sebastian's oldest and
youngest sons, are truly fascinating histories of genius unable to shake
off the fetters of misfortune.
Mucll of the material on the sons of Johann Sebastian has already
been made available by Dr. Eduard Reeser's book (in English) on
that subject. However, there are some new and acutely perceptive observations. particularly on the character of Johann's beloved "Friede."
A clear case is made that this oldest son (for years popularly believed
to have been a drunkard and a wastrel) was merely spoiled by a too·
loving father. As Professor Geiringer says "we cannot help seeing in
the great love and support which Sebastian unstintingly offered to
his eldest son, a fatal gifL It atrophied Friedemann's initiative and it
also reduced his artistic independence." The author wastes little time
speculating on what Fricdemann might have produced. instead devoting objective judgment to an analysis of the extant work of this tragic
figure. This procedure is employed in the case of all Bams discussed:
a section treats first the life and general historical circumstances. and
is followed by an analysis of the music.
Among the numerous unique contributions of ihis volume may be
mentioned the genealogical table of all the Bach musicians and especially the index of compositions by the various members of the family. Also outstanding is dle bibliography which; asa matter of academic curiosity, contains less than fifty items written in English 9ut
of a total of almost three hundred entries. The generous musical examples and illustrations included in the book serve the function of
"teascrs"-one invariably wishes there were more. (And one hopes it
won't be too long before Professor Geiringer fulfills his promise of an
early issuance of modern editions of some of the music discussed.)
The mefulness of the book to the general reader might have been
somewhat increased through the addition of presently available cdi·
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dons and recordings, especially of some of the lesser known Bachs.
OCqlSionaUy the choice of language reveals that English is a second
tongue to the ";\Titer; one notices also the tendency to gloss over any
unpleasantries involving any Bach. However, these are trivial -criti·
cisms. To conjure up the spirit of a piece of music through the medium of the written word is a thankless and rarely successful endeavor.
As Dr. Alfred Einstein has remarked in his fine book on Schubert:
"Unfortunately one cannot arrive at the essence of music through the
medium of words, either by technical analysis or by flights of poetic
fancy.••. It is in tbe very nature of an, analysis that it is of no assistance to someone who does not know the work in question, and that
anyone who knows the work does not need the analysis." However,
Professor Geiringer is certainly hugely successful in stimulating the
curiosity of the reader to hear the music under discussion. In the last
analysis this is most likely the greatest success any writer on music can
hope to achieve.
MORTON

SCHOENFELD

StAntal, by Ronald Firbank. New York: Bonacio 8c Saul with Grove
Press, 1955· 56 pp. $3.
has, for many years, been on
record as one of the few to recognize Ronald Firbank's particular
genius, and although Ernest Jones, in the Introduction to Vainglory
&: Inclinations & Caprice (recently issued under one cover by New
Directions), suggests that Firbank "is a better and a more serious
writer than it has ever been fashionable to suppose," this willfully ecceno:.ic Englishman remains eclipsed by one word, a word that has
dogged him ever since his fll'st novel appeared in 1915.lt is contained
in Jones' brief tribute-fashionable. The observations of Sir Osbert
Sitwell on Firbank's fantastic life (when one considers his needs and
the extravagances of his society, it seems much less so) reinforced the
verdict. The mere appearance of his name with that of a Sitwell was
quite enough to set already decided heads to further and more conclusive nods-it being already accepted tbat he belonged with the
Dresden teacups, the merry and waspisb giggles, the absolutely unjmportant drawing-room conversationalists. One had only to glance
through Firbank's available books to find ample evidence for the
damning belief fOf t lifted from context~ his words had that expected
effete tinkle and meaninglessness:
A L T II 0 U G II E D M V N D W I L SON
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"But why, WIlY, why," she inquired, "do fOU think him dreadful?"
"Because I think hOe's odious," she replied.
"Children irritate you, dear, I know, but he will do great things yet!"
"Can one ever say?"
"The most unexpected thing in my life," Monsignor ParT broke in gently,
"was when a certain cab·horse from Euston ran awayl" (Vainglory)

In Santal (1921), the sixth of Firbank's ten novels, we have a certain
compression and a certain single-minded centrality seemingly unique
to his writing. It is only on the surface that it strikes the new note,
howe,ver, for Santal is as distinctly Firbank as are all his other books.
As a way out of the darkness, one might start with this work, and,
modifying the \Vonderland formula, begin at the middle and 'continue until one reached either end of his achievement, for in this tiny
novel (being pUblished in America for the first time, and very rightfully described on the dustjacket- as "a Persian miniature") we have
almost all of the themes Firbank is preoccupied with in his life-long
battle against sametzess: holiness, beauty both lasting and ephemeral,
loneliness, sexual inversion. Clearly, these are not frivolous or fashionable concerns. Frivolity and fashion entered Valmouth, f..rancing
· Nigger, Cardinal Pirelli, et al., only as the very necessary,smiling
masks Firbank's secret demanded.
Without wishing to strap him to the oversimple harness of the psychological investigation, Santal seems to represent, with greater
courage and directness, Firbank's discomforting sexual maladjustment. Confirmed inverts, of the kind ,hopelessly engaged in an afterhours hilarity and strain, at some tiple have the consummate desire
to be free, to put to the extreme. test~thcir ~eigned aloofness and selfabsorbed completeness. They wIll et:tgage 10 countless acts of renunciation, pettishly denying themselves accustomed pleasures which
· take on increasing importance as they continue to fail at destroying
· the need for them. One recalls Gide's struggles with tobacco. The defeat of Firbank as Cherif, the boy in seardl of a wise man's words
(words to effect his change, to release him into wisdom), is even more
certain than we would gather from the concluding lines of the novel,
when we consider Cherif's crippling dependence upon santal (incense) and scripture to create that state of heart necessary for the
journey even to beginl The personal geometlJ' of both Cherif and Firbank remains fixed. A lesser man would have been content with
Cherirs plea for pity in the concluding lines of the novcl"':"Ron.ald
Firbank sharpened his art and set before the public a simply written,
poetic work thal goes far beyond autobiography or confessional:
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And he sang a song the Pilgrims sing as they journey towards Mecca-..one day,
as he stumbled on and on, beneath a sky pale with heal. The day had been
hotter lhan any yet he could remember, and for many hours now he was
without water at aU. He bad come, as evening drew in, to a \--alley that seemed
less hostile, maybe, among the rocks. But search as he would there was no
water, or any trace, anywbere, of the one whom he sought. White beneath the
glory of the moon the hills rolled away as though eternally: elusive'hills, recalling to mind his dream. Alas, was tbe world
illusion then?

all

A great resignation filled his heart. And standing, his face turned towards the
kindling East, be prayed: "Lord Allahl Show compassion to thy child Cherif."
ROBERT WARREN DASII

The Theatre in Our Times.' A Survey of the Afen, .Materials Q1~d
Afovements in tile :Modern rheatre, by john Gassner. New York:
Crown, 1 954. 609 pp. 55.

OF

like John Gassner's The Theatre
in Our Times is inevitably an impressionistic jigsaw puzzle-one in
which the pieces never quite fit together, in which some pieces recur
often enough and some never show up at all, but from which it is possible to get a reasonably accurate portrait. The book consists of disparate magazine articles, of which the original place and time of publication is only occasionally given; most of them appear to have been
written fairly recently, often occasioned by a particUlar revival or anniversary. Although Gassner attempts to gain some continuity by adding connective paragraphs of explanation and by dividing his book
into four sections-which, as it turns out, are useless so far as definition
is concerned-and although he admits to much revision, he is only
being sensible when in the Preface he apologizes in advance for any
inconsistencies and contradictions. He is obviously not trying to construct an ordered theory of drama or of theatre, but, since he is hopelessly fond of generalization, we do get an idea of the way Gassner
sees modern drama.
It is, of course, possible and even understandable that one might
not care how John Gassner sees modem drama, particularly if one
considers the kind of incredible fluff that found its way into the four
volumes that form the Library of Best America7& Plays, which he
edited for Crown. Still his experience as critic, teacher, and anthol().
gist of drama, the fifteen years be spent as head of the Theatre Guild's
A COLLECTiON
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play department, and his work with the Bureau of New Plays, which
had at least some part in the development of Tennessee lViIIiams and
Arthur Miller, are credentials enough to demand that we stop and
listen.
Basically, Mr. Gassner is convinced that the only course for drama
is that of realism, although he compromises the meaning of that term
by using the adjective poetic1 or by explaining that his is a realism in
<!epth. His toudlStones are wisely Ibsen, Shaw and Chekhov, atrium·
virate with whom few will quarrel, but in classifying these three as
realists (Shakespeare and Sophocles, too). he indicates that his cate·
gorizing is extremely flexible. In an essay on Yeats, whose plays he
only occasionally admires, he''''Tites, "To seem to deal directly with
life is realism, regardless of the dramatic structure and tbe prose or
verse employed by the author:' Such a definition is, of course, meaningless except as a catchall. The word does take on a more specific
meaning when he begins to equate it w~th humanism, which is for
him an emphasis on drama by, for and about man, but wbidl nar·
rows into an opposition to both intellectualism and theatricality,
qualities whim are not necessarily inhuman. \Vith this division he
can more easily sort his playwrights; he can at least hang up signs to
show which fountains are poisoned.
Jean Cocteau, one of his chief whipping boys, is manhandled on
both charges. Yet, when Gassner comes to describe The Infernal Ma·
chine, he makes use of the highly human characterizations which Coco
teau, for all his supposed intellectuality, put into the play.: Gassner
may not quite approve of them, but he cannot avoid them. He also
attacks the play's theatricality, even the Act II meeting b~tween Oedi·
pus and the Sphinx, whim he admits is very accomplished..... He uses
these elements of Cocteau's playas sighting points, but he is really
after Cocteau's supposed lack of humanity, his emphasis on art at the
expense of man; he is, finally, not criticizing the play at all, but a
philosophic point of view whim he assumes is Cocteau's. Under the
same general title, "The Annihilators," he criticizes PirandeIIo's Six
Characters in Search of an Author for not being a play that its author
never intended it to be; to make his criticism more valid he skims off
just the top layer and fails to carry his analysis into the real concern
of the Pirandello play. Yet he can follow his affections and let the
theatricality of Andre Obey be outweighed by the humanity of his
Noah, and that of Sean o'Casey be masked under the word baroque
and forgiven because of its author's sincerity. His chief English targets are the neo-religious dramatists-particularly T. S. Eliot, who is
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repeatedly, unfavorably and improbably contrasted with St. John of
the CrQss-wbo are damned for their formalism and for reducing religious passion to an intellectual matter. Gassner's judgments on ex- .
prcssionis~ and Bertolt Brecht's epic theatre are handed down from
the same self·defined humanistic vantage point; generally he considers
tbat they are not bases for a valid modern drama, but in so far as they
have been used to depict or to plead for genuine human concerns they
are acceptable to him.
The few minor errors that appear in the book-such as his letting
Forbes-Robertson write Tom Robertson's Caste and his allowing
Sartre (he must have meant Satie) to have a hand in Parade in 1917when Sartre would ha\'e been twelve years old--are obviously unimportant slips. Less forgivable is his practice of saying what he has to
say not once, but two or three times; it js understandable that he
should make the same points in different essays written over a number of years, but he repeats himself consistently within a single essay,
a practice which may be explained on pedagogical grounds, but
which is tiresome all the same. The repetition is made even more annoying by his habit of finding or inventing a single word to describe
a playwright's work and then riding it to death; for instance, we hear
endlessly of Philip Barry's civilizedness, Robert Sherwood's involvement, S. N. Behrman's tolerance. Yet, the reader who is willing to put
up with, Mr. Gassner's too neat c:3tegorizing will find remarks about
individual plays and performances, both those that the author likes
and those he dislikes, that are often interesting, occasionally penetrating, once one has recognized the general philosophic bias.
GERALD
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I N Portrait of the Artist as a Y9ung ,Man Cranley says: "Alone, quite
alone. You have no fear of that•.And you know what that word
means? Not only to be separate from all others but to have not even
one friend." Then in the thoughts of Stephen Dedalus: "His words
seemed to have struck some deep chord in his own nature. Had he
spoken of himself, of himself as he was or wished to be?"
Apart from the meaning of Cranley's words, apart from their vivid·
ness and the great caesura here created by James Joyce in which ''Ie
may sense the potential of young Stephen, even the inevitability of
Ulysses, this is a passage worthy of careful examination for the light
it casts upon the peculiar understanding that has become character·
istic of our time. Cranley says ''you'' and yet he speaks in such a way
that Stephen is compelled to ask of him: "Of whom are you speak.
ing?" Stephen recognizes that Cranley speaks of himself, because he,
too, has used indirection all too often. He observes the inverted gaze
and senses that here is a man who speaks of hiinself though he employs the "you," and when Stephen calls CranJ.ey "the child of exhausted loins," may we not ~lso ask of Joyce: of wnom are you speaking? What is peculiar about this kind of understanding is its usc of
the inward gaze. Some speak of the force of the intuition, but this is
an inaccuracy. Only self-knowledge permits one to sense the feelings
of others, and this comprehension may be either conscious or unconscious, for we may at some time realize we understand because we see
something of ourselves in the other person, or at other times understand without knowing quite why we do (perhaps because we do not
care to see ourselves reflected in the other). It is a paradox that in an
age which extols objectivity and the scientific our greatest weapon of
understanding has been the subjective, the inward gaze. And it is perhaps due to this exaltation of -the concrete and the factual that we
.have in our literature and psychology moved so fiercely to subjectivity.
I make this comment on an attitude because the whole proct."ss of
thought involved in my writing this piece has been bound up in the
nature and force of my own subjective experience in. reading Joyce's

~1

'

Ulysses.

The first time l read Ulysses I was twenty and deeply impressed by
my second reading of the Portrait of the Artist as a Young Alan. 1 was
intent upon following Dedalus, for I could not forget tbe smart of the
pandybat on Stephen's palm. Here and there as 1 scurried through
113
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Ulysses I wag a'ware of the name of Bloom and began to feel some
faint contempt stirring in me each time the name reappeared, partly
because Bloom seemed too much a "Yid" and an old 'Woman, partly
bemuse be seemed so downtrodden, so unaspiring, such a simple soul
-aU too common for the likes of me. For I had sullenly turned my
back on home, Judaism, fatber, mother; I found myself in Jove with
things beyond and above, sought a figure strange and strong and
sneered at Bloom.
A few }'cars later, mreading Ulysses, I found myself entirely with
Bloom and strangely enough more than a little scornful of Stephen,
whom I found to be a bit of a prig anel a stuffed shirt. (I hear myself
younger mouthing fine words as Stephen does and feel ashamed.)
Could it be merely the difference of a few years, I asked myself. Even
if my new feeling about the book stemmed from my own growth and
fuUer experience, I was certain tbat something in the nature of the
work itself provides such fodder for rumination. JVar and Peace reread yielded little more than a revival of certain favorite images and
relationships within the novel. But I felt in reading Ulysses as a blind
man brought back to a strange country he had once visited and who
is suddenly able to see. Everything comes back to him, but with such
Coree that at once all the mysteries he could only sense before are now
comprehensible to bim.
One other incidental decided that I would attempt to discover for
myself the meaning of Bloom: to the question why did Joyce make
Bloom a Jew, Professor \ViIliam Troy matter-of-factly set aside the
questipn: because the \Vandcring Jew served as a meaningful symbol.
But tJ$Cre is more to a Jew than his wandering, I thought in protest,
and Bloom is more than a nightwanderer; he is not even a persecuted
manl and bis loneliness is compounded of things other than rootlessness and persecution. Even linking Bloom to Jesus as \Villiam York
Tyndall does in his book on Joyee did not satisfy me, tor Bloom is no
leader of men. He is not bent on things of the spirit nor upon dying
and saving. Bloom's is too narrow a vision, too inverted a view, to
admit comparison to Jesus. True, Bloom's essential nature is humane,
compassionate, but his bumanity and compassion are passivity and
simplidty themselves. There is something Jesus-like in his suffering
(be suffers but he is not persecuted), but he is too incomplete to be a

Jesus.
As Bloom observes the' typesetter at tIle newspaper plant be is reo
minded of "Poor Papa with bis bagadah book, reading backwards
with bis finger to me. Pessacb. Next year in Jcrus;,dcm. Dcar, 0 dearl
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All that long business about that brought us out of the land of Egypt
and into the house of bondage alleluia. Shema Israel Adonai Elohenu.
No, that's the other. Then the twelve brothers, Jacob's sons. And then
the lamb and the cat and the dog and the stick and the water and tile
butcher and then tile angel of deatIl kills the butcher and he kills theox and the dog kills the cat. Sounds a bit silly till you come to
look into it well. Justice it means but it's everybody eating every..
one else. That's what life is after all:' Bloom's Judaism is only sur..
face and not integral witIl his nature; he possesses, in fact, few of
the true qualities of the Jew, and this is so I believe because Joyce
himself was no Jew and could neither assimilate nor simulate these
qualities-the deep-dredged melancholy, the self-pity and self-abasement that go hand in hand with terrible pride, and the acidic humor,
that strange combination, perverse conjunction of lamentation and
self-mockery.
\Vby did Joyce write of Bloom to tile degree that he did? Leopold
might have been served up as a thin wafer of a symbol, a shadow of
the archetypical pater. But Joyce insists uponlavishing attention on
tIlis pale, drab sentimentalist, mocks him too little to allow us to shove
him aside as merely symbol of wanderer and father. In effect he drapes
him about with a semblance of light and patbetidzes him, focuses on
him such a tender cameraeye, that in die end we not only love Bloom
but feel him as though he were compounded of love itself, for in himselfhe seems to embody love of humanity more than Jesus, and he almost becomes the quality and concept of love itself to the obliteration
of Bloom the man, who is so terribly human, so fully etched upon the
backdrop of Dublin town.
\Ve sec Bloom\vatching "curiously, kindly, the lithe black {oim" of
the cat. "They call him stupid," he thinks. "Tbey understand what
we say better than we understand them. She understands all she wants
to. Vindictive too. \-Vonder what I look like to her. Height of a tower?
No, she can jump me:' This is the kind of mind-activity we find in
cbildrcn-especially lonely children tvho go about, trying to fit themselves into every nook, trying to feel themselves a part of a place. -Only
a lonely man suffers his mind to go awandering after legs and miaouws
and the sights and sounds of external life, for thus may he bind bimself to something of the world, thus may he sever the vacuole in which
he is forever digesting the contents of his self.
In this second reading of Ulysses I became more and more aware
of Bloom's loneliness and the nature of his isolation, yet I had not forgotten the loneliness of Stephen that led me originally to follow after
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him through Dublin. But Step~en exiles himself. In all of Joyce no
scene more dearly and fully evokes the sense of the struggle of the
youth who embarks on the search after blooms as when Stephen cries:
"Look here, Cranley ... I will not serve that in whidl I no longer be. lieve, whether it caU itself my home, my fatherland or my church:
and I will try to express myself in some mode of life or art as freely as
I can and as wholly as I can, using for my defence the only arms I allow myself to use, silence, exile and cunning." The consciousness with
which Stephen sets about severing himself from that which has created bim is wbat distinguishes him from Bloom in the main. Here we
have revealed the self·conscious nature of the artist·creator.
Stephen ~~ys first he will not serve bome, fatherland or church. He
rebels against being made to feel as one wbo serves; he cannot accept
power over bim; be rebels against the role of a lesser one, of one who
must submit, who is without power. He asks to express himself, he
wills that.he set out to express himself freely and wholly. And he sets
out as one who must do battle. He chooses his weapons with carethe doak of silence that will conceal him from the eyes of all. This
failing, then total exile-and the sword of cunning by which he may
avenge and revenge himself upon those who have sought, wiII seek, to
enslave him. And he does not see that going.thus armed he wholly
negates himself, blind to the fear and anger that sends him off in fear
enraged. Stephen speaks of a mode of life or art, as if art were a way
one might sustain apart from living.
I. myself in coming to understand Bloom denied Stephen, pressed
him out of mind as a pompous puppy, thinking of myself, how I too
had set forth in such a way, so self·consciously. Yet all too soon I
learned that denial does not yield freedom, for denial is-indicative of
great fear, and fear always points to an old enslavement. Only in acceptance and in the full comprehension of reality do we find freedom
and expression. Stephen watches Cranley (as I w~tch Stephen) as he
watches everyone, even himself-and Stephen recognizes that Cranley
is speaking of himself, because Stephen too, in fear, uses indirection
aU too often. But it is his mother who recognizes the great lacks in
Stephen-the element of the positive, the element of growth, the qual.
ity of the female-lacks wbidl will prevent his becoming a great artist
and a wbole man. He will never know life nor fully live if he moves
through the world as cold, as observing, denying, and despising as he
does. If he does not permit himself to feel within the pain of living
and thus to know the pain of others because he bas admitted to being
human and culpable, weak and fallible, in need of others, in need of
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father, mother, woman-people-then he will never fully know himself, remaining exiled in ignorance and aloofness.
Both Stephen and Bloom are embarked upon a search. As lonely
men they set out on journeys into nowhere. They know not even what
they seek; Stephen may articulate as tbe conscious artist and yei
Bloom, no artist at all, knows he seeks a son and still does not under.stand this hunger for a son. For all his consciousness, Stephen is not
even faintly aware that what he is seeking is to be-to be god.creator,
to feel by the expression of himself what he is, of what he is capable,
to feel the power If creation. It occurred to me that when I first encountered Stephen in Dublin I, too, had set about denying home and
history with as mudl ague and anguish as he had. Yet now that I have
come in a sense home again or at least to accept my history I feel with
Bloom and comprehend his loneliness to be akin to mine. And because Broom can only be an extensio~of Joyce it 'occurred to me that
Stephen a':ld Bloom meeting is not tllle. meeting of father and son (a
popular interpretation), but a meeting of minds-in fact, two portions
of a single mind. In Stephen we have the conscious mind, that selfaware and self-directing stream of thought and rationality, and in
Bloom the unconscious primitivp response and emotion, the freely" wandering river that reaches here and there undammed.
And this gave me some hint as to why so many complain of the difficulty of Ulysses. I asked myself again and again where had been the
difficulty I had originally experienced, where was the obscurity that
had driven me from further exploration. I wondered if it were Dot
quite another thing that had hindered my grasping the meaning of
the book. I recalled expressing the nub of it all in a sudden fit of impatience: in a course on The 'Vriter and Society we were discussing
the effect of Freud upon the novelists, and there had been an attempt
to consider the demarcationbctween the prefreudians and the postfreudians. "There are no new things being said about the nature of
man, I exclaimed; it is simply that before Freud and Dostoievsky,
writers usually made characters either heroes or villains-and witb
Joyce we face the hero-villain, man as he really is, and we are unable
to lace the fact of ourselves being imbued with eviL" Joyce showed
good and evil in one man and made the one man everyman, whereas
before we had in literature innocents and maleficents and were satisfied that the world of fiction was so neatly divided. Now we have no
Faust on one hand and the Devil on the other, but the devil in faust
and faust in the devil-a nightmare made reality, Circe deified instead
of calumniated, and we are all so mixed up we don't know what to do.

I
I
I

!
I
(
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Because we're afraid. And a good many people say they don't like contemporary fiction-it's too morbid, ugly, sick.
In the Portrait of the Artist asa Young .Man Stephen had said to his
mother that: H • • • religion was not a lying-in hospital. Mother indulgent. Said I have a queer mind and have read tOO much. Not true.
Have read little and understood less. Then she said I would come
back to faith because 1 had a restless mind. This means to leave dlUrch
by backdoor of sin and re·enter through a skylight of repentance. Cannot repent."
.lung lays a finger on part of the conflict in Afodern Afan in Search
of a Soul when he writes: "How can I be substantial if I fail to cast a
shadow, 1 must have a dark side also if 1 am to be whole; and inasmuch as 1 become conscious of my shadow I also remember that I am
a human being like any other."
Heretofore man has prayed to spirits external, sought salvation and
exoneration from them, often at the cost of his physical self. In return
he was linked to dty, state, church, and family; he felt himself a part
of a tradition and culture, part of a race and a way, he knew his role
as provider, male, worker. All the symbols of state and church, of history and culture, tended to augment an image of an ideal to which
man felt himself truly attached. He rarely needed to feel or was made
to feel the quality of himself alone. If he failed to live up to demands
of his ideal, he was consoled and permitted to free himself of guilt and
shame by repenting.
Is it a paradox then that in denying absolutes and coming little by
little to accept our physical selves, we still have become less whole,
creatures affrighted and aUoat, as the world expands about us? \Ve
touch each other and seek to hold together, hudd1i~g to keep warm
because cold winds are rising. Yet we have come no closer to finding
ourselves whole bec~use we have cut ourselves from all that has created us, denied what we cannot deny-the face of our father as we see it
in the cracked mirror we are always straightening our hair in. Even
to tbe end Stepben denies Bloom, denies that whicll he seeks-that
feeling with mankind which lies within himself. Consciously he seeks
to set himself up as the god-creator apart from humanity, while Bloom
seeks a link to the body of people, self-fulfillment through a son. Partly both men deny the existence of the female, Stephen refusing to recognize that the truly creative partakes of femaleness and Bloom failing to realize tbat only Molly can truly endow him with a son and
self.image. It is not just life tbat Stephen must go forth to experience.
It is life and love, as his mother sees it; he must offer himself to ex-
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perience, for love comes only from compassion, not from dIe detach·
mem of the artist who broods on the sidelines in bitterness. contempt,
and longing. Until Stephen can learn to accept both coffee.. and bun
from Bloom. until he can accept this token of affection and friendship. he cannot learn to give and thus express himself as fully as he
wishes. Only the fearful man holds back a piece of cake-to be eaten
on the sly, or merely to be saved, as consolation for having had to give
because of being asked. The free man gives and gives freely and has
no need to withhold as symbol.
At first I held Molly as less than the lowest of blooms, failed to un·
derstand her as being more than an old mollycoddle of a woeman. But
I finally saw her as being the rounding out of the whole, dIe final link
in tbe holy trinity: Stephen, Bloom and Molly. The ideal man would
possess the essential qualities of each, the perception and integrity of
Dedalus tbe artist, the warmth. feeling and compassion of BI~m the
humanitarian, and the gusto; the ability to enjoy life-and·feeling of
Mother Molly. Stepben is intellectual and aesthete; Bloom tim simple
homely man craving the normalcy of fatherhood and renewal in dIe
flesh and spirit of a son. to give as a father teaching the fruits of his
experience. By Brady's cottages he sees a boy smoking and thinks:
"Tell him if he smokes he won't grow. 0 let him! His life isn't such a
bed of roses! Waiting outside pubs to bring da home." Here we see
him quench the fatherspirit in him, yet eventually he warns Stephen
kindly of the dangers of nighttown.
One might take Molly to be the link between the two meI,.1, but I
take Bloom to be balance and link between the two poles of Stephen
and Molly; Molly is somewhat the incarnation of carnality. Stephen
bears dIe sinister note of the faust legend as cold and compelling creator. BodI possess creative power. and where power is there is an ele·
ment of the unknown and to·be·feared.
The final chapter of Ulysses is forty-five· pages of unbroken. unpunctuated mollysong. in which Joyce leaves no doubt that in creating the great trilogy of the Portrait, Ulysses, and later Fi1megan's
JVahe, he utterly found himself. He holds nothing from our vision.
gives of'himselHulIy-asonly a man can who has reached full stature.
These final lines are almost a paean to life: "and then he asked me
would I yes to say yes my mountain flower and first I put my arms
around him yes and drew him down to me so he eould feel my breasts
all perfume yes and his heart was going like mad and yes I said yes I
will Yes."

GLADYS R. SCHEFFlllN
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THE
EDITOR'S CORN ER
continued from page 6
of the other side of the mirror. Our
dream gone before it's really
ended.
SA: Plain words then, Sefior: too
much to lose?
R: Yes, that. But still more than dollar bills. You know that, don't
you? Even if you pretend to forget
it? It's a dream of comfort. The
dream of comfort. Lots today and
more tomorrow. Good will to all
who don't bite. Enough comfort
for everybody, everybody in the
world. And not just comfort of the
gut.
.
SA: That last, that's a lot. You have
the other? TIle comfort to be your
fiel£?
ll: Not really.
SA: Why not?
R: I don't know.
SA: Permit me: perhaps too much is
sacrificed to the belly, and dIe
bank?
R: Yes, but isn't it more complicated?
Mixed up in dIe whole theory of
democracy, wWch is one of comfort
even in its neaativcs: comJ9ti from
oppression, from discontinuity of
rule, even in part from rule itself?
Certainly comfort from authority.
\Ve begin to miss it. Some say that
maybe disappearance of dIe Big
Authority of both church and state
at once is too much. Anyway. we're
beginning to howl for it. Social Security isn't enough. Especially the
intellectuals, who feel tbey're not

collecting their droits de seigneur.
But nearly everybody else too is
tired of 250 years of making up
their own minds. Especially when
the questions gct more and more
complicated, the answers less and
less lonr;.tcrm, and the penalties
for mistakes ruinous. But what
country doesn't look for just yes
or no when war's in the ailr?
SA: Well my friend. you meian dIen
that we are wrong to be shoded
by McCardly?
R: Shocked yes, like us, but not so
surprised. As if you never read any
history. And not so damned holierdIan·iliou.• _. Forgive me.
SA: jlIombre! for what? You are
right. \Ve forget many things in
our disappointment from a distance. But part of that is the fault
of your government and press.
Holier-than·thou twice, eh? The
biggest in the world. If it would
stop being as sanctimonious as a
virgin's behindl 'Why must it pretend to be perfect, always right?
Nobody expects that, and all that
happens is you paint a picture of
yourself so beautiful-all madre, a
true pastoral in gold, eh?-that
when you stand' beside it in the
flesh and blood of action even your
real beauty is ugly by comparison.
Or funny. You think to make yourself ideal, you doom yourself to
failure, no?
R: Yes. But failure isn't the most
important thing in the world. Now
that we've left the Renaissance.
It's one of the necessary results of
trying.
SA: Holy Fatherl It really is a dream
then? A real one? Not just an adI
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....ertisemcnt sign? Do the rest think
as )"ou?
.
R: 0 teU me pretty maiden.•.
SA: I.Que7 What is that?
R: A song.
SA: A song? Good. You're right. Let's
go drink something, O.K.? As my
guest.
R:O.K.
SA: Heyl Tell me the truth. Is your
coffee up there as good as this?
R: Better.
SA: jHombre!

11
One of the Best Writers itJ South
America: For me, Sefiorl it comes to
this: one of the privileges of civilization and civilized times is that of
minor criticism. The big. brutal
questions have been temporarily
"solved," and we can tum our atten·
tion and energy to smaller ones. But
this is no longer a civilized time. We
are back to yes or no, as simply and
suddenly as that. Therefore I deny
myself further the luxury of criticizing the faults of the United States.
They are not less real, nor am I less
aware of them. But weare back to
the simplicity of symbols. As usual
there are only two, the number of
total opposition: right wrong. yes no,
United States Russia. I say yes to the
United States. I hope some day to
have my maybes returned to me. but
for now it's just exactly and t!loroughly yes.... It is ironic ...
R: Why?
Writer: I was denied last summer a
visa to lecture in the United States.
R: Why?
JVriter: I don't know. I wrote to ask
why. but they never ~cred.
What exactly ;s the l\fcCarran Act?
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III
Uruguayan: Does it appear to you
that Uruguayans are too fat?
R: Well. yes.
U: It is true. we are.
R: Why is that?
U: \Ve cat too much.

IV
South American Professor: You won·
der, perhaps. why SoUtll America
has so many dictatorships?
Reply: The rest of the world seems
to be catclling up with you.
SA: Thank you, but tllcrc is no necd
to· be polite.
R: Well. I suppose because the boss·
tradition is a natural· inheritance
of conquest and colony. and nothing has grO\m up strong enough to
countcrbalance it?
SA: Yes. That is why people like my·
self admire the United States, and
wish to go there and stay tliere.
R: You don't feel then that the United States is just an economic 5}'S'
tem?
SA: Oh, you bave been hearing' a lot
of that, eh? The people \vbo dis·
miss your country in tbat way usu·
ally possess the enormous advan·
tage of never having been tlu;re.
But even if it were simply that,
what of it? Economic forces are
one of the few great determinants
in history. no? Morals, art, religion, are all tied in a very important way to economics. are they
r
not?
.
R: Never more tban now, I suppose.
But it is true-and as I look at it
from here, even more obviousthat wben you raise the economic
value of tlie individual man, you
inevitably raise the rest of him too.
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Unless be looks to another 'World,
proper reward fur his daily 'Work
is essential to his 5df-r€~pcct in
~bisone. Yet •. _
SA: All.' Here we could speak of
the double role of the Catholic
Church, but 1 am certain IOu
know of it. In any case, what lOU
say is correct. Life must not be
cheap_ That is a better expression
than most people tbink. It has
everytlling to 5ay about man's
spirit and values. People complain
that in jour United States, everything is expensive. I say "Good.
Life is not cheap there:'
R: \Vell, a Mexican in Texas or a
Puerto Rican in New York could
'disagree with tbat. But on the
whole it's true.
SA: Ab. The treatment of your mi·
norities is bad, tllat is certain. And
yet, economically speaking, such
people arc not WOfEe off than the
majorities in many otller countries.
\\There the state is concerned, evil
is defined by quantity
well as
quality. In the state. the prevalent
fonns of evil spring from the prevalent set of circumstances, no? In
bad circumstances it is murder.
rape. and pillage; in better ones it
is tllC less fatal applications of
envy. greed. and fcar. All evil is related, but the difference in intensity is real and important. In fact,
this is one of the measuring·sticks
of "civilization."
R: Somebody said that the only real
c\il is boredom. If he bad said it
was the most important 5()UfC~, I
would have agreed. Anyway, it ~
tlle tiling I most fear for us in the
United States.
SA: \Vbat? How do you mean?

"5
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R: \Vell, this. The United States began as a politic:31 experiment, and
became an incredibly successful
one. Imagine: m~e by tbe populace. 'I11e beast with many heads.
For ages it was a pet axiom that no
such thing could succeed. But
that's another story.
SA: Also an English story.
R: Yes, some of iL The thing is, that
along the way our political experiment joined the madline experiment. Maybe the two made each
other fully possible. Anyway, the
joining became a maging. The
two almost indistinguishabie, or at
least not much honest' attempt to
distingui~h between tbem. Now
comes this crisis, and under the
pressure they're tending to sepa·
rate a bit. And 'What we seem to
see is that the machine experiment
has superseded the political one.
Public Opinion begins to supplant
Freedom of Speech. Our fr<:edoms
have become subservient to our
things. Naturally. The machine
not only can't provide for individuality-it just won't stand for it.
Neither will the charts of the scientific planners. So that what was
once the world's melting pot now
discourages the least new ingredient. And worse, even distills out
some of the old peppery ones, in
the march toward blandnes!. So
our big experiment now is living
with standardization, with uniformity. And it.'s still an experiment for tbe whole world.
SA: Yes. Each country will succumb
to the machine in its own way. Yet
we must have it if life is to be nowhere "cheap'"
R: Many of our c1lildren find our
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way of life cheap. They are so
boted by the time they are ten that
it is hard to distinguish them from
tbeir parents. We are fond of the
term "juvenile delinquency:' It
is a very scientific cover behind
which we can busy oUfEclves with
effects instead of facing causes.
Clean up the comic books and save
Rome. We are also conducting dle
experiment of building more
schools in which to team tbe mil·
dren less. They rebel at work, you
know.
SA: But at least dlere is some hope
in we totality of your "experi.
ment." The other is hopeless even
before it starts.
R: WItat about boredom? WMt happens when you add uniformity to
planned security?
SA: My friend, it sounds like my notion of hell. But there is still some
hope of heaven in it, no? You have
not lost the battle yet. \Ve here are
not even fighting one.
R: All. \Vhy? Why aren't you?
SA: Because we still have Cheap servo
ants, Sefior.
R: ,Comol

SA: So long as we rely upon them
and their poor work. how shall we
come to rely upon each other, and
cultivate responsibility? Which is
the basis G~ your credit system, and
all the res't. \Vhere a man's word
must be good for lonser tItan today. Here tbe government awards
prizes and doesn't pay mem. The
Bible of Ute state must read that
"In the beginning mere was reo
sponsibility:' Your President Lin·
coln knew that. Responsibility and
cheap labor are mutually exclusive
in a sound democracy. Tell me,
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Sdior, how cheap are servants in
the United States?
R: Yes, they cost more man a television set. Is that ourcnd.cqua.
tion?
S.1.: In mamematics there is no end.
One solution simply makes possi.
ble the next problem.
R: So Dr. Oppenheimer discO\:ered.
V (In a plane going north):

North American: If you liked South
America 60 well. why are you so
glad to be going home?
R: Tltat's Why. Home.
N A: Oh for Christ's sakel Back to tlte
dean well.lighted madhouse, eh?
R: Madhouse? Maybe. Self.protec.
tion isn't much different fromaggression, but it's harder on the
nerves.
N A: Self.protection? Is that what
we're doing? An island 50 miles off
China's coast isn't dangerous to·
dlem. but it's a war-worthy menace
to us. !),otK> miles away?
R: I don't know. \Ve're probably doing both. But it's not a question of
space anymore. or of distance. is itt
NA: I don't know. It's the Age of
Scientific Lies: big ones little ones.
blue ones pink ones black onesall backed up by data and added
by machines tllat don't make mistakes. But 1 don't want to talk
about this; it isn't what I was referring to about the States re~lIy.
R: 'Vbat was it?
I
NA: '\That's me outstanding be·
havior characteristic of our "sensi.
tive" people, our literati, if you
like?
R: Toward each other, or toward the
world?
NA: Toward each other.

\
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R: l\faJidousness, I suppose.

R: 1 hope not. Not if we do it volun-

NA.: 'VeIl?
R: lVeUyes. AU corked up in their

tarily, Consciously, I mean.
NA: Do you think tbat's why other
countries have so much difficulty
understanding the States in any
real wa}'? Because we are in a sense
"ahead"? Because they're looking
from a vantage point of How To
Get Enough and we're already ex·
isting in the middle of the problem of How to Live with Too
Much?
R: Probably. But history offers only
simple answers to situations like
this one.
Nd:Simple?
R: Yes. In any other time a power
like the U.S. would ha\'e imposed
its richness on the world by conquest, like Roman Law. It's a
unique situation wc're in. But if
you subtract world conquest from
historical alternatives,· there are
only two possibilities left concern·
ing our wealth.
Nil: For instance?
R: Either give it away or they (orne
and take it.
NA: Cive it away? Just to forestall
Communism, by doing it in another fdnn?
R: No no no. That's exactly where
we have the big advantage, and ex·
actly where we're not using it right.
Look: the poor of the world are
detennined to be not poor. Simply
because for maybe tbe first time' al·
most everybody in the world knows
that it isn't necessary for him to be
poor. And because be is-or feels
he is-in a bargaining position.
He's going to get some measure of
wealdl, somehow: and when be reo
ceives it he won't say a hundred
tbank-rou's-he'll be polite if be

ow,. botdcs. Too isolated. And

spoiled rotten. Like tbe descendants of Ii. rich l once bardworking
family.
NA: And bow precisely do the ncph.
ews of our rich unde come to havc
dle mentality of French pCMants
-suspicion. envy, llate?
R: Thais what spoiled means, doesn't it? Unable to adapt to adversi·
ty. therefore unable to hope-only
to board. Wllat about the rest of
us? ;
N11: CI,risd \Ve can't even adapt any
more' to diversity.
R: Maybe that's the adversity pre·
cisely. An}'way it's the biggest
Ouell.of all. If I think about that
enough I return to the cellar.
NA: The machine?
R: The machine to give U5 hours,
television to take them away. The
old stupefaction of the assembly
line. Is it possible for one poison to
be preferable to another? I swear
I'd rather see people take opium
than television. At least dIe dreams
they had would be their own. But
you know it's not just us. You saw
the beginnings bere in South
America? The same reaction to the

same goods?
NA: Yes. Then wbat need are we
answering', in dIe States?
R: Maybe, as a friend of mine said,
we're going to answer the question
How Much Comfort Can a Man
Stand.
N A.: Before what?
R: Before. in order to save himself,
he destroys it.
NI!: All of it?
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can, but he'll know it's his due. His search at the British Museum in Lonoverdue. So wbat can we bUy with don. This is his first publication.
our money except the right to be CHARLES BOEWE is teaching English
listened to while he eats? Did you and completing his Ph.D. at the Uni·
get to the UNESCO conference in versity of \Visconsin. He has pre.
Mantel-ideo? Where do lOU find viously published poetry in the Besomebody now who doesn't know 10'-' Poetry Journal.
that widl science and industry
SAM HOUSTON BROCK studied Japathere's finally no bottom to richnese at Columbia University, is livness, therefore no point in hoard- ing in Dallas. He will contribute as
ing it, therefore no point even in
translator to an anthology of" Japahaving it except from day to daynese Literature being edited for
which is the real meaning of free·
Grove Press by Donald Keene (due
dam from need-and therefore that
to be released this Fall).
leadership of the worid has after
these centuries finally and for sure ROJiERT C'REELEY, E4itor of The
quit its dependence on spinning Black Mountain Review" published
gold and is reyerting to where it last year a collection of short stories
entitled The Gold Diggers (The Div·
came from-to brains and ideas.
ers Press). His story "Jardou" ap·
Nil: To what1
R: Science and ideals. Every deterio- peared in Autumn 1951Z NMQ. Mr.
ration in our moral way of life ereeley lives in MaIIorca, Spain.
costs us more than billions.
NOR.MAN FRl£DMAN has been pub.
N A: If that's tbe real Russian strate- Iished in Tile RecomtfUctionist,
,gy in die cold war, then they're Thought (Delhi, India), Perspective,
_---I doing too damned well.
Beloit Poetry Journal" Journal of
R: Or we're not doing well enough. Aesthetics b Art Criticism, Embryo,
But we've still got more than goods College English, "Valusia Review. He
and guns. If we didn't I suppose bas a volume on Meredith's poetry
we'd have used the guns more than looking for pUblication and plans a
we have.
book on Cummings. He teacl1es EngNA: 'What about just science and lish at the University of Connecticut.
brute strength?
EDWIN HONIG'S ,,·olume· of poems,
R: Sure. What if Transylvania in- The Moral Circus waspubIished last
vents a fifty-cent X-Bomb?
month as Volume Eiglit of the ConN A: Then where do we stand?
. temporary Poetry Library Series. "Do
R: The hell with we or then. Tell You Love Me" and "Winter Sticks"
me about You. Or about Me. Now.
were included in the volume. Mr.
Honig will be represented by three
poems in the forthcoming New

IJ!1CONTRIBUTORS

Pocket A.nthology ofAmerican Verse"

has taught English
at _the University of Rochester, is
currently engaged in independent re-

A!'.'DREW

JAMES APPLEGATE
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edited by Oscar \Villiams.

JAszr, who is Assistant Pro.fessor of German at the University of
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Cali!omia, was born in Budapest,
Jived in Hungary, Austria, and
Czeshoslovakia until he was 18. In
193!1' he came to the U,s. and studied
first at Obcdin, later at f!arvard
where, after returning from senice
with the U.s. Army, he instructed in
German~ He has published articles
on Ho{mannsthals, Dehmels, and
Rilkc, and is 'Working on a'Volume of
essays, "Fonn and Modern German
'Poetry:'
ERNST KRENF.K, the well-known contemporary composer, has been also
an active writer for many years. His
production indudes several books on
music and bundreds of newspaper
and magazine articles; "The Three
Overcoats of Anton K:' is, however,
hj~ first serious venture in the field
of fiction. Mr, Krenek wrote tJds
story "during the summer of 1938
while traveling through many European countries, unable to return to
my native Austria, and preparing to
emigrate to the United States." He
recently revi5ed the story in Los Angeles, where he now lives. Spring
1953 NMQ contained Mr. Krenek's
musical autobiography, Self-Analysis.
BUT MEVERS lives and 'Works in Los
Angeles.
GLADYS SCUEFFR,1N is 26, is completing ber second novel, plans a third,
and works usrcccptionist for a New
York City eye surgeon.
MOkTOS SCIIOE."iFELD is a pianist and'
ksistant Professor of Music at the
University of New Mexico.
~VEY SIIAPIRO has been widely
p~blished~ with poetry in Botteglu~
O$cur~, Cllicago Review, Epocll#
Hopkins RelJiew# JVake, Voices, et
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al., and rc\<iews in Am~Tican Mercury, Furiosol' New Leader. A collection of poems, The E"je, was published by Swallow Press in 1953. He
lives in New York City..

PAGE SMml, as historian, is princi..pally concerned witluhe Revolutionary and Constitutional period. His
biography of James 'Wilson (174217g8), "leading figure in Federal
Convention, Supreme Court justice,
political 8: legal theorist, land speculator 8: finander,"' will be pUblished
this autumn by the University of
North Carolina Press. Currently Assistant Professor of History at the
University of California, he has been
a Research Associate at the Institute
of Early American History 8: Culture,
Williamsburg; Virginia.

\VILUAM JAY SMml has published
poetry widely. Tbis year Atlantic
Monthly-Uttle, Brown will publish
bis collection of children's poems,
Lauglling Time, and Grove Press
will bring out two books of bis trans·
lations: Poems of a Multimillionaire
(Valery Larbaud) and Selected Writings a/Laforgue. Mr. Smith is married to Barbara Howcs, and livcs in
North Pownal; Vennont, and New
New York City.

l\fAlUt SPILKAhus been assistant editor on American Mercury and currently is Instructor in English at the
University of Michigan. His book,
tentatively titlcd The Loue Etllie of
D. H. Lawrence, is due for release
this autumn by Indiana University
Press.

(see NMQ's Art
, Feature, Autumn 1953) appeal'S on
CLIFFOItD \VRIGHT
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dlis cover widl Ius ink drawing "Successful Poet."
By error \Vinter 1954·55 NMQspecifled Grove Press -as we publisher of
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Jew Ganigue's Tile .M.onumentR(}se. This should have read Noon-

day Press.
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ANew
MOlztllly
of
Literature
and

Opinion

THE
KPFA

FOLIO

SINCE 1949 Pacifica Foundation, a nonprofit, educational corporation, has operated the liswner.subscription radio
station, KPFA, which offers programs
(without advertising) of music, public
affairs, literature, and the arts.
NOW Pacific~ Foundation is launching
the first cultural monthly to appear on the
Pacific coast in many years. The new
magazine represents a great expansion of
the regular bi·weekly bulletin hitherto
mailed to the station's subscribers, and
will include material broadcast by the station, as well as special contributions. This
is the first serious magazine in America to
unite publishing with broadcasting; its
nearest analogous publication is the BBC
Listener. (Subscriptions to the magazine
alone are available only to those residing
outside the station's signal area.) Published in book format (80 pages, 8~X5~)
on superior paper,. the Ilew monthly offers
poetry and prose by familiar authors,
together with contributions from new
or little-known 'writers of interest and
promise.

FIRST ISSUE \VILL APPEAR
\VITHIN TWO MONTHS
Early issues will contain:
Articles on literature, psychology, religion, anthropology, music and art.

THE

Poems by \Villiam Carlos \Villiams,
Richard Eberhart, Leslie Fiedler, \Veldon Kees, and many others.

KPFA

Essays and Stories of unusual nature by
Mark Van Doren, George \Voodcock,
Fred Safier, and others.

FOLIO
Sbattuck Ave.
Berkeley 4. Calif.
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Subscription: Z2 issues, $8.00.
6 issues, $4.00.
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In· Coming Issues
Louaine Calhoun "The Book of
Ba~erilfeind"(Itory)

Cyril Birch "Chao Shu-Ii: Creative
Writing in a Communist State"

Babette 8aAOOD "Paradise Lost"
(Itory)

Poet Sigaaturel: Catalan Poetry (tr.
Anthony Keni~n). Alfredo de Pal~
chi (tr. Sonia Raizisa)

Dennia.Lynds "Yellow Gal" (.tory)

NMQ Poetry SelectiOPl: Lucile Ad-

ler, John Holmet, Sister Mary Francis, Lynn Martin, John Gill, Neill
Weiss, Charlet &ewe

Irene Hay de Uribe "The Conqueror" (story)

SPECIAL FEATURE: Mexicda "Uniyenity City":
an illustrated feature by EIther McCoy,
including comments by the Mexican Archi·
tects
an O'Gorman, Ramon Mareot,
Jose Villagran Garcia, Felix Candela •••)

au

https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/nmq/vol25/iss1/1
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